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CHRISTIAN HERRMANN, REMO MORESI, RETO SCHUPPLI
MARCEL WILD
1. Introduction
1.1 Statement of the problems and the lattice method
Let E and E' be non-degenerate €-hermitean spaces over the same data
(k, €, -) (see 1.1.1) with linear subspaces F and F', respectively. The.pairs
(E, F) and (E', F') are isometric if there is an isometry <jJof E onto E'
such that <jJF= F'. Isometry classification of pairs means reduction to
the classification of spaces, the latter being a classical and often difficult
problem even in finite dimensions.
So one considers E = E' and says that subspaces F and F' of E are
congruent if they give rise to isometric pairs (E, F) and (E, F') , in other
words, if they belong to the same orbit under the action of the orthogonal
group. The Congruence Problem for a class of pairs asks for a complete
set of invariants of those orbits - these invariants may include the isometry
type of F and other subspaces natur~lly related to F.
For congruent F and F' one can ask under which conditions a given
isometry of F onto F' can be extended to an isometry of E (Extension
Problem). Witt's Theorem says that such an extension always exists in the
case of trace valued finite-dimensional E (see [WiI87] Satz 4 and Anmerkung
p.31; [Gr079,1.7]. So, in this case the Congruence Problem is solved using
F, only. The analogous result for finite-dimensional quadratic forms in
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characteristic 2 follows from Arf's Theorem [Arf41]. Observe that spaces
over k of characteristic ;f 2 are trace valued, automatically cf [Gr079,I.3].
Beyond this, i.e. in infinite dimensions or for characteristic 2 finite-
dimensional spaces, additional invariants are required describing the em-
bedding of F into E. For trace valued spaces of countable dimension the
Congruence Problem has been solved in [Gr079,V] under the proviso that
there are sufficiently many isotropic vectors. Without this hypothesis, the
problem comprises intractable parts even over the reals. Though, using in-
finite lattices, Bani [Ban83/85] solved the problem for substantial classes of
subspaces. In characteristic 2 and at most countable dimension solutions of
the Congruence problem are given in [Gr079,VIII,XVI] provided that F is
totally isotropic or E a quadratic space. There and in the cases to be dis-
cussed, below, these invariants and the classification results have been based
on the lattice method (cf [Gr079,I.9], [Gr082], [Gr087]). Its beginnings can
be traced back to Kaplansky [Kap5a].
Step A. This method starts with selecting the relevant operations on the
lattice £(E) of all linear subspaces of E which will include the sum +,
the intersection n, the constants a and 1 for the subspaces (a) and E, the
unary operation .L of taking the orthogonal, and maybe additional unary
operations and constants defined in terms of the sesquilinearform. If, in a
given context, we consider lattices wit.h such additional operations we speak
of quadratic lattices associated with the spaces.
Step B. Next, one determines the possible quadratic sublattices VE (F) ge-
nerated by F in £(E) or certain relevant parts of those lattices. Depending
on the setting chosen, these may be computed in rather geometric terms
working in the concrete VE(F) or, more abstractly, as quadratic lattices
generated by some element a and subject to a suitable additional axiom a-
tization. Also, a mixture of both approaches may be applied.
In all cases dealt with, below, it is possible to capture the "general
form" of these lattices in a free object V(a): for each pair (E, F) there
is a quadratic lattice homomorphism 1rEF of V(a) into VE(F) mapping a
onto F and V(a) can be implemented as actual VE(F). When working with
an axiomatization this indicates t.he full adequacy. So one calculates the
quadratic lattice V( a) freely generated by (J. under this axiomatization. A
second approach finds subdirectly irreducible factors of V(a), heuristically,
proves the completeness of the list by a method developed in section 2, and
t.hen computes V(a) based on that.
Step C. With this (hopefully finite) lattice at hand, (cardinal) invariants
are provided by the indices, i.e. the dimensions of the quotient spaces
1rEFX/1rEFY, x > Y in V(a). They include the information about the ac-
tual lattice VE(F) - via the indices which are a. Metric invariants are the
isometry types ...Y, with X in VE(F) - there are other invariants where X
is a freely chosen supplement for a certain quotient of VE(F). Other types
of invariants, called arithmetic, are composed from field elements or classes
thereof. To solve the Congruence Problem, it remains to prove the comple-
teness of the chosen list of invariants: For any quadratic lattice isomorphism
TJ : VE(F) -t VE(F') with TJF = F' and preserving the invariants one has
to construct an isometry inducing TJ. This might be achieved by a Mapping
or Congruence-Theorem which, for a class of spaces and quadratic lattices,
states that every index preserving isomorphism between quadratic sublat-
tices V of V(E) and V' of VE' (F') is induced by an isometry whenever the
isometric spaces E, E' belong to the class of spaces, and V, V' to the class
of lattices.
A second aspect of classification is to provide decompositions of pairs
(E, F) into "typic" components. Here, (E, F) is an orthogonal sum
E9(Ei, Fi)
iE!
if E = E9iEI Ei and F = ~Fi. A Decomposition Tlleorem for a class
consist in a finite list of series Si of pairs in the class, each parameterized
by parameters e.g. of arithmetical, cardinal, or metric type, such that each
(E, F) is isometric to some E9iEI(Ei, Fi) with summands from Si. This may
also be the basis for a solution of the Congruence Problem, using invariants
for the components and metric invariants coming up with the decomposition
process (related to supplements to be chosen).
Since an orthogonal decomposition of (E, F) induces a subdirect de-
composition of the quadratic lattice VE(F), one has a guideline for finding
the orthogonal decompositions and can base the search for the possible sum-
mands on the list of subdirectly irreducible homomorphic images of V(a).
The decomposition may be obtained directly or via an isometry, provided
by a solution of the Congruence Problem, onto a suitably chosen orthogo-
nal sum of "elementary examples". The latter approach, taken in [Gr087],
requires knowledge of the relations between the indices.
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1.3 Bibliographic remarks
The indispensable prerequisite is [Gr079] which should be consulted for the
history of the subject until 1979. In particular, all information on quadra-
tic and trace-valued hermitean forms in countable dimension is to be found
there. Section 2 contains a fairly complete account of abstract lattice theory
relevant for the study of forms in infinite dimensions. It is based mainly on
[GLS85], [WiI87], [HW9I], [WaI88]' and [Her94]. The axiomatic treatment
of indexed lattices (2.7) elaborates on [Mor94]. The Split-Lemma (2.4) for
lattices with operators (having applications e.g. to Boolean algebras with
operators, too) appears here for the first time. Section 3 comprises [Gr082]
(Thm.I), [Sch83b] (Thm.2), and [WiI87], [Wi19I] (Thm.3). The computa-
tion of the free lattice V3(a) (4.1) had been first done in [GLS85] after the
lattice structure and the role of side-lattices had been clarified based on
computer calculations done with the program described in [Lom82]. The
relations between the indices (4.4), the elementary examples (4.5) and corre-
sponding subdirect factors of V3 then have been obtained in [Sch83a]. Here,
we choose the approach to prove the completeness of the list of irreducibles,
first, which allowed to include a complete proof. The Congruence Theorem
in (4.5) is taken from [WiI87] while the corresponding Decomposition Theo-
rem is new. The relevant lattice and Congruence Theorem for dimension
:S ~2 had already appeared in [Gr082].
The results of section 5 concerning case I and II substantially extend
those of [Mor86], [Gr087], and [GW89]. They are extracted from work of
Remo Moresi still in progress. The results on case III are due to Christine
Widmer, see [Wid89] and [GW89]. Section 6 is based on work by Martin
Walter [WaI88].
I includes the case of finite-dimensional E [GHM87] and II the case
where the field is perfect and E' = E*.ll. Based on this, a solution of the
Congruence Problem is proposed for each of the cases, involving all types
of invariants, of course. The decomposition is non-trivial even in the case
of finite-dimensional E: there are 13 series, one of them including spaces of
every even dimension.
Finally, in section 6 quadratic forms Q are studied for (commutative!)
fields of characteristic 2 satisfying [k : k2] < ~o .. A Mapping Theorem
is presented for the case of sufficiently well behaved lattices leading to a
Congruence Theorem for pairs (E, F) in dimension ~l where the subspace
F is either totally isotropic or non-degenerate.
E* = 2.:: E* n Ei .
iE!
. . EjE* is finite and that each infinite-dime~-
We suppose that the dnnenslon .t' Theorem is obtal-
sional subspace of E is isotropic. Then a Decomposl IOn
ned for each of the following cases: .
I. E* = E'.ll and F = F.ll
II. E* = E'.ll and E*J..' = (0) or E*J.. C E'
k is a perfect field and E admits an orthogonal basis.III.
E -* SjT: x H I\x\\:= cjJ(x,x) + T.
'. ire in ad-
Accordingly, for an orthogonal decomposition of a paIr we requ ,
dition, that
1 2 0 true of results . . 3• U I .' d' 1 the trace-valued case (sectIOns
Our classification results are dIVIde n . 5 d 6) cf I i 3 An indis-I d se (sectIOn an - . . .
and 4) and the non trace-va ue ca. . t'l. t tile (E F) are such that E is
. t' both cases IS la, . )
pensable requrremen m I uilleci unless mentioned, otherwIse
(th' 'll be a ways ass J •non-degenerate I~WI. . I b'l)ace of E contains an isotropIc vec-
h . fil1ltedImensIOna su :; 83])and t at every .m ,if the field has finite u-invariant cf [Gr079,p. . .
tor (the latter IS the case . '. that the spaces E be dla-. t bl d'menslOns we requlle .
Moreover, 111uncoun a e I d' . I olles ef I iii and III). SectIonI f finite ImenSIOna . - .
gonal (orthogona sums 0 .' theoretic background. In Section 3 we prove
2 provides the necessary lattlce
f
d' t .'butI've and more generally, "acyclic
1M . Theorems or IS n, .'a genera appmg TI .'n the trace-valued case and dnnensI-
lattices" and alternate. spaceCs. .~en, I Theorem involving 54 cardinal and
t \.) derrve a ongruence . thons at mos 1'3 we ) d'f' g fo.r'the part.icular lattIces, e.' . t ( tion 4 5 mo I Yll1, , k2 metnc mvarran s sec . . tl Iternate case no further wor. TI orem - of course, 111 le a ..
general Mappll1g le. fi II f fillI'te u-invariant a decomposltI-. d A I' g thIS over Ie cso.' I ".IS neede. ~p Yll1. ' t.' d) series of "elementary examp es IS
on into 56 (arrthmetlcally para~ll: nze. t . needed only when the corre-
II th t metrrc ll1varran s are .. . 1proven. Actua y, e ':0 fi . d tllen we have finite-dimensIOna. d' l' 'rants are nrte - anspondmg car ll1a ll1var .' tl t part of the decomposition.
ortho onal summands occurrll1g 111 la .
g d It with in section 5, we have to restrrct
In the non-trace valued ~ase, ea . 1 '"1 . played by the kernel E*
to at most countable dimenSIOns. A centra 10 e IS
of the value map
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croX = x.u ,
dimY.u = dimcr,Y = dimY = dimE/Y.L,
cr, LXi = L cr,Xi if III < N, and 0 < / ,
iEI iEI
For subspaces X C Y of a diagollal I::-llermitean space E and
(c)
(b)
1. Introduction
(d)
LEMMA 1.
1."5:/
(e)
dim y.u /X.u = dimX.L /y.L "5: dim crY/cr,X "5: dim cr,Y/cr,X "5: dim Y/ X .
PROOF. (a) and (b) were shown in [Gr079,1.8(32)] and III.2 Lemma 3.
Now Y = X + LiE! Y; with finite dimensional Y; and III < N,. Hence
cr,Y; = }Ill = Y; and (c) follows with (b) if / > O. For / = 0 (c) is in
[Gr07.9,1.6]. Next, we show dimE/F.L "5: dimF for all subspaces F of E.
~or dIm! .:::00 this is [Gro79,1.6] Lemma 6. Otherwise, following [Haf70]'
smce I? IS dIagonal we have E = e1iEI Ei with finite dimensional Ei's and
there IS J C I and Fo = e1jEJ Ej :J F with dimFo = dimF. It fol-
lows dimE/F.L "5: dimE/Fl = dimFl = dimF. Now if G c F then
F = G + 1! with dim H = dim F / G whence dim G.L/ F.L ~ dim G.L/ (G.Ln
H ..L) = dlm(G.L + H.L)/H.L "5: dimE/H.L "5: dimH = dimF/G. Sub-
s~ltuti~g Xl Y an? y.L, x.L a~ well as x.u, y.u we get dim x.u /y.u =
dlmY /X "5: dlmX/Y. WIth X = 0 we derive dimY < dimcr Y <
d' y.u d' /.L - ,~m "5: UTI E Y "5: dim Y. For F, G as above and t > 0 we obtai;
dlmcr,F/cr,G = .dim(cr,G + cr,H)/cr,G "5: dimcr"H = dimH = dimF/G.
Hence we have dml crf3F/cr[3G "5: dim F/G for all (3. Substituting cr,X, cr,Y, 0
and cr,X, cr,Y, I. we get (e).
For.a.spa.ce E with a family (Fklk EK) of subs paces, an ortJlOgonal decom-
posItIOn IS provided by Ei such that E = l'1'I. E- 311dFk - '" F n E'CJ'EI I < • - LJiEI k i
(a)
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Namely, Et n Ei C E.L. Thus, if E is non-degenerate so are the Ei. Con-
versely, let the Ei be non-degenerate. If x E Ej and y = L Yi with Yi E Ei
then <I>(x,y) = L<I>(x, y;) = <I>(x,Yj). It follows X.L = X.L n Ej + Liij Ei
and E.L = O. Since the decomposition E = Ej EB Liij Ei is orthogonal, too,
one derives Ef = Ej.
The space E is diagonal if it is an orthogonal sum of non-degenerate
finite dimensional spaces, i.e. II:-diagonalfor every II:2: No in the terminology
of III. In particular, it is non-degenerate. For such, the linear topologies cr£l
I. < w, with O-neighbourhood basis consisting of the X.L where X C E
and dimX < N, have been introduced in III (there denoted by cr" where
II:= N,). Each gives rise to a closure operator crt on E mapping subspaces
to subspaces. Moreover, cr,X C cr,X for / < L. If E = e1iEI Ei then, for
each I., the topology induced on the subspace Ej is ~he topology of the spac1
Er given basis vectors x>. of X let x>.= Y>.+ z>.wIth Y>.E Ej and z>.E Ej
to obtain X.L n Ej y.L n Ej where Y C Ej is generated by the Y>.'so
Consequently
X.L = (X.L n Ej) + 2: Ei and Ef = Ej for all X C Ej,j E I.
iEI,iij
1.4 Geometric preliminaries
We recall some facts about spaces which are of particular importance for
this chapter. By an 1::-hermi tean space over the data (k, 1::, -) we mean
a k-vector space E equipped with a form <I>sesquilinear with respect to
_ and satisfying <I>(y,x) = 1::<I>(x,y). In particular, <I>is orthosymmetric.
Sometimes, sesquilinear space is used as synonymon. \Ve write E ::= g to
indicate isometry.
The subspaces Ei, i E I, provide an orthogonal decomposition of E if
E = Ea. Ei and <I>(x,y) = 0 for all x E Ei, Y E Ej with i f. j. Also, there
is an e;t~'nal orthogonal sum of the Ei which is (canonically) isometric to
E if and only if E has an internal decomposition into the Ei. In both cases
we write E = e1iEI Ei. If F is a finite dimensional non-degenerate subspace
of E then E = F E:l F.L according to [Gr079,1.5].
Recall that an I::-hermitean space E = e1iEI Ei is non-degenerate if and
only if all Ei are non-degenerate. And if so, then
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2. Quadratic lattices
2.1 General concepts
Considering quadratic lattices we deal with some kind of algebraic structure
or algebra A given by a ground set A and a family of finitary operations on
A, denoted by f = fA, f E P, of fixed arities. We have to recall some of
the most basic concepts (cf [Mal73], [BS81])
A homomorphism (isomorpllism) <p: A -t B is given by a (bijective)
map <p : A -t B which is compatible with the operations:
A B<pf (a I, ... , all!) = f (<pa I, ... , <pall! ).
B is a subalgebra of A if B C A and the identity map idE is a homomorphism
from B to A. For any subset G of A there is a smallest subalgebra of A
containing G, the subalgebra generated by G.
The direct product A = ITAi is given by the direct product of the
ground sets with operations carried out component wise. The projection
maps 7l'i : A -t Ai are homomorphisms. An algebra B embedded via </J
into A is a subdirect product of the Ai if 7l'i</JB = Ai for all i. In other
terms, a subdirect decomposition of B into the Ai is provided by a family
of homomorphisms 'lj;i with domain B and image Ai which is separating:
'lj;i(X) = 'lj;i(y) for all i E I only if x = y. Call B subdirectly irreducible if
in any subdirect product representation at least one of the maps 7l'icPis an
isomorphism.
An equivalence relation B on A is a congruence relation of A if it is
compatible with the operations, i.e.
Then, the factor set A/B can be turned in a homomorphic image (the fac-
tor or quotient algebra A/B) of A, naturally, under the homomorphism cPo
mapping each element to its class. Conversely, with each homomorphism
<p there is an associated congruence kel'<p identifying those elements which
have the same image. Given homomorphisms <p : A -t B a.nd '1/' : A -t C ,
where <p is onto, there is a ma.p X : B -t C with '1/) = X 0 <p if and only if
kel'<p C kel''lj;; if so, this map is unique and a homomorphism of B into C.
Ordered by inclusion, the set of all congruences of A forms a lattice
Con(A), the congruence lattice of A. If ni Bi is the identity congruence
IV. Classification of Su bspaces
F commutative field k, a quadratic form (a much more general concept
iso:t~died in Appendix I) on the k-vector space E is a map Q : E -t k such
that
I'n tIle concept of orthogonal decomposi-has to be taken into account, e.g.
tion.
Q(>'x) = >.2Q(x) for all x E E, >. E k
<p(x, y) = Q(x + y) - Q(x) - Q(y) is a bilinear form.
F h (k) # 2 one can recover Q from <P, so we assume char( k) ~ 2
W~~C~l::nders <Pan alternate form. The orthogonality relation and denved
concepts then refer to <P. However, the kernel operator
(J" -y F =L (J" -y (F n Ei) =L (J"~i(F n Ei) .
iEl iE!
PROOF. Flo = (Li F nE;)lo = ni(F nE;}lo =n.((Flo n Ei) + LUi Ej) =
L' Flo n Ei = Li(F n Ei)lo n Ei. So tl~e Ei provIde al~ ~rthogon~1 ~ecom-
"t' f Flo too and we get the clauned decomposItIOn of F - u,0F.
POSI IOn 0 " . . . _ Ell. _ E. ConsIder
For > 0 we use finite adchtlvlty and (J"-yEj - . j -. J'
~ E F wI'th 'y. E Eo and Yi # 0 only for i in the fimte subset J of I.Y = ui Yi (J" -y I I. d ~ (F n"" . Eo )
By additivity, y = =+LiEJ zi WIth Zi E (J"-y(FnEi) an ~ E (J"-y UlflJ I
whence Z = O. This proves (J"-rFC L (J",(F n E;) C (J",F.
for all k. In the non trace-valued case we usually include the condition
E* = LiE! E* n Ei, i.e. E* has to be decomposed, too.
. "[E - ffi Eo is an ortho-LEMMA 2. In a diagonal €-herInItean space, 1 - QiEl I
gonal decomposition of the pair (E, F) then
Flo = L Flo n Ei = L(F n Ei)lo n Ei,
iE! iE!
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then A is a subdirect product of the Ai, canonically, and conv~r~ely. So, A
is subdirectly irreducible if and only if it has a smallest nontrJvI~1 ~ongr~-
ence 11 which is generated by each pair (a, b) E 11, a.f. b - c~lled a c!JtlCal r:aJr
of the subdirectly irreducible algebra. And A/B IS subdlrectly meduclble
if and only if e is completely meet irreducible, i.e. there i.s a smallest con-
gruence ~t properly containing B. So these B are the maxll11al ~ongruences
not containing some pair a f. b and one h~s the ~heOl'en: of Bll'khoff th~t
every algebra is a subdirect product of subdlrectly Irreducible homomorp~uc
images. A is simple if it admits only the trivial congruences. We mentIOn
that the modularity (cf. 2.2) of Con(A) can be decided in polynomial time
[HW].
A variety is a class of algebras defined by identities. A class is a variety
if and only if it is closed under subalgebras, direct products; and ~10mo-
morphic images. The decomposition into a subdirect product of subdll'ectly
irreducibles can be carried out inside the variety.
,A presentation (E, R) consists of a set E of generator symbols and
a set R of relations 5 = t where 5, t are terms over the alphabet E. In
particular, a presentation can consist of a partial algebraic structure o.n E.
Given a class C we say that an algebra A and a map 0' : E -t A constItute
a model A, 0' (of (E, R)) if A E C is generated by O'(!E) and for all 5 = t
in R the terms 5 and t evaluated at the O'(e), e E E, Yield the same result.
Two models A, 0' and A', a' are isomorphic if there is an ison:orphism w
from A to A' such that 0" = woO'. A model, : E -t :F IS free (the
C-algebra with presentation (E, R) or the free C-algebra with generators
E and relations R) if it is the "most general such", i.e. if for every model
0' : E -t A there is a homomorphism & : :F -t A with 0' = & 0 ,. For every
variety and every presentation, such a free model exists and is uniqu.e up to
isomorphism. It can be constructed from the term algebra by c.arrym.g out
the identifications forced by the axioms and relations. Alternatively, It can
be obtained as the subalgebra of I1uEI An generated by the (O'( e) 10' E 1),
e E E where the 0' : E -t Au range over all isomorphism types of models
of (E,'R) in C' where C = ISPC' (if the presentati~n is 'projective',. i.e.
can be retracted into homomorphic preimages, then It suffices to consIder
models from a generating subclass of the variety C). Thus, the mo.dels are
up to isomorphism just the :F/B, cPe where e is a congruence on:F. ~he
word problem for C asks for an algorithm deciding for every presentatIOn
and every pair 5, t of terms whether s = t in the free model.
£ is distributive resp. modular if
652. Quadratic lattices
In the sequel, all lattices will be modular unless stated otherwise. These
form a variety since the modular law can be stated as x n (y + (x n z)) :s;
(x n y) + z. In a a-I-lattice the constants a, 1 denote the smallest and
greatest element of £. For elements a, bof a lattice £ one says that b covers
a, and writes a -< b, if a < b and there is no x with a < x < b. If £ is
finite, then for any two maximal chains a -< al -< a2 -< ... -< a,,-1 -< x and
a -< b1 -< b2 -< ... -< bm-1 -< x one has n = m. The number 6(x) := n is
called the height of x and one puts 6(£) := 6(1). A pair a > b of elements
is called a quotient and written a/b. It is prime if b -< a. -Quotients a/b
and c/ d are transposed to each other if c = a + d, b = and or dually. If so,
then the interval sublattices [b, a] and [d, c] are isomorphic via x I-t x + d.
Quotients are projective to each other if they are connected by a sequence
of transpositions. c/d is a subquotient of alb if b :s; d:S; c :s; a. An element
p of £ is join irreducible if p = a + b implies p = a or p = b and join prime if
p :s; a + b implies p :s; a or p :s; b. The set of all join irreducibles is denoted
by J(£) and Jo(£) = J(£) U {OJ. If £ is of finite height, then every join
U [O'x, 1l'x].
xES
xn(y+z)=(xny)+z, resp. X~Z::} xn(y+z)=(xny)+z.
2.2 Modular lattices
We recall the basic facts needed later on. As a general reference use [Bir79]
and [CD73]. A (meet)semilattice £ is a set with operation meet n such
that x :s; y {:} x n y = x defines a partial order on L turning x n y into the
greatest lower bound of x and y. We also write anb = abo Algebraically, we
have the laws of associativity, commutativity, and idempotency. Observe
that an inequality 5 :s; t may be replaced by the identity 5 = 5nt. For s < t
the ubset [s, t] := {x E £1 5 :s; x :s; t} of £ is called an interval. £ i; a
lattice, if there is an additional operation + such that a + b is the smallest
upper bound of a and b - i.e. + provides a join semilattice and we have the
absorption laws x n (x + y) = x, x + x n y = x. 'vVeuse the convention that
n binds stronger than +. A trivial but useful observation is the following:
If Sand £ are lattices and 0' and 7r a join and meet preserving map from
S into £, respectively, such that O'X :s; 1l'X for all xES, then one has a
sublattice of £ which is the union of the intervals
IV. Classification of Subspaces64
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Note that £ is distributive iff each s bd'. . .is isomorphic to the tw I u .11ectly meduclble factor lattice £/0
£21 b 0 e ement cham 7)2. In this case t-+ {( b)
a
J
,( ~.P .o~ a, b:f. p} is a bijection from J(£) onto e E ~. 1 tl
a
, E
p E £) IS Jom prime. . qUlva en y, each
(c) Algebraic lattices, An element c of a I tt" .
existing supremum'" S tl' I' '" a Ice £ IS compact if for each
L.- le mequa Ity L.- S > . r '"
finite So C S, A lattice £ is co 1 t 'f 1 - C l1UP les L.- So ~ c for some
'" ' mp eel eac 1 subset S C £ 1
L.- S and an infimum nSIll p t' I ,. I las a supremum, ar ICUar '-- las a Ul .t 1 - '" £a = n £, Each finite lattice is com let 11, . - L.- and a zero
sublattices £ C £(E) , P :' We shall be mterested in completeI: and n, A lattice 1:\:' a;lO~ o~ly, IS, .c. complete but also closed under
join of (perhaps infinitel m~~ raiC If It IS complete and each x E £ is a
is completely distributi/e I'f i' y? compadct ebllem.ents, A complete lattice £
, ' lor every ou y 111d 1 f 'I fx .. (z E I J' E J)' ,. exec ami y 0 elements
',J , m '-- we have n. I: '.. - :
JI denotes the set of all f t' f lEI jEJ X',J - nJEJI Xi,j(i), where'
, ' unc IOns rom I to J E I fi' , .
lattrce is completely distrib t' A -d' ,ac 1 mte dlstnbutive, u Ive, ccor mg to [Her79] 1 b '1 .
IS completely distributive if and I 'f hi" an age ralc attice'
(
') " , on y I t e ,ollowmg holds'
I Jom Ifreducible compact elemellts ar ,,' 'C) e Jom pnme
11 compact elements are (finite) joins of joinirredu~ibles,
(~) ,Geo~~tric structure, The followin . facts a' •
dlstmct Jom irreducibles {p r} f fi .g I _ re found III [HW] , Three~
satisfy the collinearity relai/' : a l1lte attIce £ form a triangle, if they
p 1:. q. + l' and that p/p* I'S on'p t' q = p + l' = g + 1', It easily follows that,
, ' proJec Ive to q/g Mo" , - .
If and only if it is of the £ ,,',' reover, p, q, I' IS a tnangle
. orm D:9P , Ct9g ,Ct9r where p' , ," t " l'
some subdlfectly irreducible £/0 Til' ' q ,1 IS a nang e m
order on J(£) and the tria I .. C lie1 attIce £ :an be recovered from the
ng es, a an order Ideal I b ,.
each two points from a triangle tl tl' d 1 1 a su space If with_, . le ur )e ongs to I to Tl I '"
IS an Isomorphism of tile Itt' f J ' o. len t-+ L.- Ia Ice 0 su )spaces onto £ 1\1 - .,~o~tr:::~o:J(£t)linto",M ~reservil1g the order and witl: ;~e ~e;~~li; ~~I~all~
,y,Z len 'f'X - I:{I/>vlx > V E J(£)} , .,from £ into iVI, - IS a JOIn homomorphism
A triangle sequence of £ is a list;ng J(£) - { i
sU,ch that for each 1 ~ i ~ n-l there is a I" {- Po, 11,PI,"', g"--:I,p;,-d
tnangle{]1' .. } If . ,E PO, ... ,gi-I,Pi-dYleldmga
" q" 1'" a tnangle sequence exists at all tl 1occurs as th fi _ t I . , len eaCl Po E J(£)
trian les e .IS, e.~~ent of some triangle sequence. The number 11 - 1 of
_ g. {~" g" I;} I~JUSt one less than the length 11= <5(£) A fi 't I '
IS acyclIc If each simple factor £/0 (0 E e) I' .. m e attlceac mlts a tnangle sequence,
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irreducible P has a unique lower cover p. ~ P, each element is a finite join
of join irreducibles and each prime quotient transposes to some pip. with
p E J(£). Dually, M(£) is the set of meet irreducibles. -
(a) Let a, b, c E £ be such that some distributivity relation holds, e.g. (a +
b) n c = (a n c) + (b n c). Then the sublattice (a, b, c) C £ generated by
a, b, c is distributive, whence all possible distributivity relations hold, e.g.
(b + c) n a = (b n a) + (c n a) or (a + b) n (a + c) = a + (b n c). This is
immediate by inspection of the free modular lattice on 3 generators.
Consider a finite modular lattice £ and a vector space W with dim(W)
= <5(£). Let I : £ -+ £(W) be a rank preserving order embedding, i.e.
a ~ b iff I(a) ~ I(b) and dim(f(a)) = <5(a) for all a, b E £. Then I is a
lattice embedding. Namely, I(a + b) = I(a) + I(b) for all a, bE £ such that
ab ~ a, b and, by induction, for all others (see e.g. [WiI92, Lemma 1]).
(b) Congruences. Clearly, a lattice congruence is determined by it quoti-
ents, and by its prime quotients if £ is finite. A set of quotients is that of a
congruence if and only if it is closed under transposition, subquotients, and
transitivity. The (set of quotients of the) congruence .generated by a set of
quotients is obtained by closing under subquotients, then under transposi-
tions, and finally transitivity. In particular, (the quotient set of) the join
of two congruences is the transitive closure of the union whence one readily
sees that the congruence lattice Con(£) is distributive. Also, the congru-
ence O(a,b) genererated by a prime quotient is an atom in Con(£). Now,
let £ be finite. Then the set of prime quotients partitions into classes cor-
responding to these atomic congruences and the congruences correspond to
unions of such classes. In particular, C011(£) is isomorphic to the Boolean
lattice of all subsets of a finite set and £ is simple if and only if it is sub-
directly irreducible. For a congruence 0 let <P9: £ -+ £/0 be the canonical
epimorphism. Then the lower adjoint Ct9 : £/0 -+ £ : a t-+ n rl(a) is easily
seen to be a one-to-one join homomorphism. Also J9(£) := Ct9(J(£/O)) is
a subset of J(£). If £/0 is subdirectly irreducible then 0 is maximal and
the complementary congruence is the atomic one generated by some/all pri-
me quotients p/ q with p E J9 (£). Conversely, to each prime quotient p/ q
(and so to each p E j9 (£)) there corresponds a unique maximal congruence
not containing p/q (p/P.). Moreover, for distinct maximal o the J9(£) are
disjoint. More generally, for any set e of congruences we have
Jne (£) = U F (£), JEe (£) = n F (£).
TEe TEe
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In particular this includes all finitely generated members of the. var:tt~
enerated by'the height 2 lattice A13 with 3 atoms. ~et us l:nentlOn la
g h d I . I ttl'ce r of finite length satisfies the mequalIty \1(£)\ ~
eac mo u ar a /..- bd' tl '. d 'ble
2<5(£) _ s(£), where s(£) denotes the number ?f su Irec y m~ UCI .
f t f [WiI96]. It is easy to see that. equality takes place for acychcac ors, c . I . rt
I tt' Probably t.hey are characterized by t. liS equa I y.a Ices.
., 1 tt' One says that £ is Artinian if there are no infinite(e) ArtWJan a .lces. .' .' . II I t
d d. I' Each Artinian lattice £ with lis automatlca Ycomp e e.escen mg Clams. ..' . I . L t PIa property
For Artinian lattices £ one has an mductlOn pnnclp e .. e )e
holdin for 0 and such that it holds for x whenever It holds fo.r all y. <
x. Th~n it holds for all x E £. Also for ea~h meet n 5 t.here. IS a fi~lte
5 5. th n5 = n50. In particular, as m (b), for each eplmorplllsma C WI '. £IB ~ £ . a H
<P . £ ~ £IB the existence of smallest prelmages 0'9 . '.
. 1()' teed Assume that £ is Artinian and £ ~ ITBE0,£IB IS
nrbd.a :: ~~:~~;position with finite simple factors £IB. Clearly for each
a ~u Ire t' nt a ~ b there is aBE 0' with (a, b) rf. B. Suppose there
~nmetqhuo :~ E 0' with (a b) rf. 1/). Then the image of (a,b) in (£IB) x
IS ano er y , . I' h . arated by
(£1 1/J) would be a prime quotient. in a finit~ lattice w lIC IS sep _,
distinct maximal congruences. This contradicts (b) and shows that B E 0
is uniquely determined. Put
o := {B E Con(£)1 (3a, bE £) a ~ b and (a, b) rf. B}.
B th b 0 C 0' for each subdirect decomposition £ ~ ITBE0,£IB withyea ove . A ., £ II < c
finite simple factors. On t.he other hand, since £ IS. rtulIan, or a. ~ If
in £ there is a b with a ~ b ::; c. This implies that £ -: .ITBE0£/~ I~ I~se.
bd' ect decomposition. A lattice £ with 1 is ArtIDJan-acyc1~cIf It. IS
a su ll' . ,.. r ~ IT £IB with fimteAt'. and admits a subduect decompo::iltlOn /..- BE0
.I' mIlan I' f ctors £IB As seen above there is a callonical (smallest) setsimp e acyc IC a .
o of such congruences.
(f) Representation Theory. Dealing with su~lat.tices £ of £(E), E a ley
tor space, we need some basics of represent~t~on theory, cf [GP74] an~(~)
Let E = EB. Ei a finite direct decompositIOn. We say that X E
d '.EfI", X n E. - X Tr'ivially if X and Y decompose then soecomposes I D' , - .( . ,
does X + Y = I:'.(X n E;) + (Y n Ej). On the otl~er hand, x: decom~oses
'f d I'f X ~ n (X + E-) which in turn, carnes over t.o mtersectlOns.
I an on y I .( - i ' .' tl do all the
Thus, if every X in a generatmg set of £ decomposes, len so
LEMMA 3. V2 and M3 are the only subdirectly irreducible modular lattices
which can be generated by a poset not containing 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 nor 1+ 2+2.
692. Quadratic lattices
X and the maps X H X n Ei provide a subdirect decomposition of £ into
sublattices of the £(Ei). A representation of a partially ordered set 5 is an
order preserving map p into some vector space lattice £( E) and two such, Pi,
are isomorphic if there is a linear isomorphism f from E1 into E2 such that
P2X = f(PI x) for all x E 5. The representation is indecomposable if only the
trivial direct decomposition of E decomposes all px, x E 5. By the above,
these concepts carryover to the modular lattice FM(5) freely generated by
5 with a representation defined as a lattice homomorphism from FM(5)
into £(E). The requirement pO = 0 and pI = E for O-I-representations
can be achieved by directly splitting off I-dimensional summands (J' with
(J'(£) = E respectively (J'(£) = O. The poset 5 is of finite representation
type if over any fields there are only finitely many non-isomorphic finite
dimensional indecomposables. These posets are characterized as not having
any subposet 1+ 1+ 1+ 1,2 + 2+ 2, 1+ 3+ 3, 1+ 2+ 5, nor 1+ 2+N where
n stands for the n-element chain, + for disjoint union, and N for the poset
a < b > c < d. The isomorphism types of indecomposable finite dimensio-
nal representations P of partially ordered sets have been determined for all
posets of finite representation type and 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 - see [Gab72]'[Naz67]'
[KLe72a]' [Kle72b], [NR72]' [GP70], [Bre74].
(g) Finitely presented modular lattices. Call elements ai, ... an of a lattice
independent if ak+! n I:7=1 ai = TIi aj for k < n. Such, generate a Boolean
sublattice with ai an atom or O. Also, any modular lattice generated by two
chains is distributive. The following is due to [Wi73b]
Stronger results are obtained when working within the lattice varieties Vp
relevant here, namely those generated by the subspace lattices of vector
spaces over fields of characteristic p ( including p = 00 for the case of
arbitrary characteristic). According to [HH75a] Vp is generated by the
subspace lattices of finite dimensional vector spaces over prime fields of
characteristic p. Thus, the free lattice :Fvp (5) in the variety is the subdirect
product over all sublattices generated by p(5) in £(E), p a indecomposable
finite dimensional representation in a vector space E over a (prime) field of
characteristic p. In particular, for a poset of finite representation type it
follows from the results mentioned in (f) that the subdirectly irreducibles
are among the lattices V2, A'h, and the £(kd) where 3 ::; d::; 6 and k is a
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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(w + x) n (y + z) S (w + y) n (x + z) + (w + z) n (x + V).
712. Quadratic lattices
with unsolvable word problem. For the variety of all modular lattices even
the set of 4-variable valid identities is undecidable.
LEMMA 6. The set of quotients of the congruence generated by a set Q of
quotients is the transitive closure of the set of all quotients obtained from
members of Q under weak projectivity.
2.3 Lattices with operators
An operator on a lattice is a map I such that I(x + y) = Ix + Iy for all
x, y (isotone) respectively 9 such g(x + y) = gx ngy for all x, y (antitone) In
the sequel we work within a fixed variety of modular operator lattices, i.e.
with a specified number of isotone and anti tone operators and maybe some
constants. (Though, the results of this paragraph remain valid if the I and
9 are just order preserving or inverting. Everything, but the description of
congruences via quotients, even extends to the case of arbitrary additional
operations) .
For a set of quotients Q to be that of a congruence, in addition to the
conditions in the lattice case we need that with x/V also Ix/ly and gy/gx
belong to Q, where the I and 9 range over all isotone and antitone operators,
respectively. We say that x/V is obtained from alb under weak projectivity if
it arises by taking subquotients and transpositions and applying operators,
in arbitrary order and allowing repetitions.
In particular this implies that congruences generated by a prime quoti-
ent are completely join primes in the congruence lattice. Since the join
of congruences Band T is obtained as the union of all relational products
BOT 0 •.• 0 T the congruence lattice is a sublattice of the congruence lattice
of the underlying lattice. For finiteI:- it follows
However, subdirectly irreducibles need not be simple and the components
J8 (I:-) corresponding to them may ov'erlap. More precisely, if e is the set of
all meet irreducible congruences then the above yields for any OJ that
Also, the congruence lattice is distributive. Let. em consist of the minimal
members of e which correspond to the maximal subdirectly irreducibles
IV. Classification of Su bspaces
LEMMA 5. The only nontrivial Fano-lattice generated by a frame of or~er
3 is (up to isomorphism) .c(GF(2)S) = \P'(W~~gene:ated.b~ the can~ll1cal
frame. Every k-linear O-I-representation of tIllS lattIce .c IS Is?n:orphIc to a
direct sum of representations k 0lF
2
W~ - and there are only tflvIal represen-
tations if char( k) i= 2.
prime field of characteristic p ef [I~H74]. :rhe l:esult behin.d is that for d 2: 3
the .c(kd) are just the subdirectly lrreduclbles 111V p generated by a fram~ of
. t" tl' 'ators a a a any n of winchorderd. Such,lsapresentalOnwl 1gener 0,1,:'" n
are independent and have the same join (for.d =.2 tins states that. we have
a sublattice Ms or trivial). For modular lattIces 111general, assu.mlllg d. 2: 4
or the Arguesian identity a list of subdirectly frame generated ureduclbles
has been given in [Her84], ef also [Day82]. :rhe generating fram.es always are
canonical, up to isomorphism. The followll1g has been shown III [HKW75].
LEMMA 4. The subdirectly irreducible modular lattices generated b~ a
t . b < C' d < e are 1J" and A-h, the 3-frame generated ones wIthpose a, , - ~ f h
_ b --a c = al + a" d = as e = a2 + as and the duals 0 suc -a - aa, - 1, ~,'
Lattices satisfying this identity are called Fano-Iattices. Modularity follows
and we have, easily, (ef [Pog75])
For the varieties Vp, identities are decidable and the word problem in 4 g~ne-
rators is solvable. However, for 5 or more generators there are presentatlOns
The 4-generated subdirectly irreducibles in Vp have b~en dete~'mine? in
[Her82]. Besides the .c(kd) there is an infinite series of fimte .ac~chc .1~ttIces,
the height 2 lattice M4 with four atoms and two homomorphIC prelmages
thereof having infinite dimensions. The structure of the free .generated lat-
tice in V
p
over the 1+ 1+ I + I and other tame posets of fimte growth has
been analyzed in [CyI92]. . . .
For calculations in finitely presented lattIces III Vp, for mos~ purpo-
ses the modular law suffices. But, when frames occur stronger aXlOms a~e
required to have only one model generate.d b~ a ~rame. of ord~r d .. Thl~
can be accomplished combining the Argueslan.Id.entIty WIth ~he l~entlty for
characteristic p given in [HH75]. For p = 2 tins IS the Fano-ldentIty
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LEMMA 7. .a,7r constItute a binding pair for S, </Jif and only iffor all xES
ax = n{t E :FI</Jt = x} and 7rX= L:{t E :FI</Jt = x}.
PROOF. By (1) and (2) the interval I - [ ] . .under </J On th t.1 I ,: - ax, 7rX m:F IS mapped onto x
of :F' '. fe 0 ler land, the union of these intervals forms a subalgebra
so it :nqUv~~sw:F0B(4u)tatnh~(5). I~y (13) this subalgebra cont.ains all generators
. IS Imp les - </J-l' d' '
classes of the kernel 0 fA.. Th' x - x,lmme lately, these are just the
o '/'. IS proves the Lemma.
We now provide mod'fi t" f
th t 0 1
I ca IOns 0 the hypotheses easier t.o verify Assulne
a , are constants. - .
In order to have (1) (4)'t ffi.such that - I su ces to define a on J(S) and 7r on M(S)
(1) ax::; 7ry for all x E J(S), x::; y E M(S)
(2) </Jax = x and </J7ry= Y for all x E J(S), y E M(S)
(3) ax ::; e ::; 7ry for all x E J(S) x < </Je< y E ~1(S) E E, _ _ m , e or a constant
(4) aO = 0 7rl - 1 . d ., _, a IS or er preservlDg on J (S), 7r on !vI (S)
ax ~ ay + az for collinear x, y, z E J(S)
7rX2: 7ryn 7rZ for dually collinear x, y, z E M(S).
Then, put aO = 0, 7rl = 1,
ax = ~{aylx 2: y E J(S)} and 7rX= TI{7rYlx ::; y E M(S)}.
Now, assume that the (T' • • • •(T'X fo.... I ale Jom preservmg closure operators wit.h (T-X <
J I J > L Then (5) can be replaced by t.he following I -
(5a) ay < (TiaX if (T'X - y../.. , E J (S) d' ._ I - T X . 0 an 2 maxImal with (TiX = ]I
(57r) (Ti7rX ::; 7rXfor all x E (TiS, i minimal, and x E M((TiS)
Let.l be n'an an I OllICoperator. Then (5) can be replaced by
(5a) a(x.l) ::; (7rx).l for xES with x.l > 0 (57r) (ax).l ::; 7r(x.l)
for all x E J(S)
C(£/O) = J(£/O) \ U{J(£/T) IT E e, T :J O}.
we finally get
not being proper homomorphic images of others. Then em provides the
unique irredundant sub direct decomposition of £ as a subdirect product of
sub directly irreducibles.
For T :J 0 in e let </J9rbe the canonical homomorphism of £/0 onto £/T
and aOr its lower adjoint. Then J(£) can be considered the set obtained
by identifying the elements of the J(£/O), 0 E e along the maps a9r' Of
course, the triangles of £ are given by those of the £/0 and the order relation
on J(£) is known once one has the order on the J9nr (£) for every pair 0, T
in em _ .i.e. if one computes the subdirect product of every two maximal
subdirectly irreducibles. Defining for subdirectly irreducible S the set of
critical join irreducibles
C(S) = {p E J(S) Ipip. critical}
2.4 The splitting method
The purpose of this section is to establish a method for proving that a given
(guessed) list of sub directly irreducible models is complete. It succeeds if
:F is finite: using the relat.ions provided by t.he Lemma derive 0 = 1 or the
operation t.able of a small model. The analogue for t.he case of modular
lattices is well known, cf [Wi73a],[Her84].
Let. C be a variet.y of lattices wit.h operators and (E, R) a present.at.ion
with free model :F (or an arbitrary model admitting a homomorphism ont.o
S below). For terms 5, t over E we write 5 = t resp 5 ::; t if this (in)equalit.y
holds in:F, i.e. if it. can be derived from the axioms of C and the relations in
R. A binding pair for a model S, </Jconsist.s in t.wo maps a and 7r associat.ing
t.erms ax and 7rXwith each xES such that. the followin(are sat.isfied for
all x, yES, isot.one operators f, and ant.it.one operat.ors 9 (consider </Jas
the canonical homomorphism of :F ont.o S and a, 7r as maps into :F):
(1) ax ::; 7rX and (2) </Jax = x = </J7rX
(3) a</Je ::; e ::; 7r</Jefor all e E E or e a constant
(4) a(x + y) = ax + ay and 7r(xy) = 7rXn 7ry
aO = 0, 7rl = 1 if 0, 1 are constants
(5) afx ::; fax, f7rX ::; 7rfx, agx ::; g7rX, gax::; 7rgx
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I)O'X I x E J(S), x:::; y}.
1 ' 'th 0 1 A.. a homomor-COROLLARY 8. Let:F be a finite modular attlce Wl ,,'1'.
hism of:F onto S, and 0' an order preserving ,map of J(~) mto :F such
p l' 11' E J(S) O'A..e< e for all e m a generatmg set E of :F,
that </JO'x= x lor a x , 'I' - ~ S th
and ax :::; O'Y+ O'Z for all collinear x, Y,;; in J(.s). Then for any Y E e
smallest </J-preimage is
752. Quadratic lattices
When working with mere lattices, for S = Ih we have a 1 = n{ e EEl </Je=
I} and for S = M3 with atoms 0.1,0.2,0.3 we have aaj = bj(bj + bd where
bj = n{ e EEl </Je2: ad. More generally, by modularity, O'Xj :::; ax j + aXk
ifaxj = tj(tj + tk).
A split covering for a subdirectly irreducible model S, </Jis a binding pair
a, 11' such that the following are satisfied for all x, Y, Z E S, isotone operators
f, anti tone operators g, prime quotients plq in the minimal congruence f.l
on S:
LEMMA 9 (SPLIT). Given a presentation E, Rand finitesubdirectly irre-
ducible model S, </Jwith split covering 0', 11', any model having no subdirect
factor (isomorphic to) S, </Jsatisfies all relations ap :::; lI'q where plq is a
prime quotient in the minimal congruence of S.
(6) fO'p :::; alp + I(ap n lI'q) and gap 2: lI'gp n g(ap n lI'q)
(7) alp n lI'Z :::; O'Z + I(ap n lI'q) if Iq :::; Z < Ip
az + lI'gp 2: lI'Z n g(ap n lI'q) if gp < Z :::; gq.
COROLLARY 10 (V2-LEMMA). In the absence of operators, forS = V2 one
has
IT{e E E/</Je = I} :::; L:{e E EI</Je = O} for any subdirectly irreducible
model not isomorphic V2, </J.
PROOF. A quotient alb of :F is a prime quotient not in () if and only if
there is a prime quotient xlY in S such that a = b + ax and b = all'Y
- and then x = </Ja,Y = </Jb. Namely, consider such alb and b :::; c :::; a.
Then x = </JlI'X 2: </Jc=: z and, similarly, ;; 2: y. Therefore, z = x and
c 2: b + ax = a or z = Y and, similarly, c = b. Moreover, x = </Ja,Y = </Jb
and alb rf. () since a E Ix and b Ely. Conversely, given a prime quotient alb
not in () one has x := </Ja> </Jb=: Y and if there were x > z > Y one had
b < b + az < a.
Let Q be the set of quotient.s alb of :F such that a = b or there is a
chain a = 0.1 >- 0.2 >- ... >- an = b with </Jad </Jai+l a prime quotient in f.l
for 1 :::; i < n. Clearly, Q is closed under transitive composition and, by
modularity, under transposition. The Jordan-Holder Refinement Theorem
IV. Classification of Subspaces
PROOF. The claim about (1)-(4) is obvious in view of 2.2(d). Cle~rly,
f 11 E J (S) (using that a < O'ja) and so for all x smceO'O"X < O'jO'X or a x o. - < . < .
, d-O" preserve joins. If O'jX = Y then O'jY = Y and O'jll'X _ O',lI'Y _ O',y.
TO'h
an
. 'the second half of (5) it suffices t.o consider O'j-closed xES. But,
us, m IT < IT O"X' - ITlI'x' =
X - ITx' with x' E M(O'jS) whence O'jll'x:::; O'jll'Xj _ 11', J - . J.- J J .. I ., . t' fi d by the pomt.wlseTl e restriction to maximal resp. mmllua t IS JUs 1 e .
:;cieri~g of the O'j. For an antitonic operator, if (fll'l holds (fo~)x,(y ;h) e~
it does so for x + y. Namely, lI'((x + y)1.) = lI'(x Y ) = 11' X 11' Y -
( )1.( )1. > (O'(x + y))1.. In order to obtain Corollary 8 let 0' on S beax O'y - d' . t
defined via sums and let 11' be the upper a Jom .
The preimage maps 0' and 11' can be computed, systematically, adap~ing ;
method in [McK72]. Namely, define sequences O'k and lI'k of maps from
into :F, inductively
O'oX = n{e EEl x :::; </Je}, lI'OX = I:{e EEl x 2: </Je}
O'k+1X = O'kX n n (akY + O'kZ) n n fakY n n gll'kY
x$Y+z x$fy x$gy
1I'k+1X = lI'kX + I: (lI'kY n lI'kZ) + I: fll'kY + I: gakY
x~ynz x~fy x~gy
h E consists of the generators and constants. The bounds exist. and
:ree~~ven by a = ak and 11' = lI'k if and only if ak = O'k+1 and lI'k = lI'ka~~
for some k. Namely, observe that ao</Je :::; e :::; lI'oe, that the O'k and lI'k f
. < < ' < 11' X and tjJakx = x = </JlI'kX ororder preservmg, ak+1x - akx - lI'kX - k+1. ' . d l'f the
11k d And the sequences become statlOnary at k If an on y 1a an x. , f 'f tleastone
union of the intervals [akX,lI'kx] is a subalgebr~ .. 0 c.ourse, 1 a .
sequence is not stationary then the free object IS mfimte.
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Let 1. be an anti tonic operator. Then (6),(7) can be replaced by
772. Quadratic lattices
PROOF. Concerning (6) we compute (Ct(p+x))l. = (Ctp+Ctx)l. = (ap) 1. (Ctx)l.
2: 7r(pl.)(ap7rp.)l.(ax)l. 2: 7r((p + x)l.)(Ct(p + x)7rx)l. since p ::; p + x
and Ctp7rp. ::; a(p + x)7rx. Now, consider (p + xz)l. < z ::; xl.. Then
pl. < z + pl. ::; (P.)l. and, by modularity, Ctz + rr((p + x)l.) = Ctz +
7r(pl.)rr(xl.) = rr(xl.)(Ctz+7r(Pl.)) = 7r(xl.)(Ct(z+pl.)+7r(pl.)) 2: 7r(xl.)rr(z+
pl.)( ap7rp.)l. 2: 7rz( a(p + x )7rx)l. using the hypothesis and aprrp. ::; a(p +
x)7rx.
Remarks. 1. If the computation of bounds succeeds but one of the hypo-
theses (6),(7) fails then the model under consideration must have a proper
homomorphic preimage. Such can be found determining the set of relations
failed by Ct,7r, choosing a maximal logically closed subset, and computing
the free model under these additional relations. In practice, though, the
main source has been insight into the geometrical problems behind the lat-
tices. Once a list of subdirectly irreducibles (including those to be obtained
as homomorphic images) is given, the Splitting Method is applied to the
maximal ones, i.e. those having no preimage in the list. Then, the associa-
ted relations are included into the presentation and the process is iterated
with the reduced list.
2. At some point it might happen that the finitely presented quadratic lat-
tice F under consideration is (suspected to be) the free modular lattice lv1
PROOF. In (6), (7) consider a prime quotient u/v in f.l, Then there is
p E C(S) with p + v = U and pv = p •. It follows O'iCtU = <J"iCtP+ <J"iCtv ::;
CtO'iP+<J"i(Ctpn7rp')+O'iCtV::; CtO'i1L+ <J"i(Ct1Ln rrv). This proves (6) for u/v. If
<J"iU= <J"jVthen (7) holds for u/v, trivially. Assume <J"jp. -< O'jp for suitable
p (otherwise, (7b) applies) and choose Y 2: v maximal with O'jY t <J"jp. One
derives Ct<J"jUn 7r<J"jV= (Ct<J"jP+ CtO'jv)7r<J"jV = Ct<J"jPn 7r<J"jV+ Ct<J"jV::; CtO'jp n
7r<J"jY+<J"jCtv::; <J"j(Ctpn7rY)+ <J"jCtV::; <J"j(a1LnrrUn7rY)+O'jCtV = <J"j(Ctun7rv).
The remaining cases are covered by (7c) .
. . der sub uotients. So it remains to show, that with alb
Ylleds closersure un q Q F . tl at one has to consider the case
also fa/ fb and gb/ga belong to . or 1 ,
of prime epaNb, only. . . I' n q < b By (6) fb + Ctfp 2:
L - epa q = epb, III partlcu a1 Ctp rr -' .
et P--f(b -+- Ctp) = fa. If fp = fq then fa = fb imme?lately (namely,
fb + ~CtfP"'b _ fr.' but Ctfp = Ctfq being the smallest ep-prelmage of f? on.e
epfb - 'i' - 1. _ b + Ctfp > fa and fb = fa). OtherWIse, If
gets Ctfp ::; fb wheIflcenfb -< f + f(CtI) n rrq) by (7). Using modularity one
f < < fp then Ct p rrz CtZ ) fb
q-:-z_ _( f +fb)rr.,.=Ctfpnrrz+fb::;Ctz+f(Ctpnrrq + =denves fa n rrz - Ct P .,.
+ fb whence fa n rrz = fb + CtZ. fCtz _ fr. Define Ck = fb + aUk = an rrz.
Let fp = UI >- U2 >- ... >- Un - 1. h' 1I C - Ck n rrUk+l W IC1Th f r 1< k < n one has Ck = Ck+l + CtlLk anc k+l - .
en °th t- /c I'Sa prime quotient in F with epCk/epCk+l = Uk/Uk+l ameans a Ck k+l
prime quotient in f.l. b - (b+ p) =
Similarly, one gets gbnrrgp = gbng(Ctpnrrq)rrgp = 9 ngap -(g n~ ) _
_ + bnrrgp=gbn(Ctz+rrgp) =gbnrrzng ap q-
ga and CtZ + ga - az 9 . ( b)/ b E Q ne
d b/ . E Q Thus defining a'ljJb if and only If a + a , 0gbn7rz an 9 ga . , 1 '" W I the. n F with en 'lj.J = id where e = ,er'i" .. o.g ..
obtams a congr~ence ~ d 'bl ' J: - F/o with 0 et. e meet irreducIble.
model J: is subdlrectly lrre UCI e, I.e. - J: Tl r' F/o
. . ., I . e c 0 or 'ljJ CU. lerelore,
By congruence dIstnbutlvlty, ~ne las h ",-l() Co whence
. f / E f.l - m the first case one as 'i' f.l
satIsfies a~ ::; trq or p q /( ) E Q C o. The Corollary is due to
ap 0 7rq, m the second Ctp ap n rrq
[Wi73a).
Now assume that the <J"jare join preserving closure ope~ators with
'r . . Tl (6) (7) can be replaced by the followmg<J"jX::; <J"jX lor J > l. len ,
(6) <J"jap ::; Ct<J"jP+ <J"j(Ctprrp.) for all p E C(S)
) r C( C') 'p j <J"'p y> p. maximal(7a) Ct<J"jpnrr<J"jY::;<J"j(Ctpnrry 10rpE./ <) ,<J",., " -
with <J"jYt <J"jP, and O'jp -:f P or O'jY -:f Y
(7b) aO'jX n rr<J"jY ::; O'j (Ctxrry) for all prime x/V ElL, O'jX -< O'jY,
with no p E J(S) slIch that x = y + p, O'jp. -< <J"jP
(7c) Ct<J"iXn rrz ::; CtZ + O'i(ax n rry) for prime x/V ElL, O'iY < z < O'jx.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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. _ a = xl. we get a :::;ali. If a :::;b then. b~ :::;a~ with
PROOF. WIth x - , ~ 1. I b < bli < 0.1. The remammg claIms on
bl. - Thus If a < b t len -' 1.
X = , y - a.. ' - . < 1. [;1. then a b < el. whence 0.+ b :::;e
GS follow, easIly. In a GL, If e - a, '1. bl.' <-( + b)l. The converse
and e < eli < (a + b) 1. . Consequently, a n _ a .
- -
inequality is clear.
. alois connection 1. on a semilattice is equivalent to havi~g a G~
~~~~~ra v~ew, particularly useful for. ~h:t ~on~tI~~c~o~l~f :I~~~~;l~~~;yt~~~er
is given by a complete meet subsemI t ~~e~ (' f {y E Sly> X})' defines a
anti-isomorphism x t-T x' of S; name y x - III -
Galois connection.
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An important operation is that of forming the radical of an element
rx = r(x) = xnxl..
2. Quadratic lattices
We write I'Xl. = r(xl.) = I'Xli = 1'(Xli).
In a GL, if all elements are closed then (x n y)l. = xl. + yl. and we
speak of polarity lattices. Polarity lattices behave basically like members
of the lattice variety they generate, just with a doubled generator set. In
contrast, distributive Galois lattices resemble general lattices.
We need some notation first. In a partially ordered set, an order ideal I
contains with x also all y :::; x. The order ideal ~ X generated by X consists
of all y :::; x EX. Call an element a of a lattice completely join irreducible
if a = sup X implies a EX.
Let I(S) be the lattice of all finitely generated order ideals of the Galois
semilattice S and denote by ~ X the order ideal generated by X. Endow
I(S) with the Galois connection
Indeed, if J C 11. and x E 1 then for all y E J we have y :::; xl. whence
x:::; yl. and x E Jl.. Identify x with ~ x to have S a Galois subsemilattice of
I(S). Then, I(S) is the distributive Galois lattice freely generated by the
Galois semilattice Sand S consists just of the completely join irreducibles
of I(S) and contains all closed elements.
PROPOSITION 12. A Galois semilattice with closed generators consists
entirely of closed elements. Defining x + y = (xl. n yl.)l. provides a rational
(or term) equivalence between Galois semilattices satisfying xli = x and
polarity lattices.
COROLLARY 13. The Galois semilattice S freely generated by a = ali :::;
b = bli is the infinite lattice F L(2 + 2) freely generated by two chains a :::;b
and bl. :::;0.1. with diagram given in [RoI5S). it satisfies J: n xl. :::;b for all x
and so does I(S).
PROOF. By Lemma 11, the meet of closed elements is closed and xl. is
closed in any case. Now, verify that x + y is a supremum: if z :::; :1:, y then
IV. Classification of Subspaces
be in a subvariety) with a suitable set of
(with 0,1 as constan.ts and, may them which have been derived, already.
generators and rel.atlOns ~~t~eeI~ . '\. of this modular lattice (known e.g.
If the subdirectly ureduCl e ac. OISfL.'t . of the (maximal) quadratic lat-2( )) actly the lattIce ac OISfrom 2. g are ex .d . \11 as a sublattice of F. In order to
tices in the list then we may CO~lS1er ) I \11 _ Fie that M is
prove completeness of the list, It .suffices toIs 10~) f2 2(d) 'tl~is means to
d f eratlOns too. n view 0 .
closed under the qua ra I~ op . ~ M for x E J(S') and the fo:x and
compute the smallest prelmages O:jX. • ,
go:x.
2 5 Galois semilattices .
~ Galois semilattice, shortly GS, is a meet semilattice £ wIth ° and a unary
operation x t-T xl. such that
x:::; (xl. n y)l. for all x, y E £.
. . I .tl GL is a lattice with 0, 1which is a Galois (meet)se-A GaloIs lattIce, s lOI Y "
milattice with 1= 01..' .
'l . Th 1. is a Galois connection:
LEMMA 11. Let £ be a Galois semI attice. ~ < xl. Also 01. =:
1. < 1. d x < xli resp. :r < y => y -" , .
x :::;y => y - x an - ;li is a closure operator wIth
1 is the greatest element of £ and x t-T li < li xl.li _ xl. and
1.' . < xli X < Y => x _ y, -.,
closed elements x ,I.e. l.~ - 'G l-' I tt 'ce 1. is an anti tonic operator
(xl. n yl.)li = xl.li n y . In a a OIS aI,
1. l.n 1.(x + y) = x y.
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812. Quadratic lattices
(1.x ~ (1'"'(x for, < L
(1.(xol) = xol = ((1.x)ol
(1.(x + y) = (1.X + (1.y for 0 < L.
For convenience, one defines (10X - xil a d- n (1c<+lX = x. On easily derives
and ,that, the (1i are closure operators on £. In the non tid .
cruCial role is played by the subspace race-va ue case a
E* = {x EEl <I>(x, x) E T}
of trace valued vectors, Observe that X nxol c E* £ 11X Tl" ,
to the con t f h ' or a . lIS gives nse
dd'to" cef 0 a- ermItean lattices which are a-quadratic lattices with
an a I IOna constan~ b satisfying x n xol ~ b, a-quadratic lattices can be
understood as a-hermltean lattices with b = 1 Also an I 't I 'c b .d d ' , a- lenni ean attlce
an e consl ere a fi-hermitean lattice for each 13 > a putting - - 'd ~
L > a In any d I ' v. - l lor, :ase, v:e ea With modular lattices with operators We use the
~;m ~uadratIc lattIce v:hen ~ is not specified or obvious from the context
so Just modular lattices will be subsumed In p t' I' . 'quadr t' , , ,ar ICUar, III sectIOn 3
a ICmeans a-quadratiC, III section 5 hermitean means O-hermitean.
In proofs we use, occasionally, the notations s '" t s '" t s e:= t 'f tl 'd 's - t is to b d ' d ' - , '" , - I Ie I entity
- . e enve uSlllg the modular law, the law (aolbol)ol - a .ll.
respectIvely the law (a(b+ c))ol = (a.ll.(b+ c)il)ol - (ol (b- (/12
(aol+bolol).ll. - a + +c)) =
used tha~ wh~re a and b + c are closed. We add a subscript i if it is also
'f t (or s) IS (1i-closed, In particular, we have (coldol)ol ~ (c + d).ll.
I C and d are closed and (coldol)ol ~o c + d if c + d' I IIS Cosee,
PROPOSITION 15 Th I . / 'lattice £(E) f '. e a- JermIt~an quadratIC ~attices form a variety. The
q d t' '[ ~ .a dIagonal, c-IJermItealJ space E IS hermitean (in particular
u~ ra !C 1 . IS t~ace-valued), If dim E ~ N-y then (1. = id for a11 L '
E IS finIte dImenSIOnal then £(E) is a polarity lattice, > ,. If
Here the lattice £(E) f b' f'
X
' Xol I 0 su ~paces 0 E IS endowed with the operations
I---t ane X I---t (1 Y the cl " tl I 'o _ (0) 1 _ E •./ , OSUIe III Ie top a ogy (1., and the constants
- , - ,and b = E*.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
p = sol, q E Xol ,X c t s for some finite X C A
q = sol, s = yol ,p ~ y for some yEA
q = Sol,P ~ yol, S ~ Y for some yEA.
Then, the Galois semilattice freely generated by A is obtained by a (possibly
countable) iteration of extension steps of these two kinds.
2.6 Quadratic lattices
The closure operators (1i considered in section 1.4 lead to the notion of an
a-quadratic lattice: such is a modular Galois lattice with additional unary
operations (1., 1 ~ L ~ a satisfying
PROPOSITION 14. TIle word problem for Galois semilattices is solvable.
PROOF. The proof relies on the concept of a partial Galois semilattice A
which is a partially ordered set together with two partial operations, a
binary written as x n y which is inf(x, y) where defined and a unary xol
satisfying the following axioms as far as they can be evaluated
x ~ y => y.L ~ x.L, X ~ xil, Y ~ xol => X ~ yol
In particular, x.ll.ol = xol if defined. A filter of A is an order filter closed
under all defined meets. Let t X denote the order filter generated by X
and Xol =t {xollx E X}. Ordered by the dual of set inclusion, the filters
form a meet semilattice .F(A) extending A (if one identifies x with t x) and
a partial Galois semilattice with 1. inherited from A.
On the other hand, for s in A such that sol is not defined adjoin a new
element sol and define p ~. q if an only if p = q or p ~ q in A or one of the
following
z.L ~ x.L,y.L whence z.L ~ x.Lny.L and z = zil ~ (x.Lny.L).L; on the other
hand, xol ~ xol n yol and so x = xil ~ (xol n yol)ol. For the proof of the
Corollary observe that the lattice F £(2+2) is self dual since its presentation
is so. A dual automorphism 0' is given by interchanging a and aol and b
and bol. But 0' 0 0' = id since this is the case on the generators. So, a is a
polarity and F £(2 + 2) the polarity lattice freely generated by a ~ b.
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832. Quadratic lattices
PROPOSITION 17 F'< d'an ind .' or a 1agOllal, c;-hermitean space E of dimension ~
dim(x/~~~nctIOn on the a-llermitean lattice ['(E) is defined by c5(X/Y) :::
Conditions (9) and (13) are void when dr' .
[" every index funetl'oll I'Sdet . d . ea mg wIth lattIces. For finite. ermme by Its v I . .
course. If in (10) we Ilave > I a ues on prIme quotIents, of, on y we speak of k . d
Observe, that this still implie~ that .5(u/v) < c5(,/ )a.te/a'.m ex funct!on.
of x/Yo By Lemma 1 we get - x y 1 U V IS a subquotIent
LEMMA 18. In any qu d t' 1 t . .
c5(a/b) ifp/q is obtained ;r:;:bau~~:rw~~: ~eak. in~e;~ function ~(p/q) ~
a subdirectly irreducible algebr~ c5( /) 0 k. prO{e~t1Vlt::. In ~artI~l~lar, in
lattice admitting an index fI / p ~ h>fi .IS mmlInalIfp/q IS critIcal. A
dular. An weak i ~nc IOn wIt. Illte values, only, has to be mo-
by its val:es c5(p/p~~~; Z~t~)~on a fiIllte modular lattice [, is determined
PROOF. The first claim follows from L
diately. In order to deri . emma 6 an~ the definition, imme-
function just recall that :en:::~~~:~~/~:~' the eXls.tence of a finite index
modular lattice as a sublattice b t tl I Ice contams the 5-element non-
function. Finally observe that in ~ fin:t: l~~~~l~~~:t~~c~ ad~it ~ finite in.dex
transposes to a quotient p/ p.. eac pnme quotIent
LEMMA 19 Let [, b ..and c5(a/b) .< ~ L t e ln~ qu~dr~tIc lattIce with weak index function c5
Then UjU = U+o~jV ;orual~ i ~ ~ tamed from alb under weak projectivi ty.
l ••• , Q'.
~EMM~ 20 .. Fo.r each quadratic lattice admitting a weak index fI t'
ere IS a pOlntwise smallest such _ and this is an index function: unc IOn
PROOF. Put y = O"jVand x - +. <c5(x/ ) < c5( . - U Y - O"jU. By Lemma 1 we have ~ >o whY - u,x/O"jY) = c5(O"jx/y) = c5(ujx/x) +c5(x/y). It follows c5(O"'x/xo)-
ence O"iX = x < U'lt by (11) S. ' -equality. - , . , mce U ~ ;1: we derive O"j1l.~ UjX and so
IV. Classification of Subspaces
c5(x/y) = 0 {:} x = y for all x 2: y E [,
c5(x/z) = c5(x/y) + c5(y/z) for all x 2: y 2: z E [,
(11)
(10)
(9)
PROOF. For each X in [, the Ej provide an orthogonal decomposition of
the pair (E, X). Indeed, for the generators they do, by hypothesis, and if X
and Yare decomposed then so are X + Y, X nY, Xl., and O",X according
to the linear case 2.2(g) and to 1.4. From the linear case, we know that the
maps X f-7 X n Ej provide a subdireet decomposition of the lattice [,. From
Lemma 2 in 1.4 we derive by modularity that they are homomorphisms with
respect to l. and O"j, too: 1':'(E) (X) n Ej = rC(Ei)(X).
(12) c5(x/y) 2: c5(x+ z/y + z) for all x 2: y E [" z E [,
(13)
2.7 Indexed lattices
The non-trace-valued case is accessible only if certain indices are finite. We
shall discuss how to capture such finiteness conditions within lattice theory.
Given a a-quadratic lattice or a (not necessarily modular) lattice [" an
index function is a map c5associating with each quotient x/V of [, a cardinal
c5(x / y) ~ ~a (~ ~o in the case of lattices) such that
(8) c5(x/y) 2: c5(xn z/y n z) for all x 2: y E [" z E [,
LEMMA 16. If [, is a hermitean sublattice of ['(E), E = E9jEI Ej is an
orthogonal decomposition, and X = I:jEI X n Ej for all X in a generating
set of [, then the maps X f-7 XnEj, i E I, provide a subdirect decomposition
of [, into hermitean sublattices of the ['(Ej).
PROOF. Monotonicity of (h can be expressed by O",(x n y) ~ O",Xand an
inequality s ~ t by the identity s = s n t. Most of the other claims follow
from 1.4, immediately. Moreover, Xl. = XJ.l.l. ~ (O",X)l. ~ Xl. and
Xl. ~ O",(Xl.) ~ Xill. = Xl.. Finally, by definition E' = E in the
trace-valued case.
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r5/(x/y) = min{I= r5(x;fa;i+d I x = XI 2: ... 2: Xm = V}.
i=1
PROPOSITION 22. The free indexed Galois semilattice.c with generators
a = ail ~ b such that a(a/b) < ~ohas diagram as depicted in Fig.1*.
85
* All figures are shown at the end of the chapter
151(U/U) ~ a(x/x) = O. Thus, 151 is a weak index function and we can apply
Lemma 20.
Speaking about indexed quadratic lattices we always consider them endo-
wed with the smallest index function 0 according to Lemma 20. Our main
task is to find, in a variety, for certain presentations (E, R) and specified
term s 2: t all indexed subdirectly irreducible models with a(s/t) < ~o. If
there is such a model having every other as (canonical) homomorphic image
then this model may be considered the free indexed object of the variety
with generators E and relations Rand o(s/t) < ~o. This happens if and
only if there are only finitely many subdirectly irreducible indexed models
separating sand t.
Analogously, for Galois semilattices we have a concept of index func-
tions and Lemmas 18 and 19. Also, the indexed ones form a quasivariety.
Though, a GS may admit a weak index function but not an index function.
Nethertheless, in the above sense we have
2. Quadratic lattices
PROOF. Observe that any index function on £ is also an index function of the
polarity lattice on .c defined according to Prop. 12 of 2.5. Thus, by Lemma
18, all intervals x/V with a(x/y) < ~o have to be modular sublattices. In
particular, this applies to x = a+al., b+bl. and y = a+bl.+bnal.. Observe
that b = b
il
by Lemma 19. Thus, there is a homomorphism from the GS
freely generated by a = ail ~ b = bil onto £, cf Cor. 13 in 2.5. Using
the diagram of F L(2 + 2) given in [RoI58] we see that a + bl. + b n al..-<
(a + al.) n (b + bl.). The dual then holds as well. .c has 10 subdirectly
irreducible factors, 4 of which are non-modular.
A different way to incorporate fini~eness of indices will be used in Section
6. Namely, one requires (TjU = 1/ + (TjV for allu/v obtained from sit under
weak projectivity and all j = 0, ... ,0:. This actually amounts to a (infinite)
set of identities (use weak transpositions e.g. x/v to x + z/y + z in place of
transpositions and su bquotients). Lemma 19 tells that this variety contains
all indexed members of the original variety satisfying o(s/t) < ~o.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
d 'tt' 'ndexThe claSs of o:-quadl'atie lattices a ml lng an 1 .
under subalgebras, finite products, and homomorphIc
Given a homomorphism <p of £ onto £1, define
r5I(u/v) = min{r5(x/y) I<px = u, <py = v}.
I d d for U > v > w in £1 one has 151(U/V) + r5I(v/w)) ~ min{a(x~) ~
n ee 'x > -> z-<px = u,<py = v,<pz =w} ~ min{r5(x/z) Ix 2: z,<px.-
r5(y/z~ f!' r( / ) If 15(u/v) = 0 then r5(x/y) = 0 for some x/V With
~,<p~ - wA.. -= lv uw~e~ce x
1= y and U = v. Conversely, if U = <px then<px - U, <Py
PROOF Given weak index functions r5idefine r5(x/y) = mini r5'b'(~/Y)' Thdel~f
. . (8) (9) (12) (13) are 0 VIOUSanr . weak I'ndex functIOn. Namely, , " d l' I'
u IS a. . I _. an lor eac 1 Z weh a.(/)=Oforsomezwlencex-y, .
r5(x/y) = 0 t en ,x y r.(,/ ) + a.(y/z) < r5;(x/z). Now, given a weakhave r5(x/y) + r5(y/z) ~ u, x y , _
index function define
PROPOSITION 21.
function is closed
images
PROOF. For finite I and index functions r5ion £i we get an index function
84
. (8) (9) (12) (13) are obvious. If
Clearly, r5/(x/y) ~ a(x/~)., !-gal~, ;r' = y ~ith all r5(X;fXi+d = 0,
r5'(x/y) = 0 then there ale x - XI - .... - 'I"~'<' (10) holds by defini-
. x. = X'+I and x = y. The Illequa I y _ III > >
I.e., , 'd > > and X = XI .... ':D rove the inverse, consl er X _ Y _ z __
t~on~ 0 ~ the Jordan-Holder-Ore Theorem there are re~nements VI 2:
X
m
- z. Y d > > Uk of these chams and a per-> = > ... > Vk an 1t1 _ ... _ .. .
. .. - VI Y - - / are rOJectlve via two trans-
mutation 1r such that Vj/vj+1 and U"j U"j+1 ~ d H r5'(x/y) +
position steps, in particular they have the same m ex. k e~ce. / . ) <
r5'(y/z) ~ l::1<j<la(Vj/Vj+1) + l::'~.J<k.r5(Vj/vj+d = F!.~~~ ~U~{t1 -
"':" r5(x./x. ~) and it follows equahty III (10). Thus, -, yL..,,=1 ' ,+
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2.8 Side lattices .
In this paragraph we deal with a-quadratic lattices I:- havmg generators a
and c such that
t Putting c = ra
ll. The basicOne obtains the case of one genera or a
examples of subdirectly irreducibles are
Rl' 0 = a = c -< 1 = a.L = P, O"j= id.
R.,.O = a.L = c -< 1 = a = P, O"j= id.
R:j. 0 = a.L = c -< a = O"ja -< 1 = O"ka = P for 0 ~ k ~ i < j ~0'+1.
R3.0 = C -< a -< b -< 1 = p, 0 -< a.L -< b, O"j= id.
R4'0 -< a = a.L = c = PI -< 1 = Pz, O"j= id.
R . 0 = c -< a. = a.L = PI -< 1 = Pz, O"j= id.
5 . . RR-+
See Figure 2. The homomorphIsms are Raj -+ Rz, R3 -+ I, 3
Rz.
L 23 Any subdirectly irreducible a-quadratic lattice with ge~era-
EMMA t'. fYI'ng (14) and not isomorphic to one of Rl, R3, R3j satIsfiestors a, c sa IS
a + a.L = all.
PROOF. We apply the Split Lemma 9 with 0'0 =.0 and 11"1~ 1 in_ail i~~~t~~
ces. We have to consider the operators O"j, 1 ~ J ~ a and . (1) ( )
always obvious as well as (4) for comparable x, y.
R - 1 - O".a 11"0= a.L 1I"a = a.L +O"j+la. Concerning (5) we have3j. aa - a, a - , " f .. < . aO"'a = a <
,0 - 0 < 0"'0'0. aO"'a = 0'1 = O"ja ~ O"jO"ja = O"jaa or J - t, ) .L=
0'0") - _ J ) l' '11"0- O".a.L = a -
~'a = O".aa for J' > i 0'0").1 = O"ja ~ O"jO"ja = O"ja ,O"J - J 'f
v J J ' .L _ .L + . a = 11"0"'a I
11"0"'0 O"'1I"a = O"j(a.L + O"i+la) = O"jo. + O"jO"i+lo. - a 0",+1 .L _\ =
j ; i ~hile 1I"0".a = 1 otherwise. Also 1I"0"j1 = 1. Moreoverl. 0'0 - O.L
II ~ ( O).L ",~.L = 0'0 = 0 < (1I"a).L, all. = 0 ~ (1I"1).L,(0'0) ~ 1 = 11" ,
a - 11" , ...• - .L.L 0 - l.L
(a1).L = a.L = 0 ~ 11"a 1., and (0'1)1. = .(O"ja). = a = ~ ~ 11".. = l/a.
I (6) (7) the only critical quotIent to be conSIdered IS p/g .n , _ .1'f' > i. OtherWIse,
N f . > 0 0"'0'1 = O"'O"'a < O"ja - 0'0") I J - .Low, or J ,J J' - .L ) _ ,( 'a(a +
O"jO"ja = O"jO"i+la ~ O"j(o..LO"jo.)+O"jO"j+la = O"j(a O"ja+O"i+la - O"J 0",
872. Quadratic lattices
O"j+la)) = O"j(a17ra). Also, (al).L = (O"ja).L = a.L = 11"0= 1I"1.Lproving the
second part of (6).
In (7) we have to consider O"jg = a = z < 1 = O"jP for j > i, only. Here,
aO"j 1n 1I"a = O"ja n (a.L + O"j+la) ~ O"j (O"ja n (a.L + O"j+la)) ~ aa + O"j (cd 1I"a),
indeed. For .L the condition is satisfied, trivially, since 11. = a.L .
For all sub directly irreducible models not isomorphic R3j it follows
ap ~ 1I"g, i.e. O"jo. ~ a.L + O"j+la ( 0 ~ i ~a). Hence a.L + O"ja ~ a.L + O"j+la
and, by induction, all = O"oa ~ a.L + O"a+la = a.L + a..
R3. aa = a, aaJ. = a.L = 1I"a.L, ab = a+a.L, al = (a + a.L)ll = (1'all).L,
11"0= 1'all, 1I"a = all, 1I"b = a.L + all. Then (4) holds by definition.
Moreover, aO"jx = ax ~ O"jax and O"j1l"X = 1I"X = 1I"0"jX since all 1I"X are
closed. Concerning the orthogonal we get aO.L = a1 = (l'all).L = (1I"0).L,
aa.L = a.L = (1I"a).L,aall = ao. = a ~ all = (1I"a.L)J., all. = ab.L = aO = 0
as well as (aO).L = 1 = 1I"0.l, (aa)J. = aJ. = 1I"a.L, (aa.l).L = all = 1I"a =
1I"all, (ab).l = (a+a.L).l = 1'(all) = 11"0= 1I"b.L, (al).L = rall = 11"0= 11"11..
In (6),(7) we have p/g = l/b and ap ~ 1I"g. Now, O"jal = (1'all).L =
aO"jl and 1I"1.Ln (a17rb).L = rall = (al).L prove (6). Considering z = b we
have aO"j 1 n 1I"b= 1I"b ~ O"j1l"b = O"j (a 17rb) whence (7) since 1.L = b.L = 0 in
R3.
It follows that ap ~ 1I"g, i.e. (l'all).L = a.L + all in every subdirectly
irreducible model not isomorphic R3. So we now may proceed assuming the
additional relations all ~ a.L + O"a+lo.= a.L + a and (mll).L = a.L + all
working within a more specialized free model, actually.
R1. a1 = a.l, 11"0= all. Dealing wit.h the O"jpart of (5)-(7), first, observe
that aO"jO = aO = 0, aO"jl = a1 = a.L = O"ja.L = O"jal, O"j1l"0 = O"jall =
all = 11"0= 1I"0"jO, O"j1l"1 = O"j1 = 1 = 1I"0"d, and aO"jl n 11"0= 1'all =
O"j1'all = O"j(al11"0) where z = O"jO = O. The remaining relat.ions are implied
by t.he following: aO.L = a1 = a.L = (all).L = (1I"0).L,all. = aO = 0,
(aO).L = O.L = 1 = 1I"0.L,(al).l = all = 11"0= 11"11.. Finally, we have
al + 1I"1.L= a.l + all = (l'all).L = (al11"0).L where z = O.L= 1.
It follows a.L ::; all and a + a.L = all.
The remaining subdirectly irreducibles can be more easily obtained via t.heir
'side lat.t.ices'. Here, an a-side-lattice S, is a modular lat.t.ice with join
preserving closure operat.ors 0"0 ~ 0"1 ~ ... ~ 0"(\'+1 = id, and const.ant.s
rj, 0 ::; i ~a + 1, satisfying 1'a+1 ~ ;1: ~ 1'0 for all x, 1'j ~ 1'j for i < j,
and O"jl'j= 1'j, whence O"j1'j = l'j for j ~ i. vVe consider side lattices with
IV. Classification of Subspaces
c ~ rall and O"o(c n l'O"ja) = O"ol'O"ja for all i = 0, ... , 0'+ 1.(14)
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(15)
5 = {02} X Sand S = SUAu {O, I}.
892. Quadratic lattices
O'i(02, x) = (02, O';x), O'i(12, x) = (12, O'iX) for xES, O'iX = x for x E A
(02, x).L = (O'ox)', (12,x).L=(02,ro) forxES, z.L=x iff z=x' for zEA.
Case 1: There are i < j with O'irj < rio a) If O'ig = 9 for all i then we
define
5:= {02} x S U {12} X [l'a+l, l'O]S and S:= SU A.
Otherwise, b), we add to that an additional bottom 0 and top 1.
Case 2: If O';rj = l'i for all i < j then we put
In all cases we have an obvious a-quadratic lattice structure on S forced by
the giv:n data. The additional generator is a = (12,l'a+rl and a = ra+1,
respectIvely, and we have ri = l'O'ia for_0 < i ~0', 1'0 = r(a.L.L), l'a+1 = 1'0..
I? all cases, S embeds naturally into S and each homomorphism of S onto
T restricts to a homomorphism taking S to T.
is the bottom of A and y < z for y E 2 x Sand z E A, otherwise - see Fig.4.
Define
THEOREM 25. The subdirectly irreducible a-quadratic lattices with gene-
rators a, c satisfying (14) are precisely the Rk 1 < k < 5 R . and the S, _ _ , cu,
where S is a subdireetly irreducible a-side-lattice with generator c satisfying
(15). One has a ~ a.L if and only if O';1'j = l' - i for all i < j. If () is a
congruence of S generating t~e S-congruence B then SIS = ().If c = rall
then the critical elements of S are tllOse of S and the (P.).L wllere pi O'oP.
is cri tical in S.
PROOF. Let I: be a subdirectly irreducible a-quadratic lattice with genera-
tors a,csatisfying (14). First, assume a.L < a. Then c < cll = 1'0. = a.La =
all ~ c.L and I: = {O}U[c,c.L]U{l} admit;the twocon-;-plementarycongru-
ences collapsing c with c.L respectively 0 with c and 1 with c.L. Thus, either
~ ~s isomor~hic to R4 or c = O. In the latter case, I: = {O}U [a.L, all] U {I}
IS IsomorphIc R2 or R5. So assume a.L i a. Observe (O'ia).L = o..L and
define ri = r(O'ia) = a.LO'iCl for i ~0' ancll'a+l = l'U. From the axioms of an
a-quadratic lattice we get O'iri = ri, immediately. Let S be the associated
side lattice as in Thm. 24.
THEOREM 24. Let I: be an a-quadratic lattice with generators a, C sa-
tisfying (14) and S the subalgebra of I: gene~ated by ~ and the ri =
1'(0';0.) = a.LO';a, i = 0, ... 0' + 1 under ~he l~ttJCe operatIOns ~nd.the O'i,
i = 0, ... ,0' + 1. Then S is an a-side lattlce wltll generator Csatlsfymg (15)
and is a union of intervals (d Fig. 3.)
IV. Classification of Subspaces
PROOF First the given subset of S is a sublattice. Since cnrk ~ O'j (Cnl'i) ~
f . k - ~in{ i j} it is closed under the O'i. Containing the generators,
~tO~k .ort S- Thus' each O'oX xES is in the chain of the O'Ori's. This1 IS JUS. , , ..' . b ut
means that 0'0 preserves joins and S IS a SIde lattIce. The claIms a 0
I: can 'be derived in the same fashion or obtained from Theorem 25 below,
immediately.
Given a side lattice S as above, form the direct product 2 x S. with 2 ~
{02, b} and then glue on top of that ~ chain. A where x ~ x' IS ~n ~l~
isomorphism of the chain {O'Ori 10'+1 ~ 1 ~ O} 111 S onto A - l.e. (b, 1 0) - a
Also, I: is a union of intervals
{O}, S = [c n 1'0., rall), 0';0.+ S = [O'ia, l'all + 0';0.), i = 0, ... ,0' + 1
{a.L, a.L+ O'a+la, ... , a.L+ O'oa}, S.L = [(l'all).L, I).
a+l
S = U [c n 1';, 0'01';].
i=O
Then one has S = {g} U [0' a9, 1'0) since this is a subalgebra .. Also, one e~ily
d
. - ~.x rOI' ). >; A sl'de lattice can be convemently descnbedenves, O'jO';x - v, l' _ ". •
via its completely meet closed sublattices Ci of O'i-closed eleme.nts. ?bserve
th t
. E C. C C. for J' < i. Conversely, given a modular lattIce wIth su.ch
a 1', , J - .' d I tt
C;'s and chain of r;'s (where l'a+1 = 0, 1'0 = 1) one obtallls an O'-Sl e a Ice
where O'iX = inf{y E C; I y ~ x}.
generator Csatisfying the relations
C< 1'0, O'o(Cn ri) = O'Ori, i = 0, ... 0' + 1. we put 9 = Cn l'a+1.
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Now assume that a + aJ. = ali - in view of Lemma 23 it suffices to
consider ~uch'c. Let S be the subset of ,C consisting of 0: 1, S, S + a =
{x + aJx E S}, and A = {I'; I 0 ~-.i:~ 0':+ I}. By modulanty, S U ~S + a~
forms a sublattice isomorphic to S and It holds a + rj = G"ja: ~OI x E ~
it follows G"j(a + x) = G"ja = G"jX = a + 7'j = G"jX E S + a If l > .0 and
ali ~ G"o(a+ x) ~ G"o(a+ aJ.) = G"oali = ali. usin~ the hypothesIs. S~
this sublattice is closed under t.he G"j. The cham A IS glued on top of S
and consists entirely of closed element.s, so the union is closed under the _G"j.
Al J. = (G" r')J. E A and (x + a)J. = aJ. for xES showing that S isso, x 0 , _ .
closed under J.. Moreover, S is generat.ed by a and c under thes: operatIOns
which means that ,C= S. Suppose ,C to be subdirectly irreducI~le and not
isomorphic R+ First, assume a i aJ.. If 9 > 0 (equivalently, 9 <~) then
there is an i such that 9 = C7'a+1 is not G"j-closed. Namely, o.the:wlse one
had the congruence identifying just 0 with 9 and 1with gJ. wh~ch mtersects
trivially with the congruence collapsing the in~erval [g, gJ.) ..T~lls means that
in SaO and 1have been added. In contrastl If 9 = 0 then It IS closed for all
G"j. So in both cases we have L isomorphic S. If a ~ aJ., then a = ra+l E S
whence S = S + a and L = SUA. Also, I'j = G"jawhence G"jrj = 7'j for all
i < j. So we have ,C isomorphic S, too. .
- Now let S be given and L = S. For a congruence 0 of S let Q conSIst
of all quo~ients transi ti vely com posed from the xl y, yJ. I x J. , and C!: + x I a + y
with xlY E O. The Q is the set of quotients of a congruence of S. Namely
xli Iyli = G"oxlG"oY E 0 and G"j(a + x)/G"j(a + y) = a + G".jx{a + G"jY, ~nd
(a+y)J. = (a+x)J. if a f. l'a+l' Of course, thiscongrue~ce IS 0 an~ 0 = OIS.
On the other hand, if r is a proper congruence of S then rlS IS pro?er,
too. Namely, let xlY be a prime quotient of r not transposed ~o ~ quotIent
of S. We have to provide a proper quotient of riS. If xl Y IS 1~ .A then
yJ. I xJ. is in r and proper since x and Y are clo~ed. If Y is an .addltlOnal ?,
then x = 9 and G"jX> x for some i, so G"jxlX will do. OtherwIse, we are m
Case la) and have xlY transposed to al7'a+l E rand G"j7'j< I'j. for some
i < j. It follows G"jal a + G"jl'j E r whence 7'd G"j7'!.E r by l~odulal'lty.
Thus, if Sis subdirectly irred,ucible with cntlcal,9uotlent pig then pig
is in every proper congruence of S and is critical in S, to? Con:,ersely, let
S be subdirectly irreducible with minimal congru.ence J.l;m part:cular, J.lIS
is proper. Consider any proper 0 C J.lIS. Then 0 C J.l, whence 0 = J.l. So,
o = J.lIS is unique and the minimal congruence of S. Finally, observe that
S = R2 if S is trivial. .
If xlY is a prime quotient in S with x i G"oY, then yl. IxJ. is a pnme
q~o.tient generating the same congruence. Thus, to show the claim about
cntlcal elemen,ts it suffices to observe that neither (12 I' d nor I' may
be critical in S. ' a+ a+l
Obviously, S satisfies (14) if and only if S satisfies (15).
912. Quadratic lattices
COR~LLARY 26. If the free a-quadratic lattice :F with generator a is finite
~hen It~ poset Ia of join irreducibles is obtained from the poset .JOt of join
lrreduclbles of the free O-generated a-side-lattice just by adding the chain
{~a~ U {O'iala+ 1 ~ i ~O} U {I'; I 0 ~ i ~a+ I} U {I} (with all these being
dlstmct) the element aJ. and the covering relations l'a -( G" 1'a 7" -' G".ad J. J. a"---.,,
an roa -( ~ -( 1'0' Terms representing elements of Ja also represent the
correspondmg elements of IOt• Also, IOt has just the collinearities of .JOt'
!his r~mains t~ue in the infinite case in the sense that the quadratic lattice
IS the Ideal lattIce of the partial lattice consisting of the side-lattice and the
additional elements.
PROOF. First of all, the claimed order relations are obvious by the axioms.
Any a-quadratic lattice with generator a is a union of the interval [0 aJ. +
~ilJ and the chain.{aJ.+ail}U{7'f10 ~ i ~ a+l}U{I} sinc~ this
IS a subalfebr~ obvlO~sly. The elements in the chain are pairwise distinct.
Indeed, a +a < 1'6- IIIR3 and (7'a)J. < 1 in R4. Now, let A-Ii = '02 with
:i = 0, ri-l = 1, and O'j = id for all j. Then G"01'i= 1'j < ri-l = G"01'j_l
III A_1i for a.+ ~ ~ i ~ 1 whence by construction 7';-1 = (G"o7'j_dJ. <(O'01'i) = 1'; III A-Ii. In particular, all the elements in the chain, besides
the first one, are join irreducible.
Theref~re, we have to consider the interval [0, aJ. + ail], only. The
smallest prelmages of the join irreducibles in R1, R3 and the Raj have been
co~puted in the proof of Lemma 23: they are aJ., 7'a and the O'ia - all these
beIllg separated from their lower covers in that chain, too. With R'2 and R4
we get a and ra - separated from each other and O. By Theorem 25 all of the
remaining subdirect factors are of the form S. Since:F = {0}U[7'a, ~J.JU[a, IJ
~~ s:e tha~ the sm~llest preimage of a E S is a E:F. The remaining
JOIll lrre~uclbles of S are those of S. Now, think of IOt and ~1acomposed
from theIr components as described in 2.3. In view of Theorem 25 the
identifications to be made between the elements under consideration ar~ the
same in both cases so the remaining element.s of Ia form a poset isomorphic
to ~1Ot and we may use the same t.erms t.o represent them. It is only in this
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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. d' d' XIKX arePROOF. The condition [k : k2] < No ensures that all III Ices 1m l' ./
finite. Now use Prop. 17 and Lemma 19 in 2.7.
933. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
l' + i+ O"j (cri) for all i, j. If the side lattice is that derived from a quadratic
lattice then, in view of Theorem 25 in 2.8, these relations imply (11).
PROOF. Given an a-arfian lattice A with generator a let £ be the a-
quadratic lattice generated by a and c = ,.1'(all). The finiteness conditions
yield (16) and (14). Thus, £ splits into intervals according to Thm. 24 in
2.8 and it follows xl. ::; ra.ll for each x E £ whence KX = en rx E £. The-
refore, A = £. The converse transition is obvious. Now, if B is a congruence
of the quadratic lattice and xBy, then rxBry, whence KxBKy.
PROPOSITION 28. The a-artian lattices witl} generator a are just the a-
quadratic lattices with generators a and c ~ rall satisfying (16). And the
artian congruences are just the quadratic ones. The correspondence is given
by
COROLLARY 29. The subdirectly irreducible a-artian lattices with gene-
rator a are precisely the ones obtained from nk, 1 ::; k ~ 5, n"i, and the
S where S is a subdirectly irreducible a-side-lattice witI} generator c ::; 1'0
satisfying (16).
With Theorem 25 in 2.8 we conclude
3. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
3.1 Isometries in countable dimensions
Step C of the lattice method requires the construction of isometries from
lattice isomorphisms. Here preservation of indices is an obvious necessary
condition. Simple counterexamples. [Wi187 ,p.39] show that also all joins
must be preserved. Moreover, the constructions below require that all meets
be preserved. This motivates the next definition.
A class C of quadratic lattices is isometrically induced for a class of
spaces if for any (nd) isometric spaces E and E' in the class the following
holds: Let. V and V' be quadrat.ic latt.ices belonging t.o C, which happen t.o
be complete sublatt.ices of £(E) respectively £(E'). If 1] : V -+ V' is an index
IV. Classification of Subspaces
2.9 Arfian lattices ..
In the classification of subspaces in quadratic spaces one needs an additIOnal
unary operation K, satisfying
K,X ~ rx, I'X ~ l'Y :::::> K,X = l'X n K,Y.
An a-quadratic lattice with such an operation will be called a-artian if it
satisfies the finiteness conditions
(J'ju = U + O"j'v, j = a, ... , a
for all ul v obtained from some I'X I K,X under weak projectivity in the a-
quadratic lattice. . d .( ,J.) __ ( ,ll) The defining impli-
One easily denves K,X = 10;;7'Xan "X - K, X . n
cation can be equivalently replaced by the identity K(rx n l'Y) = rx KY.
So one has a variety.
. (E Q) over a commutativeP POSITION 27. For each quadratJc space, . . ) .
RO . h h (k) - 2 and [k . k2] < No the a-quadratJc lattJce £(E JStield k WJt c ar - . '.
turned into an a-artian lattice when endowed WJth
KX = {x E X n X J. IQ (x) = a}.
Consider the relations
(16) O"ju=u+O"jV, j=O, ... ,a
. f 't . tl e a side latticewhere ulv is obtained from l'olc under weak ~roJe: IVI y III 1 - '1"::::
generated by c ~ 1'0. Observe, that this nnphes (15) and even 0".1 '
. . . .. I' the n's are all distributive and
part that colhneantles may occur, name), It'. xcluded
collinearities in an S happen inside S, ~nly. Edxcbessnrea I~n~ are e.
b II d J. d aJ. aJ. d rall - all wltnesse Y I an 2.ya I:::.a ,a I:::. , I:::.
'd . the free a-generated a-side-lattice as a sub-Actually, we may consl er
algebra {ra} U [O""ra, 1'0] of F and J" a subset of I".
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(19') n(X' + A~) = X' + n A~, for all families {A~IJ.l E I}~ V'.
I'El I'El
(18) e.p.(A n X.) = A' nX: for all A E V and L E J.
The subsequent construction also requires for all l E J the satisfaction of
the following conditions (we drop the subscripts on X. and X:):
95
<p(x, tv) = <1>(<p(x),w') for all x E X.
3. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
(20)
Let us first show how to define Wand W' in order to get a linear map cp
of the above kind. Consider the set M(w, X) := {A E VI wE X + A} of all
elements A E V that "catch" the vector w. Because of (19) the set M(w, X)
is a filter in V which is generated by one element D(w, X) E M(w, X).
By switching from w = x + wa E X + D(w, X) to the component Wa
we can assume that w E D(w, X). If D := D(w, X) is a join reducible
element of V, say D = D1 + D2 with D1, D2 C D from V, decompose w
in w = WI + W2 E D1 + D2 and try to adjoin WI, W2. Since V is finite,
it suffices to solve the key problem for vectors w with a join irreducible
D(w, X) (this is shown below for more general lattices V). So suppose that
D = D(w,X) is join irreducible. Then wED - (X + D.); recall that P.
denotes the unique lower cover of a join irreducible P E V. We claim that
for any vector w' ED' - (X' + D~) the linear map cp: X EEl W -+ X' EEl W'
defined by W := (w), W' := (w'), cplX := <p, cp(w) := w', satisfies again
(18), (19), (19'). Observe that (X EEl W) n A = (X n A) EEl W for all A E
M(w, X), and (X EEl W) n A = X n A for all A E V - M(w, X). Since
the analogous equations hold on the right side, cp satisfies (18). That also
(19) and (19') are perpetuated shall be proven in Theorem 33; here the
distributivity of V is crucial.
Now let us refine the above argument in order to get an isometric
extension cp of <p. Because E, E' are alternate the equation <1>(w,w) =
<1>(w',w') is trivially satisfied. Thus the linear extension cp : X EEl (w) -7
X' EEl (w') is an isometry whenever
To find an appropriate w' with (20) we invoke the so called "Kaplansky-
Lemma" (Gr079, p.25]:
(21) Let 91, ... ,9n be linearly independent vectors in a sesquilinear space E
and let Y ~ E be a subspace. Then for any choice a1,.", an E k the
condition Y 1. n (91, ... , 9n) = (0) is sufficient for the existence of y E Y
with (VI ~ i ~n) <1>(Y,9i) = ai.
Because <p : X -+ X' satisfies (18) one has in particular <p(X n D1.) =
X' n D'1.. Let!l, ... , In be linearly independent vectors such that X =
(X n D1.) EEl (/;11 ~ i ~n). Setting Yi := <p/; one concludes X' = (X' n
D'1.) EEl (9i I] ~ i :S n). By (21) there is a w' E D' with <1>(w', 9i) = <1>(w, J;)
IV. Classification of Su bspaces
U X. = E and U X: = E',
'EJ .EJ
n (X + AI') = X + n AI' for all families {AI'IJ.l E I} ~ V,
I'El pEl
(19)
as well as
(17)
To fulfil (17) choose any base B := (Wi Ii E J) of E respectively B' :=
(w:li E J) of E' and ensure that fo~' all L E J on.e has (wili :S L).~ ~. and
(w: Ii :S l) ~ X:. Thus we are left With the foll,owmg key problem. Given an
isometry <p: X -7 X' satisfying (18), (19), (19) and any vector wEE ~ X,
find an isometry cp : X EEl W -7 X' EEl W' with w E X EEl W that satisfies
again (18), (19), (19').
THEOREM 30. Finite distributive quadratic lattices are isometrically in-
duced for alternate diagonal spaces of dimension :S ~a.
PROOF. Typically, this requires the construction of a nested family <P.
X. -7 X: ,(L E J) of partial isometries such that
preserving isomorphism of quadratic lattices, then there is an i~ometry <p
of E onto E' with 1](A) = <p(A) for all A in V. In the sequel It shall be
convenient to put A' := 1](A) for all A E V.
Considering 0-1-lattices, vector spaces, and linear is~morphisms yields
the concept of being linearly induced. Here, of course It suffices to have
E E' over the same division ring since then isomorphy follows from the,
indices.
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(28) -, X' -' -<p, - <p, dlm(W) < No. <p(W) = W', (Vtv E W) <p(tvh) = (if5(W))h.
Then it follows that -' I . . .(-(w)) (_( _ <p IS a:o a partItIOned Isomorphy: From <p(tv)
<p h + <p tv)),., <p(tv) = <p(tvh + w,.) = <p(tvh) + <p(tv,.), and <P(Wh)
(18), (19), (19'), it is generally not of form (22)1 I .d. .
problem. one becomes involved' d'ffi I . n ~r er to overcome tIllS
ma 31). m I cu t set theoretIc constructions (Lem-
Also we shall admit' Ii 't I .rem 33 Th I III n.1 : c~mp etely dIstributive lattices V in Theo-
d D
. en on y compact Jom Irreducibles D E V have au' tent • -< D. mque an ece-
973. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
(26)
(27)
X = Xh Ef) U = (X'Ym Ef) ... Ef) X-YI) Ef) U
of .finit~ly many ,i-spaces X-Y. (0 < ,I < <
fimte dImensional U ~ E such th;'t A (U 0')2n v"':'" « ')m ~ a) and aX Ef) ffi X . • '''h - 0, where Xh :=
"1m ••• I;J7 -YI IS the homogeneous part of X A b" t' I', . IJec Ive meal' map
<p : X := X-Ym Ef) ... Ef) X'YI EB U -7 X' := X' Ef) ffi v' ffi U''"'1m ••• W ./\.'1 Q7
between partitioned subspaces X and X' f tl
t
. . . 0 Ie same type (-v ) .
par 1tlOned1somorphism if (VI < .< ) (V) _, d, ... , ,m IS a
_ Z _ Tn <p '''-Y. = '\-y; and <p(U) = U'.
For each tv E E consider the decomposition tv = Wh+tv,. E Xh Ef)EB F
S~I FnXh = (O)}. Assume that <p : XEf)W -7 X"ffi{,V" I' .. { . EwIth . '1;J7 ISany meal' bIjectIon
We now introduce the b .
33. A partitioning of a vect:I~;~~~ce;t~v:~lb~i:(e~)i~t~e p~o~fo.fThfeor~m
S ~ .c(E) such that - 0' 0 IS a amrly
(23) S = U{S'YI , ~ a},
(
(24) (\1, ~ a) E = EB S'Y and (VFE S-y) dim(F) = N
25) (V(3~,< a) FE S-y => F = EB{G E S{31 G ~ .F}.
. . The pair (E, S) is a partitioned space. Call X C E h .
It IS a sum of spaces from S d ll' . -. . omogeneous If
spaces from S For X C ~ an. ca. It a ,-space If It IS a sum of < N'Y
EB{F E S I 3~' EX' x - w~th dlln(X) ~ N-y the space A(X, ,) :=
_ ""{ "II '. F f. O} IS the ,-space generated by X (I b
x - L.J XF FE S-y} wIth almost all x - 0) A . . WIere y
(E, S) is a direct sum F - . part1tlOned subspace X of
IV. Classification of Subspaces
3.2 Isometries in uncountable dimensions
Theorem 33 and Theorem 35 below are quite sophisticated generalizations of
Theorem 30. The more technical arguments are comprised in four Lemmas
whose proofs are deferred to section 3.3.
First some introductionary remarks on Theorem 33 are in place. We
shall admit spaces E, E' of dimension NO' > No. Then the spaces XI' X:
of the partial isometries <P,: XI -7 X: (L < wO') are (almost all) infinite
dimensional. This means that matching w with w' amounts to solving an
infinite system of linear equations. Since E is diagonal, one fortunately can
restrict oneself to partial isometries of the form
(22) <p: Xh Ef).L U -7 Xh Ef).L u'
E = Xh Ef).L xt, E' = Xh Ef).L Xh.L, dim(U) = dim(U') < No,
<p(Xh) = X,,, and <p(U) = U'.
Concerning the "key problem" , it is then possible to apply the Kaplan-
sky-Lemma (21) to the finite dimensional space U' and to find again a
w' E D' _ (X' +D~) with (20). However, much more difficulties than in the
finite dimensional case will arise (Lemma 32).
With <p(= <PI) also if5(= <PI+l) is automatically of form (22). The pro-
blem is the construction of <P>. : X>. -7 X~ for limit ordinal ,\ < WO" Alt-
hough <p>. := U,<>. <PI : UI<>' XI -7 U,<>. X: is clearly isometric and inherits
for all 1 < i < n. Hence for all f E X we have f = a + b E (X n
D.L) Ef) (fJ1 ~ i~n), <pf = <pa + <pb E (X' n D'.L) Ef) (gill ~ i ~n) and
<P(f, tv) = <P(b, tv) = <P(<p(b), tv') = <P(<p(f) , tv') which is (20).
Unfortunately, it may happen that w' E D' also lies in X' + D~. In
order to move tv' out of X' + D~ without destroying property (20), re-
place tv' by tv' + t where t comes from (D' n X'.L) - (X' + D~). Howe-
ver, the proof that this difference set is nonempty is quite complicated:
It follows from dim(D' n X,.L /(D' n X'.L) n (X' + D~)) = dim(D n X.L /
(D n X.L) n (X + D.)) [Gr079,p.1l6(5)] and from (D nx.L) - (X + D.) =f. 0
[Gr079, p.1l8].
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- w)) follows (Vw E W) (<ji(w))r = <ji(tv,.). Now X EB ~/V and ,--'(1 EB IV~
(<p( h v LD W _ V LD (U LD {w.ltv E W}) respectively X EB W _decompose as .t~ IV - .t~ h IV W , _ _ _.) (_ ( ))
X~EB(UIEB{w~lwl E WI}) and <ji(u+w,.) = <p(u)+<p(wr) - <p(lt+ <pw r E
U' EB {w~lw' E WI}.
As mentioned before, the limit map of a family of part~t~oned ~somor-
hisms (even of the form <p : U -t UI) needs not ~o be ~ partI.tlOned Isomor-
~hism. The following setup fits these set theoretical difficulties.
Let B = (e,ll < wO') respectively BI =. \e:ll ~ wO') be b~es of tw~
't' d es (E 5) and (EI 5'). A partitIOned Isomorphy <p . X -t Xpartl lOne spac, , . 'f (I d) C X and
is (B, BI)-saturated if either d := dlm(X) < ~o or I e, l < _
«I l<d) <;:;;XI•
Let F be a family of partitioned isomorphism~ <p between (E,5). and
(EI, 51). Say that (<p: X -t XI) E F sati~fies t~le pmg pong pr~pert~ If
(PP) For each wEE (or w' E EI) th~re IS a_(<p: X EB W -t X EB W) E F
with <ji~ <pand wE dom<ji (or w E Im<p).
Also F satisfies the chain condition if
(CC) For each ascending chain {<p,Il < A} <;:;; F for which U,<>. <p,happens
to be a partitioned isomorphy, one has U<>. <p, E F.
Recall that the cofina1ity cf(/\') of a cardinal /\, is the smallest cardi-
nal I such that there is an unbo~nded subset 5 <;:;; K, whos: o~d: t~~~
e uals " For each successor cardmal /\, =.~,:,+1OJ.lehas cf~, ) - '"
rq l' 't ardl'nals K, = ~ (where ex is a lImit ordmal) one usually h~s
lor lml cO'. . I . tl f( _) _ /\, ISef(K,) < /\" since always cf(/\') ~ ex. A limit cardma ./\, WI I.e /\, -.
called weakly inaccessible. Let Uo be the first weakly maccesslble cardm~l.
Weakly inaccessible cardinals are "so big" that some models of ZFC c~ntal~
none of them [Kun80,p.34,133). In such a model Lemma 31 holds wlthou
cardinali ty restriction on E.
L 31 L t (E 5) and (EI 5') be partitioned spaces of equal dimen-
EMMA . e, , I _ ( I I w) of E andsion ~O' < uo. Fix bases B = (e,ll < wO') and B - e,. l < 0'. •
EI Assume that F is a family of partitioned isomorphlsms whlch satlsfie~
(CC) and such that each (B, BI)-s~turated <pE F s~tisfies (PP). Then eac
(<Po:Xo -t Xb) E F has an extenslOn (<p. : E -t E) E F.
A th t (E 5) is a partitioned space of dimension ~O' with an. t~nd~r-
ssume a , . h 1 artltlOlllno"lying alternate diagonal space (E, <pl.Then 5 IS an ort ogona p 0
:F:= {<p: X -t X'I <pis partitioned isometry with (18), (19), (19')}.
993. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
Clearly:F satisfies (CC), independent from our particular choice of 5, S'. We
shall show that each (B, B')-saturated <p E :F satisfies (PP). Then Lemma
31, applied to (<Po: (0) -t (0)) E:F, finishes the proof.
So pick a (B, BI)-saturated (<p : X -t X') E :F and any wEE.
Consider the set M = M(w, X) := {A E VI w E X + A}. Since the
embedding V <;:;; £(E) is n-preserving, it follows from (19) that M is a
principal filter generated by D( w, X) := n MEV. As in the proof of
Theorem 30 we may assume wED. Next show that D E V is compact:
Consider any subset 5 <;:;; V with D ~ Lv 5. One has I:v 5 = I: 5 since
the embedding V <;:;; £(E) is I:-preserving. Whence w E I:v 5 implies
WEI: 50 for some finite So <;:;; S, i.e. D ~ I:v So.
First case: D is join-irreducible. Being compact it has a unique antecedent
D. -< D and clearly wED - (X +D.). By Lemma 32 there is a w' E D'-
PROOF. Corresponding to our denumberable completely distributive lattices
V <;:;; £(E), V' <;:;; £(E') choose orthogonal partitionings 5, 5' and bases B, B'
as in Lemma 32. Consider the family
THEOREM 33. Countable completely distributive quadratic lattices are
isometrically induced for alternate diagonal spaces of dimension < Uo
LEMMA 32. Let E, E' be alternate diagonal spaces of dimension ~O' <
uo. Let V and V' be denumberable quadratic lattices which are complete
sub1attices of £(E) respectively £(E'), and let I] : V -t V' be an index
preserving isomorphism. Then there are orthogonal partitionings 5 of E
and 5' of EI, as well as bases B of E and B' of E', such tllat the following
(and its dual) hold:
If D
I
E V' is compact and join-irreducible, then for each (B, BI)-saturated
partitioned isometry <p: X -t XI and each w' E D' - (XI + D:) there is a
wED - (X + D.) satisfying (20) and SUc11that <P(Wh)= w~.
if (V, ~ ex) E = e15")'. A partitioned isomorphism which happens to be
isometric is called a partitioned isometry.
IV. Classification of Subspaces98
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COROLLARY 34. Completely distributive lattices are linearly induced for
all vector spaces.
PROOF. In the affine case the machinery of partitioned spaces is superfluous,
and thereby the dimension bound 1to inflicted by Lemma 31. Also the
restriction that V be denumberable was only used for " quadratic" purposes
(in Lemma 32).
1013. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
THEOREM 35. Countable Artinian-acyclic quadratic lattices with property
.6. are isometrically induced for alternate diagonal spaces of dimension < uo.
In Theorem 35 below the distributivity assumption of Theorem 33 will be
dropped. Recall from 2.2(e) that an Artinian-acyclic lattice L is defined as
an Artinian complete lattice which is a (canonical) subdirect product L --+
TI9E0L/8 of finite simple acyclic lattices L/8. It is said to have property.6. if
for each 8 E e of L either L/8 ~ D2 or L/8 admits a triangle sequence whose
<1'9-image {Po, QI, PI,"" Qn-I, Pn-d ~ L is such that for aliI < i < n-1
one has: - -
Ci := minbllT-YPi = Pi, IT-yQi = Qi, IT-yRi = R;} ~ 1
and CTo(Pi n Q;) ~ Pi for all J < Ci. In particular, this means that not
all three spaces Pi, Qi, Ri are ll.-closed. This is essential in view of the
counterexample in [WiI87,p.50] or [Wi191,p.395).
In Theorem 33 we had completely distributive lattices. They need not
be Artinian, but if they are then condition .6. is trivially satisfied. Insofar
the next result generalizes Theorem 33.
PROOF. We choose orthogonal partitionings 5,51 and ba.,es B, BI as III
Lemma 32. Again it suffices to show that for
:F:= {<p: X --+ XII <pis partitioned isometry with (18), (19), (19/)}
each (B,BI)-saturated (<p : X --+ XI) E F satisfies (PP). So pick any
wEE. As in the proof of Theorem 33 the set M = M(w, X) := {A E
VI wE X + A} is a principal filter of V, generated by the compact element
D(w,X) := nM E V. Furthermore one may assume wED:= D(w,X).
First case: D is join-irreducible. As before wED - (X + D.). But in
contrast to Theorem 33, the required extension (tj; : X EEl W --+ XI EEl WI) E F
of <p will generally have 71:= dim(W).= dim(WI) > 1. We start by defining
W. By 2.2(e) there is a unique maximal congruence 8 of V with (D., D) tf-
8 and such that V/8 is a simple acyclic lattice. Because V is Artinian,
the canonical epimorphism if; : V --+ V/8 admits smallest preimages <1':=
<1'9: V/8 --+ V. Put Po := if;(D). Then Po E J(V/O) since (D., D) tf- 8
implies D = <1'(Po) and since <1'preserves joins. Choose a triangle sequence
{PO,qI,PI, ... ,qn-I,Pn-d ~ J(V/O), i.e. for all 1 :::;i:::; 71-1 thereisari E
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(XI + D~) with <p(Wh) = w~ and <l>(x,w) = ~(<P(x~,w:)V~obr al~I~YE X. Pu~
W := (w), WI := (Wi), and define <jJ : X EB Hi --+ X EEl ~. y <p. ./ := <p~n
<jJ( W) := Wi. Then <jJ 2 <pis isometric as well as a partitIOned Isomorphism
(see the remarks after (28)). As in the proof of Theorem 30 one sees that
tj; still satisfies (18).
To see (19) let {AI t E I} ~ V be an arbitrary family. If we should
have that A. E M for all /, E I then aE1«X ttl W) + A,) = aEI(X +
A.) = X + n.EI A. = (X EEl W) + n.EI A" using the fact that <p satisfies
(19). Assume therefore that 040 tf- M for at least one index 0 E I. Let
v = x. + A.w + a. (t E 1) be an arbitrary vector of n.EI«X EEl W) + A).
If A tf- M for some I-t E I then All = Ao for otherwise we could solve for W
andllobtain W E X + (Ao + A'l); but this contradicts (i) of 2.2(c) whereby
D is join prime. Thus All = Ao for all fl E I with A'l tf- M. This implies
v - Aow E n.EI(X + A) = X + aE1 A" i.e. v E (X EEl W) +.n.EJ ~ •. The
other inclusion (X EEl W) + aEI A ~ aE1«X EEl W)_+ A.) ~s trlVlal. .The
proof of (19/) is mutatis mutandis the same. Hence <pE F, I.e. <psatIsfies
(PP).
Second case: Disjoin-reducible. Being compact, it is by (ii) of2.2(c) a fini-
te sum of m > 1 join irreducibles DI, ... ,Dm E V. Choose a representation
where m is minimal and write w as sum of components Wi E Di. Putting
Wo := (0), Wi := (WI,"" Wi), one has D(Wi, X + Wi-d ~ D(Wi,X) ~ Di
for all 1:::; i :::;m. Clearly D(Wi, X + Wi-I) + L,j;ti Dj E M(w, X). Hence
D(Wi,X+Wi-I)+L,j,ti Dj = Di+.L,j,ti Dj, which yields D(Wi, X+Wi-I)+
(Di nL,' .Dj) = Di by modulanty. Therefore D(Wi,X + Wi-I) = Di by
the join-rfr~ducibility of Di and the minimality of m. The D( Wi.,X + W~-:d
being join-irreducible one concludes by the first case that there IS a partlt~o-
ned isometry (tj; : X EEl Wm --+ XI EEl W~l) E F with <jJ 2 <pand W E dom(<p).
Thus <p satisfies (PP).
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In the proof of Lemma 36 it is crucial that w(Po) E Po - (X + Po.). By
Lemma 32 we know that also on the "right side" P6 - (X' + P6.) #- 0. Pick
a w'(Po) E P6 - (X' + P6.) and decompose it as before along the seq~ence
{P~, Q~, P{, ... , Q~-l' P~-l} ~ ~(V'). Hence. W' :=..(10'~po),_' '.. , ;V(Pn-1))
satisfies an analogous Lemma 36. Define a hnear blJectlOn tp . ..'\ El7W -7
X' El7W' by IfIX := tp and If(W(P;)) := W'(Pi) for po, ... ,Pn-1 E J(V/B).
Then clearly If(W(,)) = 10'(1') for all l' E J(V/B). This together with Lemma
36 36' and the fact that tp satisfies (18), implies that 1f((X El7W) n A) =
1f((XnA)El7(WnA)) = (X'nA')El7If((w(I')I1' E J(V/B), l' ::; IjJ(A))) = (X'n
A')El7(w'(,)I1' E J(V/B),I'::; IjJ(A)) = (X'nA')El7(W'nA') = (X'El7W')nA'
for all A E V'. Thus (18) is perpetuated by If.
LEMMA 37. The vectors 10'(p;) in Lemma 36' can be chosen in such a way
that the above If is a partitioned isometry.
It follows that rp E F, i.e. If is the required extension of tp with 10 E dom(If).
Second case: D is join-reducible. Since V is Artinian we may use induction
to show the following (and its dual): For all D E V, if D = D(X, 10) for
some (B, B')-saturated (tp : X -7 X') E F and 10 E E, then there is a rp E F
with rp 2 tp and 10 E dom(rp). The claim trivially holds for D := (O~. ~?w
let D E V be arbitrary. By the first case we may assume that D IS J0111
reducible. Decompose it a.,>D = D1 +D2 with D1, D2 E V and D1, D2 C D.
Accordingly put 10= WI + 102E D1 + D2. Since D( WI, X) ~ D1, induction
yields a (trivially (B, B')-saturated) (tp1 : Xl -7 X;) E F with tp1 2 tp
1033. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
a~d 101 ~ dom(tpd. Because of D(X1,W2) ~ D(X,W2) ~ D2 induction also
Yields a tp E F with If 2 tp1 2 tp and 102 E dom(rp). Hence also 10 E dom(rp).
COROLLARY 38. Artinian-acyclic lattices are linearly induced for all vector
spaces.
3.3 Proofs of the Lemmas
Proof o.f Lemma 31. In the case dim(E) = ~Q < ~Wl Lemma 31 was
~ro~en l~ [Gr082]. The cardinal ~Wl has the enjoyable property that each
hm1t ord111~1>. < NW1 has cofinality w. In [WiI87,Satz 33] the upper bound
~Wl. was raised to uo (however, the first weak Mahlo cardinal, postulated in
[W1l87,Satz 33]' seems to be a too optimistic upper bound).
Proof of Lemma 32. We first establish two preliminaries (a) and (b).
(a) There are orthogonal partitionings S of E and S' of E' such that
(29) (Vi ~ O')(VA E V) A = 0'1'+1(A) ::} A = E9{A n GI G E S }
(29)' (Vi::; O')(VA' E V') A' = O'1'+dA') ::} A' = E9{A' n GI G ~ S~}.
Proof of (a). ~ince .(E, tp) is diagonal, there is an orthogonal decomposition
E = E9So,o with dlm(G) ~ ~o for all G E So,o, We mention that if ACE
happens. to be decomposed, i.e. A = E9{A n GI G E So,o}, then A is
necessaflly O'1-closed: Indeed, pick aGE So,o with Xa ~ An G. Then
fo~ each x = 2::{xpl F E So,o} E E - A the set x + GJ. yields a 0'1-
neighbourhood of x disjoint from A. Conversely, a O'1-closed ACE needs
not to be decomposed with respect to E = E9So,o. But there i; a coarser
orthogonal decomposition SO,l (i.e. (VF E So,o)(3G E So,d Fe G), such
~hat (VG E So,d dim(G) ::; ~o and A = E9{A n GI G E S~,d. This
IS the content of the "Gattersage-Lemma" in [Bann]. Another O'1-closed
B E V might not yet be decomposed by E = E9S0,1' Choose a coarser
orthogonal decomposition E = E9S0,2 which decomposes B (and a fortiori
:t), et~. Put So := iimL<w SO,L' Analqgously define Sl, S2, ... by transfinite
mductlOn (more details in [WiI87,p.59]). Instead of IVI ::; ~o, here only the
weaker restrictions I{A E VIO'I'+dA) = A}I ::;Ni b::; 0') must be met.
(b) There are bases B of E and B' of E' SUell that for all (B, B')-saturated
partitioned isomorphisms tp : X -7 X' with ~o ::; d := dim(X) one has:
(30) D E V compact and join-irreducible and dim(D / D.) ::; d ::}
D ~ D. +X,
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{Po,'" ,Pi-d with 1'i+qi = l'i +Pi = (ji +Pi (2.2(d)). For ajoin irreducible
, E J(V / B) the correspo11ding capital letter R shall henceforth de~lOte the
element 0'(,) E J(V). Thus {Po, Q1, PI,"" Qn-1, Pn-d ~ J(V) IS tl~e 0'-
image of our triangle sequence. Also Po = D and Po ~ Q1+Pl' Accordmgly
decompose 10(1'1) = w(Po) := 10 E Po as w(1'd = w(qd + w.(pd E Q1 +
Pl. Then we may decompose 10(1'2) E {w(poJ, w(qd, w(pd} l?tO 10(1'2) =
W(q2) +W(P2) E Q2 +P2 2 R2 and 10(1'3) E {w(Po), ... , W(P2)} 111to10('3) =
W(q3) + W(P3) E Q3 + P3 2 R3 and so on. Put W := (w(Po), ... , W(Pn-1)).
LEMMA 36. Under the above hypotheses X +W = X El7Wand w(Po)", .,
W(Pn-1) is a base of W. Furthermore X El7W satisfies (19), as well as
(X El7W) n A = (X n A) EB(W n A) for all A E V. More specifically
W n A = (10(1')1, E J(V/B), l' ::;IjJ(A)).
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(31)' E' = X;' E9X~ol= X~ E9(A(U'"d E9A(U'"dol))
Let w' = 10;' + w~ + y' be the decomposi tion of 10' with respect to (31)'.
We shall find awE D - (X + D.), decomposed as w = Wh + 100+ y with
respect to (31) , which satisfies
(30)' D' E V' compact and join-irreducible and dim(D' / D:) ::; d =>
D' ~ D: +X'.
Proof of (b). Define V<o := {D E VI D compact, join-irreducible, and
dim(D/D.) < No} and V, := {D E VI D compact, join-irreducible, and
dim(D/D.) = N,} and similarly V~o, V~ ~ V' (-y ::; 0'). By hypothesis
IV\, IV'I ::; No,but here we only need IV<ol, IV~ol::; Noand IV,\, IV~I::; N,
for all, ::; 0'. Then it is easy to find a base B := (e, I t < we» of E such
that D ~ D. + (e,lt < w) for all DE V<o and D ~ D. + (e,lt < w,) for all
DE V, and all, < 0' (more details in [WiI87,p.58]). The base B' of E' is
defined analogously. Let cp : X ---+ X' be a (B, B')-saturated isomorphism
with No ::; d := dim(X) and D E V<o or D E V,. Since 'P is (B, B')-
saturated one has (eLlt < d) ~ X, whence D ~ X + D •. This proves (30),
and (30)' is mutatis mutandis the same.
Now let D' E V' be compact and join-irreducible. Consider any (B, B')-
saturated partitioned isometry 'P : X ---+ X' and a 10' E D' - (X' +D~). We
have to exhibit awE D - (X + D.) with 'P(Wh) = 10;' and (20).
First case: d := dim(X) < No. Using the Kaplansky-Lemma (21) one finds
as in the proof of Theorem 30 awE D with (20) (here Wh = 10;' = 0). If
also 10 E X + D., choose atE (Xol n D) - (X + D.) and replace W by
W + t. It remains to show that (Xol n D) - (X + D.) is nonempty. For
dim(D/ D.) < No one basically proceeds as mentioned in Theorem 30 (a
complete proof, using the diagonality of E, can be found in [WiI87,p.64-
66]). Assume now dim(D/D.) 2: No. One has D 2 D n xol 2 (D n
Xol) n (X + D.) = (D. + (X n D) n Xol 2 D. n xol. It follows from
dim(D/D. nxol) 2: No and dim(D/DnXol)::; d (since dim(E/Xol) = d
by diagonality) and dim( (D. + (X n D)) n Xol/ D. n Xol) ::; d that dim( D n
Xol /(D n Xol) n (X + D.)) 2: No.
Second case: d = dim(X) 2: No. Thus cp is of form (27) with nonzero
X,., X~. (1 ::; i ::;m). Consider the decompositions
(31) E = Xh E9xt ~Xh E9(A(U, ,d E9A(U, ,dol))
1053. Mapping theorems for alternate spaces
(i) cp(Wh) = 10;' and
(ii) <p(xo, 100) = <p(cp(xo), wb) for all Xo E U.
<p( (Th~s ~i;1 imply (20): <p(x,1o) = <P(Xh, Wh) + <p(xo, 100) + <p(0 y) -
Xh'P$x~., wh + <p(cp(xo), wb) + <p(O,y') = <p(cp(x), 10') for all x = Xh ~ Xo ~
'th By (29) and (29)' the spaces O",,+dD) and O",,+dD') are decomposed
WI. respect to (31) and (31)'. In particular 10' EO" (D') nx' S'
cp IS a part" t" d' 1 . h ,I+1 h . mce1 lOne Isomorp 11smand because of (18) one has 'P(O" (D) n
Xh) = O",,+dD') n Xi.. Hence Wh := 'P-1(w') E 0" (D) n {;+1 M.fi 11 h ,I+1 .o'\. h . ore
speCl ca y one can show that for Wh = "'~ 10' (w. EX) . I
10' _ ",m , (' , L..1=1 I I ,. , respective y
h - L..i=l Wi Wi E X'i), one has Wi = 'P-1(w~) as well as w. EO" (D)n
X,; (1::; i ::;m). I I ,.+1
, In or~er t~ defi.ne 100 c~nsider a decomposition U' = (U'nO"" +1(D')ol)$
(II' ... , In) With hnearly mdependent f! By the same t k b(( UnO" (D)ol )' I . 0 en as a ovecp( ,,+1 = (U n O",,+dD')ol). Hence U = (U nO" (D)ol) $
il, ...,In) for Ii := 'P-1 (If). Since 0"" +dD)ol n (il,...,f:) +~ (0) the
I(apl~nsky-Lem:n~ (21) yields a 100 E O",,+dD)ol with <p(!, w ) = <p(f! ')
(1 < z < n) ThiS l' (") S . l' I, 0 ,,100_ _' Imp les 11. WltC11ngto the second component of 10 with
respect to decomposition (31) we may assume Wo E 0" (D)ol n A(U
o
)... ,,+1 "I .
(Ill) There is ayE A(X, ,dol with Wh + Wo + y E D.
Proof of (i~i)..We know that Wh +Wo = (10m + ... +wd + 10 E (X $ $
X,,) $ U IS m 0",,+1 (D). First show by induction that fo~'aliI':;: i ~.
th~re are ~ectors Yj E. A(X,j $ ... $ U, ,j) n A(X, ,dol (1 < j <- i) ;i;~
v(z) '- ",I ",I - -.- L..j=o Wj + L..j=l Yj E 0",.+1 (D) n A(X,. $ ...$ U"i)' For i = 1
put Y1 := O. Assume that the claim holds for a fixed i. By (29) the spaces
O",.+I+I(D) and 0",,+, (D) are decomposed with respect to
E = E1 E9E2E9E3 := (X,m E9... E9X,,+, )E9A(X,. E9... E9U, li+dE9A(X, 'i+dol
Because of 0" + (D)nE., - ( (D)
I
. ,. 1. ~-O",i+1 0",.+1+1 nE2)thevectorv(i)isaO" +1-
accumu atlOn pomt of 0" (D) n E HI' ,.A(X " .ol ';+1+1 2. ence t lere ISa V(i)+Yi+1 E (v(i)+
,. E9... E9U, II) )n(O"';+1+1(D)nE2). From Yi+1 E A(X "E9 E9U 'Y" )
and Y"+l E A(X & & U)ol d ,. ... , 11+1
(
. 1)._ ,. Q •... Q , ,i one erives Yi+1 E A(X, 'l)ol. Therefore
v z:-l .- Wi+! ~(v(z)+Yi+d E O",;+l+dD)nA(X,;+, E9... E9U, ,i+d, i.e. the
claim holds for 1+ 1. It follows that y. := "'~~ y. E A(X ) n A( v )oland I:~w. + • _ ( L..1._1 I • ,'Ill .0'\.,,1
( ( )
'=A(X' Yol - V m) E O"'m+1 (D). Fmally pick a v(m) + Ym+1 E
v m + ,,d ) n D and put Y := Y' + Yrn+1.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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(32) (\:11'E J(V /B)) tV(l') E R - (X + R.)
Proof of Lemma 36. Recall that </J : V -+ V/B admits smallest preimages
a: V/B -+ V and that R:= a(r) for all r E J(V/B).
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Proof of L,e~ma 37. One can choose the vectors w' (Po), ... ,W' (Pn - d of
Lemma 36 m such a way that our given <p : X = Xh EEl U -+ X' = X~ EEl U'
happens to map w(Pih onto tV'(pih (0::; i ::; n - 1). This is the content of
[WiI87,Lemma 31]. By (28) the extension rp: X EEl (w(Po), ... , W(Pn-l)) -+
X' EEl (w'(Po), ... , w'(Pn-d) (defined after Lemma 36') is then a partitioned
isomorphism. Hereby w'(Po) E Po - (X' + po.) is found as in (the dual of)
Lemma 32. Hence rp restricted to X EEl (w(Po)) is also isometric.
. Ass~~e tha~ 'Ij;: X EEl (w(Po), ... , W(Pn-l)) -+X' EEl (w'(Po) , ... , w'(Pn-d)
IS a partitIOned Isomorphism. Call it i-isometric if the restriction to X EEl
(W\Po), ... , W(Pi)) is isometric. By the above there is a O-isometric 'l/J. By
[WlI87,Lemma 32] the existence of a i-isometric 'l/J : X EEl W -+ X' EEl W'
implies the existence of a i + I-isometric Tj5 : X EEl W -+ X' EEl W. Thus
induction completes the proof.
The splitting of the proof into [WiI87,Lemma 31] and [WiI87,Lemma
32] seems necessary in view of the remark in [WiI87,p.70]. Also observe that
condition 6. is crucial in both parts.
If all subdirectly irreducible factors V /0 are isomorphic to V2 or M3,
then condition 6. simply requires that for each BEe with V/O ~ M3 the
triangle ao(J(V/B)) admits a permu.tation {R, Q, P} such that Ue-I(Q n
P) 2 P. If furthermore dim(E) = ~o, the topology Ue-I equals Uo. Since
uo(X) = Xl.l. the above condition reads (Q n P).ll 2 P. A demonstration
of this easy special case can be found in [WiI87,p.66] or [Wi191,p.395].
A := (0) one sees xnw = (0), whence also (X +A)nW = (XnW)+(AnW)
for all A E V. By 2.2(a) this is equivalent to (X EElW)nA = (XnA)EEl(WnA)
for all A E V.
Finally X EEl W satisfies (19): (X EEl W) n (A + B) = (X n (A + B)) EEl
(W n (A + B)) = (X n A) + (X n B) + (W n A) + (W n B) = ((X EEl
W) n A) + ((X EEl W) n B) for all A, BE V. By 2.2(a) this is equivalent to
~(X EEl W) + A) n ((X EEl W) + B) = (X EEl W) + (A n B), i.e. to (19) for finite
mdex set 10. Let {AJLIIl E I} ~ V be arbitrary. By 2.2(e) there is a finite
10 ~ I with nJLEI AJL = n~IEIo AII' Hence nI(X + A~l) ~ nI (X + AJL) =
X + nIo AJL = X + nI AJL' The other inclusion is clear. 0
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From the proof of Theorem 35 we know that (32) holds for r = Po. By
induction on the triangle sequence {Po, '11, PI, ... , qn-l, Pn- d it suffices to
show (32) for r = '11. Assume to the contrary that w( qd E X + Q1o' Then
w(Po) = w(qd+w(pd E (X +po)n(X +Ql.+Pd = X +(pon(Q1o+Pd)
by (19). Now Po q, Ql. + PI, since otherwise Po = <jJ(Po) ::; <jJ(Q1o +
PI) = (it + PI, which is false by 2.2(d). Hence one gets the contradiction
w(po) EX + (Po n (Q1o + PI)) ~ X + Po•. This proves (32).
The notation We := (w(r) 11' E J(V /B), l' ::; e) for e E V /B is convenient.
(33) (\:Ie, dE V /B) e ::; d {::} We ~ Wd {::}
(\:IA E <jJ-l(e))(3B E <jJ-l(d)) (X + A) n W ~ (X + B) n W.
Let e ::; d. Trivially We ~ Wd. Also for a given A E <jJ-l(e) put B :=
A + a(d). Then BE <jJ-l(d) and (X + A) n W ~ (X + B) n W. Conversely,
let e i d. Fix some r E J(V/B) with 1'::; e, rid. Then w(1') E We ~ (X +
a(e))nw. It suffices to show w(r) t/:. (X +B)nW 2 Wd for all BE <jJ-l(d).
Assuming the contrary one gets W(l') E (X + B) n (X + R) = X + (B n R).
From rid follows R q, B, whence W(l') EX + (B n R) ~ X + R •. This
contradicts (32) and thereby proves (33).
l,From (33) one gets dim(We) 2 6'(e) for all e E V /B. On the other hand
dim(W) ::; n = 6'(V/B) by 2.2(d). Hence the inequalities are equalities and
V /B -+ .c(W) : e f--t We is a rank preserving order embedding. Since V /B is
modular, it is by 2.2(a) also join and meet preserving. Clearly We ~ AnW ~
(X+A)nW for all e E V/B and A E </J-l(e). The assumption We C (X+A)n
W for some A E <jJ-1 (e) immediately leads to a contradiction in view of (33).
Thus equality holds throughout.. In particular W n (A + B) = W,p(A+B) =
W,pAHB = W,pA + W,pB = (W n A) + (W n B) for all A, B E V. Putting
It might happen that w := Wh + tVa + y E D also lies in X + D•.
Because of D' q, X' + D~ and (30)' one has dim(D'/D~) > d = dim(X),
whence also dim(D /D.) > d. A fortiori dim(D /D. nxl.) > d and the same
argument as in the first case yields dim(Dn Xl. /(Dn Xl.) n (X + D.)) > d.
Thus one can pick atE (D n Xl.) - (X + D.) # 0 and replace y by
y+t E A(X,idl. ~ Xl.. Then wED - (X + D.).
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For an alternate prediagonal space F of dimension ~a:. wi.th diagonal hull E
a complete set of isometry invariants is given by the mdlces
dim F, dim crFF/crF+lF, i = 1, ... ,0'.
1094. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
4. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
481. = 63, 491. = 62, 501. = 61, 511. = 60, 521. = 59,
22 + 32 = 22 + 33 = 32 + 33, 23 + 35 = 23 + 36 = 35 + 36.
Here, we used the abbreviations r(x) := xxl. and 1'; = l'(cr;a) = al.cr;a _
and read rxl. = r(xl.). We denote elements of the set I of terms just by
their labels. As a geometry on a poset, I carries the partial order given in
Figure 6 and the collinearity relations
The elements of I which are O';-closed (i=0,1,2,3) are indicated in the figure
by a large disk, a sqaure, a small disk, and a small circle, respectively _
just a = 54 and R4 = 2 are not 0'3-closed. For x E I we obtain O';X as the
meet of the O';-closed y E I, y 2 x with the exceptions 0'122 = 33 + 37 and
0'123 = 37 + 38. In view of join preservation, this completely describes the
0'; on V3(a). The orthogonal can be computed using xl. = (crox)l. and the
following
THEOREM 41. The free l-generated a-quadratic lattices Va:(a), a = 1,2,
have order diagrams according to Figure 5. For a = 3 tlle poset I of join
irreducibles is given by the terms in Table 1 with order as in Figure 6 and
the indicated additional structure. I is closed under meets. x >-+ xl.l. = croX
is join preserving.
4.1 The structure of the free I-generated 3-quadratic lattice and
its sub direct factors
THEOREM 40. Every l-generated 3-quadratic lattice is finite, acyclic, and
enjoys property ~.
THEOREM 42. There are exactly 54 subdirectly irreducible l-generated 3-
quadratic lattices, namely the lattices Q2 and Q53 - Q59 and the 46 lattices
Qn = !in arising from the list of subdirectly irreducible 3-side-lattices. The
surjective homomorphisms between them are composed from those in the
list.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
PROOF. The quadratic lattice VE(F) is a chain
0= Flo C F = cra:+lF C craF ... C crlF C croF = E
and the first claim follows with Thm. 33. For prediagonal sp~ces we need
the diagonal hull considered in III.3 .. It is the uniq~ely d~term111ed smalles~
nd diagonal extension E of F. In VIew of Thm.1 111[Gro79,II.2] 0-. and 1
(pre- )diagonality are equivalent concepts. So the second Theorem m II.I.3
. ld F - E and dim E = dimF by Lemma 1d in 1.4. The alternatmg
Yle s crl - 'bl" 'th filt
property of the form on F extends to E due to the compatl lty WI er
convergence stated in Lemma 1 of [Ogg70].
Remark. It follows, in particular, that the isometry type of an alternate
diagonal space is determined by the dimension (and the base field). The
't' tends to trace-valued spaces of dimension at most ~m, m < w,
proposl lOn ex .' '(£ < 3 use the
with every infinite dimensional subspace bemg lsotr~plc o.r m -. or
C Theol'em 47 below otherwise use Schohon 39 111[W1187]). Fongruence, ' . 2
quadratic spaces (in the narrow sense of 1.4) over fields of charaeterl~tl~ 1
't' I'd 'f dl'm[k . k2] < 00 Namely the hypotheses of Theorem 60 m .1 IS va 1 1 . ., I ti ve
are satisfied since ",X = 0 for all X, whence R = ",R = O. An a terna
proof is given in V. 7.
3.4 Classification of prediagonal alternate spaces
39 L t E be an alternate diagonal space of dimensionPROPOSITION . e < 1 t f
~a:, a < w, with subspace F such that E = ~l.L: Then a comp ete se 0
isometry invariants for (E, F) is given by tlle mdlces
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8k/ml1' -1:S k < I < m < n:S 4; 51,50,49,46,45,24,43,37,20,15,33,27,17,1l,9.
0=1'11 -< 1'11-1= 1'm -< 1 = P = )'m-l = O'/l'm = O'kO, O'i = id for i > l.
Chklml1, -1 :S h < k < I < m < n :S 4; 41,34,12,14,19,10. 0 = I'll -< )'11-1=
l'm -< l'm-l = 1 = O'/l'm = O'hP, 0 -< P = O'kO -< 1. O'i = id for i > I.
III4. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
codomains.
The basic subdirectly irreducible quadratic lattices: Q53 = R1; Q54 = R2;
Q58-i = R3i, 0 :S i :S 3; Q59 = R3, Q2 = R4, cf 2.8.
The subdirectly irreducible 3-side-lattices: In the 5t we indicate the values
of the l'i. For convenience write )'4 = 0 and 1'-1 = )'0 = 1. The values of
the O'i are given only where O'ia = b #- a and i is maximal for this a and b.
O'_la = b means O'ia = a for all i 2: O. For parametrized families of S's we
give a list of numbers associating with S the (unique) t such that S = 5t -
varying through the parameters, lexicographically. See Figure 7.
Akl1, -1 :S k < n :S 4, 1 :S n; 52,47,25,8,48,44,21,7,26,16,6,5,4,3. 0 = I'll -<
1 = 1'11-1= P = O'kO. O'i = id for i > k,
'Ok, k = 0,1; 42,13. 0 -< b -< )'k+2 -< 1, b -< P = O'kb = O'k-10 -< 1,
1 = rk+l = O'k+lrk+2, rk+3 = b where )\ = )'i for i < 4 and r4 := 1'30'00 = 7.
O'i = id for i > k + 1.
£k, k = 1,2,3; 29,28,18. 0 -< )'3 -< c -< 1, 0 -< b -< P = O'lb = 0'00 -< 1, b -< c,
1 = 1'1= 0'1)'3 = 0'1 c. The k-th quotient in T = {1'3 :S 0'21'3 :S 1'2 :S )'r}
collapses in £k' 0'3 = id, 0'2 = id for k = 1.
522 = 531 = 532: 0 -< 1'3 -< P2 = 0'1)'3 -< e -< 1, )'3 -< C -< e, 0 -< b -< P3 =
0'00 = O'lb -< d -< 1, b -< c -< d, C -< 1'2= PI -< 1 = 1'1= 0'11'2 = O'lc = O'ld =
O'le = 0'0P2 = 0'01'3. O'i = id for i > 1.
538: 0 -< 1'3-< )'2 -< d -< 1,1'3 -< 0'11'3 -< d -< 1, 1'3-< b -< d, 0 -< e -< 0'00 =
O'le = P -< C -< 1, e -< b -< C, 1'1 = 1 = 0'0)'3 = 0'0P2 = 0'11'2 = O'lb = O'IC =
O'ld. O'i = id for i > 1.
523 = 535 = 536: 0 -< 1'3 -< P2 = 0'11'3 -< 1, 1'3 -< 1'2= PI -< 1, )'3 -< b -< 1,
0-< P3 = 0'00 -< b, 1 = 1'1= 0'0)'3 = 0'0P2 = 0'11'2 = O'lb. O'i = id for i > 1.
530: 0 -< 1'3 -< )'2 -< 1, )'3 -< 0'1)'3 -< 1,0 -< P -< 0'11'3, 0 -< b -< )'2,
b -< 0'1b = O'oP -< 1, P -< 0'1 b, 1'1= 0'01'3 = 0'00'1)'3 = 0'11'2 = 1. O'i = id for
i> 1.
b. . I th to. (5 ) has a critical element P with smallestThe num ermg ISsuc 1 a ---P P I' . I
. . I (. . 1 - {3 52}) having label p. We exp lC1tYprelmage 111 resp. 111~ - , ... , .' . '. I the
state the cases where the same lattice occurs With dlffer.ent 1I1d~x1l1g.n.
examples we list all elements of Qp resp. 5p. with their cover~ng relatlO~~
as well as the critical elements p resp. Pi If there. are seveI~1 ones. xl.
the Q we also indicate the generator a and (/,1.(wInch t11~nYields th~ .
l' tl p lased x too Possible surjective homomorplnsms are umquelor Ie O'o-c ,. . . . I . and
(since determined on the generators) so it suffices to give their ( oma1l1S
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2 )'4 = )'(/, 3 0'3)'4
8n5 5 0'2)'4 6 26 n84
7 48n 8 8 1'3= )'0'3(/, 9 0'2(26 n 8)
26 n 11 II 0'2 (48 n 8) 12 26 n 1510
13 27 n 15 14 48 n 15 15 0'21'
16 26 n 25 17 27 n 25 18
28 n 25
19 48 n 37 n 25 20 37 n 25 21 48 n 25
22 (37 + 33) n 25 23 (48 + 37) n 25 24 49 n 25
25 )'2 = 1'0'2a 26 0'11'4 27 0'1(48 n 8)
28 0'1(48nI5) 29 O'd48 n 37 n 25) 30 37 n 33
31 (33 + 25) n 37 32 (37+25)n33 33 0'1(48n25)
34 48 n 37 35 (48+25)n37 36 (37+25)n48
37 38 0'136 39 48 n 400'11'3
40 0'1(49n25) 41 48 n 43 42 49 n 43
43 44 48 n 47 45 49 n 470'11'0'2 a
46 50 n 47 47 1'1= )'O'la 48 0'01'4
49 50 0'0)'2 51 0'0)'10'01'3
52 1'0= 1'ail 53 (/,1. 54 a
55 56 0'2a 57 0'1(/,0'3a
0'00. = ail 59 1'1. 60 1'1.58 1a
1't = (1'0.)1.61 1'1. 62 1'1. 632 3
64 1
Table 1: The join-irreducible elements oEV3(a)
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4.2 Calculating the side-lattices
LEMMA 43. The subdirectly irreducible 3-side lattices with empty g~n~-
rator set are exactly the lattices 5p, P = 3, ... ,52. The poset :J of Jam
irreducibles of the free 3-side lattice is the subset {3, ... ,52} of I, defined
above, with the inherited structure.
PROOF. Let :F
3
be the free O-generated 3-side-Iattice, and :J the subset
{3, ... , 52} of the set I of ter~ns - .these indeed are 3.-sid~-latlice terms.
Consider ~1with the structure 111hented from I but neglectmg .
First we have to show that the set :J of terms satisfies all the. re-
lations claimed in Theorem 41. We build up :J in several steps, ind1ca-
. d' dd" t theting in each what is added and wh1ch laws are use , 111a 1tlOn 0
1134. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
order established so far, to verify the order relations (it suffices to consi-
der the coverings between terms already introduced). 2,8,25,47,52; genera-
tors and bounds. 3,5,15,26,37,48-51; properties of the 0",' 67 14 19 21 24'. " , , , ,
meet semilattice axioms. 36; lattice axioms. 9,11,27-29,33,38,40; properties
of the O"j. 4,10,12,13,16-20,30,34,39,41,42,44-46; meet semilattice axioms.
22,23,32,33,35; lattice axioms. The join relations are immediate by the fol-
lowing variant of the modular law: z(x+y) :S x(y+z)+y(x+z). The closure
under meet is obvious. To verify that the elements of :J are O"j-closed as in-
dicated, observe that the meet of elements of the form O"j x, j :S i is O"j-closed.
T~e closure under the operators, up to the exceptions, is computed, easily,
usmg that x :S y :S O"jX implies O"jy = O"jX. Finally, 33 + 37 = 0"1 (21 + 8) <
0"122 = 0"125(33 + 37) :S 0"125 n 0"1(33 + 37) = 43(33 + 37) = 33 + 37 and
37 + 38 = 0"1 (35 + 36) = 0"1(35 + 23) = 0"135 + 0"123 = 0"18 + 0"123 = 0"123 <
0"125(37 + 48) :S 0"1(37 + 48(25 + 37)) = 0"t{37 + 36) = 37 + 38. -
The proof continues now by applying the Split Lemma 9 (more pre-
cisely, its first modification) to subdirectly irreducible 5 to prove relations
of the form "p is the join of its lower covers in :J" where p is associated
with 5. As it turns out, it is easier to establish the hypotheses of the Split
Lemma for a given 5 after the preimages of 5 have been dealt with (if there
are any).
In proceeding so, out of the relations already derived we use only those
associated with homomorphic preimages of 5. Therefore, we get the smallest
preimage asx of x in :F3 under the canonical homomorphism <Ps : :F3 -t 5
either directly or as aTaSTx where aSTx is the smallest preimage of x i~
T under the homomorphism onto 5. Considering J(5) as a subset of T we
have aSTX = x for x E J(5). We apply the Split Lemma to all 5 except 58
and its homomorphic images 523 and 536. Here, we show that 7-"3 factored
by the relations associated with all the other subdirectly irreducibles is just
58, In addition we compute as •. So, we have computed all as, indeed. An
important fact to note is that asp E J for all p E C(5) and that <Pss < p
for all lower covers s of ap in :J. So, we can consider J as a subset of J(:F3).
Also, all t E J occur (which is a consequence of the completeness of the list
of subdirectly irreducibles, too) and we have J(:F3) = J. Since ~1is meet
closed, we even get that no additional order relations take place. Additional
collinearities are excluded by the lack of more non-distributive subdirectly
irreducibles. Therefore, J(7-"3) has exactly the indicated structure of J and
7-"3 is isomorphic to the subspace lattice of ~1.
The definition of a is given for nonzero join irreducibles x E J (5), only.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
539: 0 -< 1'3 -< 1'2 -< 1 , 0 -< p = 0"00 -< b -< 1, 1'3 -< b, 1'1= 0"01'3 = O"ob =
0"11'2 = 1. O"j = 'id for i > 1.
540: 0 -< 1'3 -< 1'2 -< 1 = 1'1= P = 0"01'3 = 0"11'2' O"j = id for i> 1.
The immediate homomorphic relationships between the 5t's are given in
the following list.
B --'- Ak n > k + 2 Chklmn -t Ahn, n > h + 3, 7Jk -t Ak-1,k+3,klmn -, n, ' 5
7Jk -t Ak-1,k+2, [k -t C-10min(k,2)34, ~)22 -t q8, 5~0 -t 58, 523 -t 8,
522 -t 521, 530 -t 521, 538 -t 523, .)3(1 -::-t .)24} .)40 -t 524'. To e~ch
such, there corresponds a homomorphism 5 -::-t T. The only 11l1med1ate
homomorphisms between the S's and R's are Akn -t R4 = Q2 for k ~ O.
PROOF. Inspection yields that the above are all subdirectly irreducible .with
critical elements as indicated. By Theorem 25 this extends to the assoClated
quadratic lattices and together with Lemma 43 below we ha'.'e the c~mple-
teness of the list as stated in Thm. 42. Also, all lattices. 111the. hst are
acyclic and enjoy property .6.. Since triangles ~ccur ~n the s1de-Iat~1ce part,
only, this carries over to the associated quadra~1c latt1:es, too, provmg Thm.
40. The list of homomorphisms is verified by 111spectlOn. Observe, that the
im~ge of a lattice S must be of this form, too, or R~ ~nd t~lat by Theorem
25 S -t T iff 5 -t T. The case a = 3 of Thm. 41 1S11l1phed by Corollary
29 and the second part of Lemma 43 below. The cases. a :S 2 t~len follow
factoring out the congruences generated by the O"jx/x Wlth a < 1 :S 3.
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Observe that ax is in ~1,always (we will refer to this import~nt fact, later
O 0 d - >:{A'Y\YI<I: y E loiS)}. 1r IS defined onon) Then 0' = an ax - .w u _' , .
M(S) 1rl = 1, and 1rX = l1{1rY E M(S) I x ::; V}. We u~e the conventIOn
1'0 = '1'-1 = 1 = IT-l for :F3, too, and 1'4 = 0 except 111ca~e Dk' .(1)-
(4) are straightforwardly checked, only the case of (dually) coll1l1ea~' tnples
needs some attention. The checking of (51r) is partly incorporated 1I1to the
definition of 1r: we write 1rX =i t to indicate that lTi1rX = 1rX = 1. .
Unless mentioned otherwise, we have M(lTjS) C M(S) and. It su~:es
'd tl E '1'(S) In (50') and (6) we frequently use the ISOtOl1lCltyto consl er Ie x m. C • •
of the lTi. If for given i we have O'lTiO ::; lTiO, then we have (50') for this Z
and every x < lTiO since 0' is order preserving, too, and so O'lTiX ? O'lT~lTi.O=
. ,- If f' E C(S') o:p =' t then (6) holds for 1 :::: J Sll1celTiO < IT,O'X. , or P , J . . .
O'p ;; lTiO'P. If for given i, O'p ~ lTiO then (6) holds for tll1s Z s1l1ce lTiO'P =
lToO = lTi (O'p n 1rp.). In general, It suffices to. show O'p ::; lTi (O'p n 1rp.). In the
verification of (7a) we always consider y With p. ~ y and ~i?i y. (7b,c)
are valid by default except for the few cases dealt With, exphCltly. All of (7)
is trivially satisfied for the i with lTi = id.
S ' - 8 ~r = 24 0'1 = 40 1r0 =0 48, m'3 =1 37 + 48, 1rl'2 =240. 0'1'3 - ,u 2,' , _ 1-
25+37+48. Ad (5): O'lT01'3 = 0'1 = 40::; 49 = lT08 = lT0O'1'3. O'lTI12~.O' -
40 = lT124 = lTIO'r2. Ad (6): lTiO'P = lTi40 = lTjlTI24 = 40 = O'p for z. :::: 1.
lT040 = 49 = lT08 ::; lTo (O'P n 1rp.). Ad (7): y = 1'2 and lTiY = lTiP for Z ~.1.
Now, by the Split Lemma it follows 40 ::; 25 + 37 + 48 and by modulaIl~
40 < 37 + 40(25 + 48) ::; 37 + 40 n 49(25 + 48) = 37 + 40(49 n 25 + 48) -
37'+ 40(24 + 48) = 37 + 24 + 40 n 48 = 37 + 24 + 39.
S ' - 8 ~r = 24 O'p = 39 1rp =0 48 1rb =1 37 + 48, 1rr2 =239. 0'13 - , u 2, , _ ' = 0'1 =
25 + 37 + 38. Ad (50'): O'lTOO = O'p = 39 ::; 48 - lToO'O, O'lT013
24 + 39::; 49 = lT08 = lT0O'1'3. O'lTll'2= 0'1 =.24 -1:" 39 ~ 40 = lT124 = lT10'1':
Ad (51r): the only additional meet irredUCIble IS 1'3 111lTIS, But, 1rr3 -
48(25 + 37 + 38) + 37 == 48(25 + 37) + 38 + 37 = 36 + 38 + 37 =1 3~ + 38.!d
(6): lTi39 = 39 = O'p for i:::: 1, lT039 = 48 = lTo(O'pn 1r0). Ad (7).. IT,P - P,
f 11' < 1 TIlliS 39 < 48(25 + 37 + 38) = 38 by the Spht Lemma.lTiY = Y or a Z _' • _ •
S ~1' - 8 A'p - 30 O'b = 21 1rr2 =? 25 + 29, 1rlTlr3 =1 37, 1rlTlb =0 48.30. u 3 - , L< -, , - 30 <
Ad (5): O'lTlr3 = 8 + 30 ::; 37 = lTI8 = lTIO'r3. O'lToO ::; O'lToP = 21 + _ 0
48 = lToO'O ::; lToO'p. O'lTl b = 21 + 30 ::; 33 = lTIO'b. Ad (6): lTiO'P = lTi3,0.-} 1
for i > 1. lToO'P = lT030 = 48 ::; lTo(O']J1rp.), Ad (7): lTiY :::: lTiP for 1 -
and Y-# 0 as well as for i = 0 and Y = 0; otherwise lTiP = P and lTiY == y.
Dk. ab = rk+3, ark+2 = rk+2, ap =k+1 lTk+lrk+2 n lTkrk+3, 1r0 =k lTkO,
1rrk+2 = rk+2+lTkO+lTk+l(rk+2lToh+3). Ad (3): rk+1 ::::rk+2+lTk+lrk+2 ::::
aI, rk+3 ::; lTOrk+3 n rk+2 ::; 1rb. Ad (5a): alTkb = ap ::; lTkrk+3 = lTkab.
al = rk+2+ap::; lTk+lrk+2. alTk-IO = 13::; lToaO = 48 for k = 1. Ad (51r):
the only additional meet irreducible is b in lTk+lS. But 1rb = 1rp n 1rrk+2 ==
rk+2lTOrk+3 + lTkO + lTk+l(rk+2lTork+3) =k+1 lTkO + lTk+t{h+2lTOrk+3). Ad
(6): we have to consider i = k = 1, only. Here, lTIO'P = lTtl3 = 27 = lT17
and 7 ::; 13 n lT2 (8 n lTo7) ::; ap n 1rb whence lTlap ::; lTd ap n 1rp.). Ad (7):
lTiP. -< lTiP implies i > k and y = 1"';k+2. But, lTk+lY = 1 and lTi = id for i >
k+1. It follows ap = apn1rb == lTkOnlTk+lrk+2+lTdk+3nlTk+l(rk+2lTork+2),
i.e. 42 = 40 + 41 and 13 = 11 + 12.
£k. Let 5 and t (u and v) be the minimal (maximal) preimages in T of Cand 1
(c and 1'3 in £k, respectively). Then 1'3 ::; v ::;5 ::; U ::; 1'2 ::; t ::;1'1 and 5, t, U
are lT2-closed. 0'1'3 = 1'3, ab = 5lTll'3 n lToO, ap =2 tlTI(5lTll'3 n lToO), 1r1'3=3
v + lTdvlToO) which is lT2-closed for k = 1, 1rC=2 U + lTdVlToO), 1rp =0 lToO.
Ad (3): T contains all rio Ad (50'): ap::; lTIO'b::; lToO . al ::; lT11'3.O'C::; 5::;
lT21'3 for k = 2,3. Ad (51r): 1rl'4 == VlToO + lTJi VlTO0) =1 lTdVlToO). (6) and (7)
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Therefore, by the Split Lemma 30 ::; 1r0 ::; 48(25 + 29) = 48 n 25 + 29 =
21 + 29 = 29 whence 30 = (21 + 29)30 = 29 + 21 n 30 = 29 + 19 = 29.
822. 0'1'3 = 8, O'P2 = 31, O'b = 21, O'P3 = 32, 0'1'2 = 22, 1rP2 =1 37,
1re =2 21 + 37, 1rr2 =2 25 + 34, 1rP3 =0 48, 1rd =2 20 + 48. Ad (4):
The only collinear triple is PI, P2, P3, but O'PI = 22,O'P2 = 31,O'p3 = 32
are collinear. The only dually collinear triple is 1'2,d, e. By modularity
(25 + 34)(20 + 48) = 20 + 34 + 25 n 48 = 20 + 34 + 21, (25 + 34)(21 + 37) =
34 + 21 + 25 n 37 = 34 + 21 + 20, (20 + 48)(21 + 37) = 20 + 21 + 48 n 37 =
20 + 21 + 34. Ad (5): O'lToO = 32 ::; 48 = lToO'O. O'lTlr3 = 31 ::; 37 = lTlar3.
alTlb = 32 ::; 33 = lT121 = lTlab. alTl1'2 = 31 + 32::; 37 + 33 = lTd8 + 21) ::;
lT122 = lTlar2. Ad (6): lTjar2 = lTi22 = lTi25(33 + 37) = 22 for i ::::2.
lTOar2 = 49 = lTo8 = lTo(ar3) ::; lTo(a1'21rc). lTlar2 = lTI22 ::; lTl(33 + 37) =
33+37 = lT121+ lT18 ::; lTl(O'1'21rC) since 21+8::; 22n25(21+37)(20+48).
lTjap2 = lTi31 = 31 for i ::::2. lTIO'P2 = 37 = lTI8 ::; lTdap21rr3)' lTOap2 =
49 = lTo(ap21rr3). lTiaP3 = lTi32 = 32 for i ::::2. lTlap3 = 33 = lT121 ::;
lTdO'P31rb). lTOap3 = 48 ::; lTo(ap31rb). Ad (7): lTiPk = lTjPko for i ::;1.
Consequently, 22 ::; (25 + 34)(21 + 37) == 21 + 34 + 25 n 37 = 21 + 34 + 20
whence 22 == 20 + 21 + 22 n 34 = 20 + 21 + 19 = 20 + 21. It follows
31 = 31(22+32) = 31(20+21+32) = 20+31n32 = 20+30 and, similarly,
32 = 21 + 30.
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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being satisfied, trivially, we get ap = aprrc c:::: 1tO'd80'11'3 n 0'00) + to'dvO'oO)
since vO'oO :S ab and tI :S t. This amounts to 29 = 19 + 28,28 = 18 + 27,
andI8=14+17.
Bklmn' arm = l'n-10'kO, al =m-l I'm_10',(l"1-10'kO), rrO =k+1 O'k+11'n,
rrrm =1+1 O'k+11'n + 0'1+11'm. Ad (5a): aO'kO = al :S O'IO'kO = O'kO :S O'kaO.
aO'lrm = al :S 0'1(rn-IO'kO) = O'/Cl'l'm.Ad (6): The cases i 2: m - 1
and i = 0 are clear. This leaves to consider i = 1,m = 3, n = 4. If
I = 2 then l'30'kO :S al n rrl'3 whence al = 1'20'2(1'30'kO) :S O'dalrrl'3)' If
1= l,k = 0 then al = 16 :S 26 = 0'10 :S O'dal n 7r1'3). If 1= l,k = -1
then 1'3 :S a 1 = 20 :S 37 = 0'11'3 :S O'd Cl'1 n rrl'3)' Finally, we have to
deal with I = O. Here, according to the two preimages of S24 = B-1034
we use the relations 39 = 38 and 40 = 24 + 37 + 39 which have been
derived, already. Indeed, O'lal = 0'124 = 40 = 24 + 37 + 38:S al + 0'123 =
a 1+ 0'r(24( 48+ 37)) = a 1+ O'r( a hI'3)' (7) being satisfied by default, using
the split we get the relations rm_lO',(l'n_lO'kO) :S O'k+1l'n + O'/+lrm which
say that each p critical for a Bklmn is the join of its two lower covers in J.
Chklmn' al'm = 1'n_10'h1'n, ap = 1'm_10'[1'n_1n O'kO, rrrm =1+1 O'I+lrm +
O'k+1(0'1+I1'm n O'h+11'n), rrp =h+l O'h+ll'n' Ad (5rr): rrO c:::: (O'h+1rn n
0'1+1I'm) + O'k+r(0'1+11'm n O'h+1I'n) =k+1 O'k+dO'I+11'm n O'h+11'n). Ad (6)
O'jap = ap for i 2: m - 1 and ap:S 0'0 for i :S k. This leaves k < i < m - 1,
whence k = 0, m = 3, i = 1 to consider. If I = 1 we have ap = 19,
0'1ap = 29, rrO= 28. This yields 0'1ap = 19 + 28 :S aO'lP + O'r( aprrO) app-
lying the relation 29 = 19 + 28 obtained by the exclusion of the preimage
S29 of S19. If I = 2 we have O'p = 14, 0'1Cl'p = 28, rrO= 27 and we apply the
relation 28 = 18 + 27 = 14+ 17+ 27 = 14 + 27 obtained by the exclusion
of the preimages S28 and S18 of S14' Ad (7a): The only case to be dealt
with is y = l'3,i < k, whence i = II = 0 and O'iO 2: a1. For each term p E J
critical for a Chklmn, having ap :S rrl'm we derive that p is identified with
its unique lower cover in J.
Akn except A-14 = S8. 0'1 = I'n_10'kO, rrO=k+l O'k+ll'n' Ad(6): O'iap =
ap for i 2: n - 1 and ap :S O'iO for i :S k. This leaves to consider the
cases n = k + 3 and n = k + 4. 'vVehave to compute ap = I'n_10'kO
and rrO = O'k+ll'n and to verify 8i = O'iap :S ti = ap + O'i(ap n rrO) for
k + 1 < i < n. Let n = k + 3, so i = k + 1. For A-12 = S47 we have
ap = 47, rrO= 50, 80 = 51, to = 47 + 0'0(46) = 47 + 50 and are done
using the relation 51 = 47 + 50 given by the exclusion of the preimage
S51 = B-1012. For A03 = S21 we have ap = 21, rrO = 37, 81 = 33,
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Since S23 and S8 are the only homomorphic images of S38 the completeness
of the list of subdirectly irreducible models is proved. Though, we have to
compute the smallest preimages for these factors. But in doing so it suffices
to verify (1)-(5) for a, rr associated with S23 and observe that the preimage
maps for the homomorphic images are obtained composing a and rr with
the preimage maps for these homomorphisms.
t1 = 21 ~ 0'119. = 21 + 29 and get 33 :S 32 :S 22 + 31 :S 20 + 21 + 30 using
the relatIOns gIven by the exclusion of the preimages S33 = B0123 and S22.
By modularity, 33 = 33 n 20 + 21 + 30 = 19+ 21 + 30 = 21 + 30 = 21 + 29
using the relation 30 = 29 provided by the preimage S30. For A14 = S6
we ha:e ap = 6, rrO= 3, and 82 = 9 :S 6 + 5 = 6 + 0'23 = t2 using the
exclu~IOnof S9 = B1234. In the case n = k +4 we have to consider i = k + 1
and l = k + 2. In A-13 = S25 we get ap = 25, rrO= 49, 80 = 50, and
to = 25+0'024 = 29+49 2: 43, 46, 50 using the preimages B_l/m3; moreover
81 = 43 and t1 = 25 + 0'124 = 25 + 40 2: 41, 42, 43 using the preimages
C-10123,Va, and B-1123. Finally, for A04 = S7 we have ap = 7, rrO= 26,
81 = 27, and t1 = 7 + 0'16 = 7 + 26 2: 11, 13, 17, 27 using the preimages
BOlm4 and VI; moreover, 82 = 11 and t2 = 7 + 0'26 = 7 + 9 2: 10, 11 using
C01234and B0234. For each p critical for such Akn we get al < rrOwhence
the relation identifying p with its unique lower cover in J. -
Having applied the Split Lemma to all St except for t = 8 23 38 we have
to consider the free model M satisfying all relations of J plus 'all relations
of the f?rm "t is the join of its lower covers in J" for t # 8,23,35,36,38.
In partIcular we have 0 = 32 = 34, 38 = 48, 22 = 31 = 8, 23 = 25,
35 = 37, and 40 = 1. So the image of •.1in M consists just of 0,1, e1 =
38, e2 = 36, e3 = 23, e4 = 35, e5 = 8 with the relations e1 2: e2, e5 = e3e4,
e1e3 = e1e4 = 0, and ei + ej = ei + ek for {i,j, k} = {2, 3,4}. Let L be the
modular lattice (without operators) having this presentation - omitting e5
as a generator. The V2-Lemma 10 applied to </Je1 = 1, </Jei = 0 for i > 1
yi~lds e1:S e2+e3+e4 = e2+e3 whence e1 = e1(e2+e3) = e2+e1e3 = e2.
W.lt~ </Jel.= </Je2= 0 and </Je3= </Je4= lone gets e3e4 :S el + e2. Together,
thIS .lmphes.el = e2 , eiej = 0, ei + ej = 1 for i # j in {2, 3, 4}. So, what is
left ISa lattIce M3. Now, as a lattice, S38 is the subdirect product of these
factors - under the considered interpretation of generator symbols. Thus, it
is the sublattice M' of 1.1 generated by J. Moreover, due to the relations
of J, the operators are computed exactly as required - and inside M'. This
shows A1=M'.
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THEOREM 44. Let (E, if» be a diagonal E-1Jermitean space over (k, E, -),
dim E :::;~3, and F a subspace of E. Tllen tIle indices ai satisfy tlJe relations
of Table 2 (the terms in brackets may be omitted).
4.3 Relations between the indices
As observed in Lemma 18 of 2.7 , in case of a finite lattice V(a) the
indices dim 7rEFX/7rEFY of a pair (E, F) are determined by the indices
ai := dim 7rEFi/7rEFi. corresponding to join irreducibles i and their lower
covers i.. Here we deal with V3(a) and denote i just by its label from
Table 1.
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0.2 ~a3~3 + a4~2 + a5~2 + a6~1 + a7~0
+ (a9~2 + a10~2 + all~2) + a12~1 + (a13~d
+ a14~0 + a16~1 + (a17~l + a18~1 + a19~0)
+ a21~0 + (a22~1) + a23~0 + a26~1 + (a27~d
+ (a28~1 + a29~1 + a30~1 + a33~d + a34~0
+ a38~1 + a39~0 + a41~0 + a44~0 + a48~0
0.6 ~a9~2
0.7 ~a10~2 + al1~2 + a13~1 + a17~l + a27~1
0.8 ~a12~2 + a13~2 + a14~2 + a15~2
+ (a18~2) + a19~1 + a20~1 + a22~l + a23~l
+ a24~0 + (a28~2 + a29~d + a30~1 + a34~1
+ a37~1 + (a38~1 + a39~1 + a40~d + a42~0
+ a45~0 + a49~0
0.14 ~a18~1 + a28~1
0.19 ~a29~1
a'll ~a22~1 + a30~1 + o.33~1
0.23 ~o.38~1
0.24 ~o.39~1 + o.40~1
0.25 ~o.41~1 + o.42~1 + o.43~1 + o.46~0 + o.50~0
0.47 ~o.51~0
0.53 ~o.59~0
Table 2: The relations between tIle indices
(R14)
(RI9)
(R2I)
(R23)
(R24)
(R25)
(R47)
(R53)
(R6)
(R7)
(R8)
(R2)
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Deleting the terms in brackets one obtains the original relations by transi-
tivity, immediately.
PROOF. We give the proof of the relations in one representative case, to
wit for (R7). We have 10 = 26 n 11 whence all = dim 11/10 = dim(26 +
11)/26:::; dim27/26 = dimO"17/0"16 :::; dim7/6 = 0.7 using the definition
and structure of I and Lemma l(e) in 1.4. Similarly, 0.13,0.17,0.27 :::; Uj.
Also ala = dim 10/9 :::;dim 11/9 = dim 0"27 /0"26 :::; dim7/6 = 0.7. On the
other hand, from 0.7 < ~I we get 7 = 6 + U with dim U < ~I and noW
by (b) and (c) 27 = 0"17 = 0"16 + O"IU = 0"16 + U = 0"16 + 7 = 26 + 7.
This yields 0.13 = 0, 0.17 = 0, 0.27 = O. Analogously, from 0.7 < ~2 we get
11 = 0"27 = 0"26 + 7 = 9 + 7 and thus ala = all = O. All this results into
(R7). (R31) and (R35) follow from the collinearity relations. Concerning
(R60) _ R(64) observe that for p = 2,8,25,47,63 we have P i O"op. and
whence the (P.)1. = 64,63,62,61,60 are critical by Theorem 25 with pip.
and (P.)1. / p1. generating the same congruence, in each instance, and so
having the same index by Prop. 17.
Define m'3 = 8, m'2 = 23, O'P2 = 35, O'P3 = 36, Q:0"00= 38, TIT2=2
25+33+34, 7rP2 =1 33+37, 7rd =225+33+37, 7r0"00=0 48, 7rC=222+48.
Ad (4): O'Pi :::;O'Pj + O'Pk, for i,j, k all distinct. The only dually collinear
triple is P2, 1'2,C. By modularity, (33 + 37) (25 + 33 + 34) = 33 + 34 + (33 +
37)25 = 33 + 34 + 22, (33 + 37)(22 + 48) = 33 + 22 + 37 n 48 = 33 + 22 + 34,
(25+33+34)(22+48) = 22+33+34+25n48 = 22+33+34+21 = 22+33+34.
Ad (5): 0'0"00 = 38 :::;48. 0'0"1P3 = 38 = 0"136 = 0"10'P3. 0'0"01'3= 0'0"0P2=
35 + 38:::; 49 = 0"08 = 0"00'1'3.0'0"11'2= 35 + 38:::; 43 = 0"1m'2.
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p = 52,47,25,8; A; 0::; /3 ::; 3; 0.54 = N,13
E =< a, a' > 6[ E9 < t", >], F = L (a + t",)
"'<W, .<W,
p = 44,21,16,7,6,4; A; 0::; 0' < /3 ::; 3; 0.2 = Na, 0.54 = N,13
E =< a, a' > 6[E9.<Wa < e., e: >] 6 [E9",<w, < t", >]
F =L.<wa (a + e,) + L",<w, (a + t",)
p = 51,50,49,43,37,15; C; 0 ::; 0' < /3 ::; 3; 0.54 = N,13; a47/o.25/o.s =
Na for /3 = 1/2/3
E =< a, a' > 6[E9.<wa < e., e: >] 6 [E9.<w" < t.", >]"'<w,
F=L.<wa (o.+e.+t.",)
"'<w,
p = 59; 0.53 = 0.54 = No
E=<t>6([E9<s.>]6[E9<u.>]), F= L(s.)
.<Wo .<Wo .<Wo
where <I>(t, s.) = <I>(t, u",) = 1 (VL, "')
P =2, E =< a, a' >, F = (a)
p = 48,26,5,3; A; 0 ::; 0' ::; 3; 0.2 = 0.54 = Na
E=<o.,o.>6[E9 <e.,e;>]; F= L(o.+e.)
L<Wa L<WQ
p = 58,57,56,55; 'R3i; 0::; 0' ::; 3; 0.54 = Na
E =< 9 > 6[E9 < g. >], F = L (g + g.)
p=33,27,1l,9; B; 0::;0'</3<,::;3; o.2=N,13, o.54=N"
0.21/0.7/0.7/0.6 = N,13
E =< a, a' >6[E9.<wa < e., e: >] e [E9.<w, < !.,!: >]
e[E9.<w, < h."" 1<", >] 6 [E9.<w, < t.", >]
"'<w" "'<w~
F =L.<wa (a + e.) + L .<w, (a + f. + t.",) + L .<w, (J. + h.",)~<w~ ~<wo
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0.54 2a4N3 + a6N3 + a7N3 + a8N3 + (agN3 + a10N3)
+ (allN3 + a12N3 + a13N3 + a14N3 + a15N3) + a16N2
+ (a17N3 + a1sN3 + aH)N3) + a21N2 + (a20N3 + C!22N3)
+ (a23N3 + a24N3) + a25N2 + (a27N3 + a2SN3 + C!29N3)
+ (a30N3 + a33N2 + a34N3 + a37N3 + a38N3 + a3gN3)
+ (C!40N3 + a41N2 + a42N3 + a43N2 + a44N1 + a45N3)
+ (C!46N2) + a47N1 + a4gN3 + a50N2 + a51Nll + a52NO
+ a55N3 + a56N2 + a57N1 + a5sNo + (a59No)
Table 2: The relations between the indices, continued
(R54)
(R31)
(R35)
(R60)
(R61)
(R62)
(R63)
(R64)
4.4 Elementary examples
Let (k, E, -) i= (k, -1, id)) with arbitrary field k be given. Subspaces of
the form < a,a' > will denote hyperbolic planes, i.e. <I>(a, a) = <I>(a',a') =
0, <I>(a, a') = 1; spaces of the form < b > will denote non-isotropic lines,
i.e. <I>(b,b) i= O. L.<r e. st.ands for the vector space spanned by the family
(e., L < r). The striking fact about t.he examples is that t.hey are in 1-1-
correspondence with t.he subdirectly irreducible factors Qp of V3 (a) and that.
t.he index of the critical quotient pip. is ap = 1 in each inst.ance (notice the
identities (R31)-(R64) above). In each example we also indicate t.he nonzero
indices ai, i E 1= {2, ... , 59} \ {31, 32,35, 36}, and t.he shape of the lattice
if it belongs to one of the series. Some examples come parametrized. For
these, the p are listed lexicographically.
p =53, E =< 9 >, F = (0)
p =54, E =< 9 >, F = (g)
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p =29; E; a2 = as = a19 = ~1, a54 = ~3
E =< a, a' >6 < b, b' > 6[E9,<wo < e" < >J 6 [E9,<wI < I"~i: >J
6[E9 ~<WI < g,,,, g:" > Je [E9 '<Wo < h,,,, h:" > J,,<wo "<WI
6[E9'<WI < i,,, >J e [E9,<w, < 8,,, >J
"<W2 "<W3
6[E9 ,<w, < 1l'''T >J"<WIT<W3
F =I:,<wo(a + e,) + I: '.<WI (a + i, + t,,,) + I: '<WI (a + b + i,+ 8,,,)+
"<W2 "<W3I: ,<w, (J, + g,,,) + I: '<WI (e, + h,,, + 1l'''T),,<wo "<w,
T<W3
p =30; a2 = as = a21 = ~1, a54 = ~3
E =< a, a' >6[E9,<wo < e" < >J 6 [E9,<wI' < I"~i: >J
6[E9'<Wl < g"g: >J 6 [E9,<wI < h,,,, h:" >J,,<wo
6[E9,<wI < i,,, >J e fE9,.<w, < 5,,, >J
fV<W3 ~<w~
F =I:,<wo (a + e,) + I: t<WI (a + i,+ 8,,,) + I: '<WI (a + g, + i,,,)+
~<W2 1\.<W3
I: '<WI (J, + h,,,),,<wo
p =38; a2 = as = a23 = ~l, a54 = ~3
E =< a, a' >6[E9,<wo < e" < >J 6 [E9,<o." < I"~i: >J
p =28; E; a2 = ~l, as = ~2, a14 = ~1, a54 = ~3
E =< a, a' >6[E9,<wo < e" < >J6 [E9,<w < i,J: > J
6[E9,<w, < g,,,,g:,, >J e [E9~<w, < h,,,, h:" >J
"<Wo "<W2
6[E9 ,<w, < i'''T >J
"<W2T<W3
F =I:,<wo (a + e,) + I: ,<w, (J, + g,,,) + I: '<WI (a + i,+ h,,, + i'''T)
"<Wo "<W2
T<W3
4. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
E =< a, a' >E:l[E9,<wo< [,, e; >] E:l[E9'<WI < f" f: >]
E:l[E9'<"JI < hi'" h;" >] e [E9 < t, >'<0.'2]
".<Wo
e[E9'<o.'l < S," >]
h.<U.'3
F ='" (a + e ) + "'. (a + t,,) + I: ,<w, (a + f, + s,,,)+L--t<wo, l ~K;<u.I'.J i'\.<WJ
I: '<WI (f, + h,,,)
".<Wo
p =41,34,14,12; C; 0::; cr < ,13 < ~(:S :3; a2 = ~(" a25/as/as/as = ~13
a54 = ~,
E =< a, a' > e[E9,<o.'<>< e" < >] E:J[E9,<o.'p< f" f: >]
e[E9,<wp < t,,, >]
n.<w..,. _
F =I: <w (a + e,) + I: '<0.'" (a + f, + i,,,)
L 0' ""<Lt.',
p =19; C; a2 = ~o, as = ~l, a54 = ~3
E =< a,a' >e[E9,<wo < e"e; >] E:J[E9,<o." < f"f: >]
e[E9 ,< t,. >] E:l[E9'<WI < s,,, >]
l<U.2 K<W3
F =I:,<wo(a + e,) + I:'<W2(a + i,) + I:~~~,~(a + f, + 8,,,)
p =10; C; a2 = a7 = ~2, a54 = ~:J
E =< a,a' >e[E9, <0.',< e"e; >] E:l[E9'<o.'2< f"f: >]
e[E9'<W2 < h,,,, h;" >] e [E9'<W2 < i,,, >]
"<Wo "<W3
F ='" (a + e,) I: '<W2 (a + f, + i,,,) + I: '<W2 (f, + h,,,)L..,'<WI "<W3 "<Wo
p =42; V; as = ~o, a25 = ~l, a54 = ~3
E =< a, a' >e[E9,<o.'o < e" e; >] e7 [E9,<w, < f" f: >]
e[E9,<wo < t,,, >] e [E9'<WI < s,,, >]
"<W3 "<W2
F =I: '<Wo (a + e, + i,,,) + I: ,<w, (a + f, + 8,,,)
~<W3 I\.<W2
p =13; V; a2 = ~l, a7 = ~l, as = ~2, a54 = ~3
E =< (1, a' >e[E9,<wo < e" e; >] E:l[E9'<WI < f,,!: >]
eE9< <g"g;>]e[E9,<w, <h,,,,/<,,>]
L W2 ~<wo
e[E9,<w, < t,,, >] e [E9'<W2 < 8,,, >]
"<W3 "<W3
F ='" (a + e,) + I: ,<w, (a + f, + t,,,) + I: '<W2 (a + g, + 8,,,)+
UL<WQ ""<U.'3 J{.<W3I: I<W, (f, + h,,,)
"<Wo
IV. Classification of Subspaces122
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(TijF = L (To( L (e, + h,,,)) = F
"'<w., '<Wp
PROOF. For each pEl consider the p-th example and its indices ai, i E I.
Verify that, if ai = Nk(i,p) in the example then ai ~ ... + apNk(i,p) + ...
1274. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
THEOREM 47 (CONGRUENCE). Let (E, <1»be a nd, diagonal, trace-valued
c-hermitean space over (k, c, -) with dim E ~ Na and let F, F' be two
subspaces of E. The following three conditions are sufficient for F and F'
to be congruent in E
(a) There is a lattice isomorphism VE(F) --+ VE(F') that respects indices.
(b) dim(F/F n FJ..) < 00 implies F == F'
dim(FJ.. / FJ.. n FJ..l.) < 00 implies FJ.. == F'J.. .
(c) Each infinite dimensional subspace of(E, <1»contains isotropic vectors.
occurs in the relation (Ri). Observe that ai = 1 if and only if i = p and
that ai = 0 for all other i E I.
Then, in the orthogonal sum (E', F') we have the indices ai = ai +
L:PEI apNk(i,p) = ai for i E I. The remaining indices are obtained by
(R31),(R35), and (R60)-(R64).
4.5 Classification results
F:= {4> : X -t X'I 4> is partitioned isometry with (18), (19), . (19)'}
PROOF. By 2.6 we know that VE(F) is 3-quadratic, by Thm 40 that it is
finite, acyclic, and has property ~. So Thm. 35 applies to yield the Map-
ping Theorem in the alternate case. In the sequel" alternate" is weakened
to "trace valued with properties (b) and (c)". The proof is based upon
[Wi187 ,p.83-86].
We choose orthogonal partitionings S, S' and bases E, E' as in Lemma
32. Again it suffices to show that for
each (E, E')-saturated (4) : X -t X') E F satisfies (PP). So let w' E E
be given. We may w.I.o.g. assume that (the compact) P' := D' (Wi, X')
is irreducible and that Wi E pi \ (X' + P:). If pi E (l'F'J../(O)) ~ V(F'),
then construct (f: X EElW -t X' EElW' as in the proof of Thm. 35 (here we
have dim(W) ~ 2). Since W ~ l'FJ.. and W' ~ l'F'J.. are totally isotropic,
the restriction (fIW is trivially isometric, i.e. (f is a partitioned isometry
satisfying (18),(19),(19') of Section 3 and Wi E im(f. According to the "worst
case" picture of VE(F) in Figure 5 (with a replaced by F) it remains to see
IV. Classification of Subspaces
L (e,) + L (h,,,,) = L (Tij( L e, + h,,,,) C (Tij(F) C (ToF
'<WI' '<WI' '<WI' "'<w.,,,<w.,
C L (e,) + L (h,,,).
'<WI' '<WI',,<w.,
THEOREM 46. The list of relations (R2)-(R64) for the indices is complete:
Given (k, c, -) f. (k, -1, id) and cardinals ai, 2 ~ i ~64, satisfying the
relations there is ac-hermitean space E' with subspace F' such that for the
indices we have a; = ai for all i. Namely, if each (Epj, Fpj) is a copy of the
p-th elementary example and I = {2, ... , 59} \ {31, 32, 35, 36} then
E' = E9 E9 Epj, F' =L L Fpj.
pElj<cxp pEPj<cxp
Therefore a is a (T,-cluster point of F and (a) EElE9,<wp e, C (T,F. On the
other hand (a) EElE9,<wl' (e,) is (To-closed and (T,F C (ToF C (a) EElE9,<wp (e,).
The proof of (b) is similar.
Proof of (c): Let x E (ToF C [E9,<wp < c"e: >] E9 [E9,<wp < I,,!: >], x =
L:,<wp A, e, + L:,<wp j1.J,. . .
Suppose AT f. j1.T for some T < W{3. WIthout loss of generalIty we may
assume AT = 0 (since x - AT(eT +!T) E (ToF).
Let W := (e~,!~) and t E WJ.. such that x + t E F. If follows t =
'\' A"e + '\' 1/"! + 9 9 E Eo with A" = It" = O. Therefore theu,<wp " u'<WI'r"" , T T..
T-thcomponent ofx+t is j1.T!T and x+t 1:. F a contradIctIOn. Now AT = j1.T
and x E F.
Proof of (d): Using (b) of Lemma 1 in 1.4 and (a) from above one gets for
J> 0 and J ~ " respectively,
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what happens if the irreducible element P (the" left" pendant of pi) is from
the set
1294. Classification of subspaces of trace-valued spaces
CPi: Xo e (Xl"", Xi) --+ Xb e (x~, ... , xD, cpdXo:= CPo, CPiXj := xj.
By construction CPois an isometry satisfying (18),(19),(19'). Assume that
CPi-l has the same properties. Because of Xi tJ. (Xo e (Xl"", Xi-I)) +
I'F.L we have D(Xo e (Xl"", Xi-I), xil = F.L and analogously D'(Xb e
(x~ ... , x~_l)' xi) = F'.L. The spaces F.L, F'.L being prime, we know that
(35). Thus, setting I'P. EB Y = p. and Yl := Y n (X EB (w)).L, it follows from
dim(Yt} = 00 and dim(rYl) :s dim(Y//Y.L):s dim(Y/Yt} < 00 that l,y"t i=
Yl. Thence (c) and [Gro79,p.14] yield a Yl E Yl with IIYll1= Ilw'll - Ilwll.
Therefore w + Yl E P \ (X + P.) (recall Yl E P.) and Ilw+ Ylil = Ilw'lI.
Case 3: (/.54 = 00 and (/.53 < 00. According to (b) there is an isometry
1/J: F.L --+ F'.L and clearly 1/J(rF.L) = I'F'.L. Setting F.L = I'F.L EB Xo one
, .L 'has F = rF .L EB Xb where Xb := 1/J(Xo). Since F.L E V(F) is prime, the
map CPo:= 1/JIXo : Xo --+ Xb is an isometry which satisfies (18),(19),(19').
If one begins the recursive construction of cP : E --+ E with CPo: Xo --+ Xb
(instead of CPo : (0) --+ (0)), then the case D( w, X) = F.L respectively
D' (w', X') = F'.L does not occur anymore. The spaces P E M \ {F.L}
are dealt with as in the second case. (More on so called "initial triples"
(Xo, CPo,Xb) can be found in (WiI87,p.70].)
Case 4: a54 < 00. From I:f~54ai = dim((I'F).L/F.L) = a54 (Lemma 1)
follows (V55 :s i :s 63) ai = 0 (Figure 8). Thus in V(F) the only join
irreducibles from Mare F, F.L and E.
Subcase (a): a53 = 00 and a2 := dim(I'F) < 00. According to (b) there
is an isometry 1/J : F --+ F'. As in the third case 1/J(r F) = I'F', F =
I'F EB Xo, F' = rF' EB Xb (Xb := 1/J(Xo)), and CPo:= 1/JIXo : Xo --+ Xb is
an isometry satisfying (18),(19),(19'). During the inductive construction of
cP : E --+ E the case D( w, X) = F.L is trouble-free since a53 = 00 (see case
1), and the case D(w, X) = E only occurs as long as dim(X) < 00 (since
dim(E/E.) < 00). Because of dim(E./l'E.) = dim((rF).L/(rF).L.L) 2:
a53 > dim(X), we can proceed as in the second case.
Subcase(b): a53 < 00 and a2 = 00. According to (b) one has F =:! F' and
F.L =:! F'.L. Therefore we may define CPo : Xo --+ Xq as in (a) and find
decompositions F.L = rF.L EB (Xl) EB ... EB (xn) and F.L = 1'F'.L EB (x~) EB
.. 'EB(x~) with (Vl:S i,j:S n) <I>(Xi,Xj) = <I>(x~,xj). For O:S i:S n consider
the mapping
IV. Classification of Su bspaces
(VPEM\{F,F.L}) dim(P./rP.) =00.(35)
Proof of (35). For P E {E} U {(I'lT')'F).L 10 :s ~( :s 4} one has 1'P. <;;; 1'F.L,
whence dim(P./rP.) 2: dim(F + F.L/F.L) = (/,54 = 00. For P E {IT')'F I
o :s "Y :s 3} we have P. = IT')'+lF + 1'lT')'F and I'P. = (IT')'+lF + l'lT')'F) n
(IT')'+lF).L n (l'lT')'F).L = lolT')'F, whence again dim(P./rP.) 2: (/,54 = 00.
Now let P E M \ {F, F.L }. In case of clim( P / P.) = 00 correct the
vector w E P \ (X + P.) as in the first case. Otherwise clim(P / P.) < 00
forces dim(X EB (w)) < 00 (see above), so clim(X EB (w)) < dim(P./l'P.) by
This leads to the following case distinction.
Case 1: (VP E M) dim(P/P.) = 00 (similar to [Gr079,p.12.~]). Accor-
ding to Lemma 32 there is a w with (i) w E P \ (X + P.), (tt) cp(Wh) =
w~, (iii) (Vx E X) <I>(x,w) = <I>(tp(x).Wi). It suffices to construct a Y such
that w + Y satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and Ilw + yll = Ilw'll. Let l'P EB Y = P. Then
dim(Y) 2: dim(P/P.). We claim that clim(P/P.) > clim(.X EB (w)) =: d.
This is clear for d < No. Assume that d 2: No and chm( P / P.) :s d.
Then (30) implies w E X + P <:;;; X + P., contradicting (i). Putting
Yl := Y n (X EB (w)).L, it follows from dim(Y /Yd :s dim(E /(X EB (w)).L) :s d
(see Lemma 1) that dim(Yd = dim(Y). Now dim( I'Yd :s dim(Yl.L /y.L) :s d
since Y is non-degenerate. Whence any supplement of 1'Yl in Yl is regular
and infinite-dimensional. Assumption (c) together with [Gro79,p.14] yields
1IY111= T. So there is a Yl E Yl with IIYllI= Ilw'll~ IlwlL Ilw+ 11111= Ilw'll
(since Yl 1.. w). In case of w + Yl E _\ + P., pick Y with P. EB Y = P and
put Y2 := Y n (X EB (w +Yl)).L. Since Y is non-degenerate, one concludes as
above that dim(Y2) = dim(Y) > d and clim(1'Y2) :s d. According to (c) and
[Gr079,p.14] there is a decomposition 1'Y2 EB (YL I i < dim(Y2)) = Y2 wit.h
isotropic vectors YL and because of dim (X EB (w + Yl) + P. / P.) :s d there IS
a YL E X EB (w + Yl) + P •. Setting Y := 1Jl+ 1J, one has Ilw+ yll = Ilw'll and
w + Y satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) (observe (w + Y)h = Wh >--+ w~).
Case 2: (/.54 := dim(F/1'F) = 00 and (/,53 := dim(F.L/1'F.L) = ex). For
p' = F', F'.L property (PP) follows from case 1. Otherwise we claim that
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Remark. Besides the alternate case, conditions (b) and (c) of the Congruence
Theorem are always satisfied if k has finite 1t-invariant, i.e. if there is a
finite bound u such that all forms over k of dimension> u are isotropic.
The latter is a rather big class of fields including the algebraically closed
ones, cf [Lam73,p.315) and [Gr079,App.I).
THEOREM 48 (DECOMPOSITION). Let (E, <I» be a diagonal, trace-valued,
€-hermitean, non-alternate space of dim E S N3 over a field of finite u-
invariant and let F be a subspace of E. Then there is an orthogonal de-
composition of the pair (E, F) into elementary examples as introduced in
the preceeding section. The multiplicity of tile i-th example can be chosen
as the index ai of tIle pair (E, F).
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~1~~;:en(utU+OFf)(:F~1. in the interval [rF, E). Then rF = (rF)l.L and
r - l'F whence U 1.nU - 0 Al d' .
00 and so E - U U 1. -. so 1mU = 2 dim l'F <
(rF)1. n (F -U)6_ ' cf.[Gr079,I.5) .. Now F ~ (F+U1.)n(F+U) C+ - F USlllg modularIty wI -
decomposition of (E F) int d .' lence we got an orthogonal
with rF _ ,0 asumman with F = rF = (l'F)1. and another
- O. So we have to consider (E F) with F - Flo F
the first, any orthogonal b . '. - or r = O. ForE!). < 1" y. > of (E F) .astlS1'1, ... , l'n of F gives rise to a decomposition
F'h fi"'" .' III 0 summands of type p = 2. If rF - 0 d
as mte dImenSIOn E = F 6 Flo . - an
(E F) with d'.. IS an orthogonal decomposition of, summan s satlsfymg F - E d F .
o?viously decompose into type p = 54 an~n _ = 0, respectlve!y, whic.h
dIagonal) If rF - 0 d d' Flo P - 53 examples (sillce E IS
., . - an 1m < 00, then E = F1.6Fl.L .
d:composltlOn into a summand with F = 0 (dealt .tl ;s ando)rthogonal
with Flo = 0 For the latter tl d' F WI 1, a rea y and one. , Ie case 1m < 00' I d d
may assume that dl'm F' . fi't d IS a rea y one, so weIS III l1l e an argue as b . I C
Theorem and F ~ F', Flo = 0 = F'1.. a ove USlllg t Ie ongruence
Remarks. 1. Both theorems generalize to the case where dim( )
first weakly inaccessible cardinal and F . I d . E Suo, the3 d . , IS 0'4-C ose . In tl1lS case V (F) .
le~~u:h::t~:" ~~oi;;~~i/he proof of Thm. 35 extends to include dim:nsio~:
2. The .Mapping Theorem no longer holds for dim E - N N I I .
and dlag I It - 5. arne y, t lere IS
F F; C E ona h ~h ernate s~ace F! of dimension N5 and with two subspaces
la~ticeVE(~)c --+ ~~~~;)e (~sa:; ~l~~-p~es~rving isomorpl~ism of the finite
ent in E The "tri k'" thE ) - 3 ) but F and F are not congru-
, . c IS 0 C oose F, F' C E in such a wa th t V (F)
~~~:n C~:~i:u~~:t~~~~~i~~ ~(~)It ~swell ~(town that I~t~ce ~som~rphi:~~
automor hism _ - I a~e usua y not even lllduced by a linear
. t'll ~. <P- E--+E. Exact lllformation about the case dim E - "
IS S I mlsslllg In any tl . " - 1'4one . . . case, lere IS a distrIbutive 4-quadratic lattice with
generator which IS not Artinian. See [Wi187 p 91 102] l' , tl I", 101 lese resu ts.
5. Classification of subspaces in non trace-valued spaces
5.1 Assumptions to be made L (
(k ) et E, <1»be a €-hermitean space over" - with trace-valued part E'. F IX n E'. '01' eac 1 subspace X C E we put. X. :=
IV. Classification of Subspaces
PROOF. First observe that here any two spaces of the same infinite dimensi-
on (and the same data) are isometric - combine [Gr079]II.3 Ex.2, II.4.Thm.2
and X.8 Thm.9. Now, given (E, F) according to Thm. 44 the indices
O:i = ai satisfy the relations (R2)-R(64) and so by Thm. 46 we may con-
struct (E', F') as orthogonal sum of elementary examples such that a; = ai
for all i. In particular, the homorphisms TiEF and TiEIFI identify the same
quotients of V3(a) which means that there is a (unique) isomorphism 1] of
VE(F) onto VE(F) and 1] preserves indices. This implies dim1]X = dimX
for all X in VE(F) including X = E, F, Flo. Therefore, we may identify E'
with E and, if neither dim F nor dim Flo is finite, the Congruence Theorem
applies to provide an isometry taking F to F' and so a decomposition of
the pair (E, F).
If dim F or dim Flo is finite, we get an orthogonal decomposition into
examples of type p = 2 and 53 S p S 58. Namely, if dim l'F < 00 choose
<Pi satisfies again (18),(19),(19'). Because of Xi 1.. XO, X: 1.. Xb and (\1'1S
j S i) <I>(Xi,Xj) = <I>(x;,xj), also <Pi is isometric. By induction it follows
that <pn : Xo e (XI, ... , xn) -t Xb e (x~, ... , x:,) takes care of the join
irreducibles F and Flo. The case D( 10,X) = E is harmless because of
dim(E/ E.) = a2 = 00 (1. case).
Subcase (c): a53 < 00 and 02 < 00. Then dim(F) = 02 + a53 < 00 which,
together with Lemma 1, implies F = F1.1. whence dim(E) = a2 + a53 +
a54 + a64 < 00. By assumption (b) the spaces F and F' are isometric. By
Witt's Theorem (see [Gr079,p.376])) there is an isometry <jJ : E -t E with
<jJ(F) = F'.
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1335. Classification of subspaces in non trace-valued spaces
(E, F) = (Ea, Fa) E9 (E~, F~)
{llxil E S I x E Fa \ {O}} C S
This we achieve in 7 steps by "separating away" "typical" summands of
(E, F).
1. Consider FI := F n F.1.n E*.1.. There is a supplement F{ of En FI.L in
E and a decomposition
where El := Fl EEl F{, E~ = Et and F{ := F n E~. The isometry class of
(El, Ft) is fully described by the isometry class El of E, and the indexed
hermite an lattice of Fig. 9(a). This lattice depends only on the isometry
class of the pair (E, F). Note that this is not the case for El; the "true"
invariant is in fact 11F1.LII. El is determined by the choice of a supplement
of IIF/II in IIEII as subspaces of SIT; of course, this is possible in infinitely
many ways. This difficulty can be avoided by fixing once for all such a
supplement.
2. We assume, without loss of generality, that E = E~. Consider F21 :=
F n E*.L*. Of course, dim FZI < 00 and F IF n F.Ji ~ F + Fiil Fii ~
F211FZ1 n F.L ~ FZ1, so there is a supplement Fzz of F n Fzl in F and a
decom posi tion
(E, F) = (Ez, F2) E9 (E~, F~)
where Fz := Ez := FZ1 EEl Fzz, E~ := Ef and F~ := F nE~. The isometry
class of (Ez, Fz) is fully described by Ez and the indexed hermitean lattice
of Fig. 9(b). Note that Ez is determined by the choice of a supplement of
IlFzlll in 11F1.LII (compare the remark at the end of the previous step).
3. We assume, without loss of generality, that E = E~. Consider Fa
Ea := F n E*.L. This is a finite-dimensional rigid subspace of E; hence
there is a decomposition:
where E3 := Et, F~ := F n E3. The isometry class of (Ea, Fa) is fully
described by Ea and the indexed hermitean lattice of Fig. 9(c). Note that
in this case the set
is an invariant of (0) and can adequately be chosen to span a supplement
of IIFil1 in IlFzlll .
* , * Xl. n E*.1.= y.1. n E*.1. .
(40) IIXII = \\YI\ {::=} X + E = '1 + E {::=}
I .fi t' problem to theThe first part of our considerat.ions reduces the c assl ca lOn
situation where
IV. Classification of Subspaces
5 2 Reduction steps in cases I and II .. I . d .t . opnate to re-
In order to distinguish these cases from the t nr , I IS appr
member that
(39)
(E <1» does not admit an orthogonal basis
toge~her with (?8) means that 'Another important consequence of (38)
if <1>IS symmetnc (cf [Gr079,p.66]).. f t 't I Ids for arbitrary subspaces
and (39) concerns the value map: III ac ,I 10
X,Y CEo
. (41)
Throughout the whole section we make the following assumptions:
(36) <1>is non-degenerate and dim E :S ~o .' .
. . 1 b e of E IS IsotroPIC(37) Any infinite-dlmensJOna su spac
(38)dimE/E* <00. . ..
. very large class of dlvlslOn
It is not difficult to see th~t. there IS ate' <1» with (36) (37), (38).
) d .tt' c hermltean spaces, 'rings (k,c, - a .ml mg. - I I' of all fields k with char(k) = 2 and
In particular, tins contall1s t ~ c(~.):s< (It (k) means here the u- invariant
[k : kZ] < 00 or ch.ar( k
l
')d!- 2 a~~onuof'anis:ropic quadratic forms over k).
of k, i.e. the maxima linen .
W. 11 that the problem to be discussedL t F c E be a subspace e [eca . f the .. (E F) up to orthogonal isomorplnsm 0 e
is the classification of the pall' , .
hermi tean space (E, <1». l' 11 .
I. f tl .s problem in the LO owmgIn the sequel we will present a so utlOn 0 11
cases:
I. E* = E*ll and F = Fll
E* = E*ll and E*.1.* = 0 or E*.1. C E* .rr lb
k is a perfect field and E admits an ortllOgo
na aSls.III.
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(43) E = He (D EEl C) e B
with E* = H + D
Ed = D+B.
Here H = (C+E*ol)ol d dth f epen s only on the choice of C but fJ is' d d
an~,e~n' P'::i~~7::~~~:r~h~~. in view of (37), H is hy~erbolic i/~i;p;n= e~:
Returning to our classification roblspaces F F f E 'll p em, we note that congruent sub-
in F and F ~ E*ol~~ .possess cong.ruent supplements C, C of F n E*ol*ol
111F, respectIvely so we 'll t .
our investigation if we will cla .f tl ~.' I (WI no .essentlally restrict(E, F). SSI Y 1e Itp e E, F, C) mstead of the pair
where (Ei, F;) (i = 1 7)' I .steps and (E F) t'.. fi" ar~ ~1e pall'S separated through the above
quasi reduced.' r sa IS es condItIOn (41). Such a pair shall be termed
Note that the sub IIFl.l1 II 1.SIT are II' .spaces .-1-' F2111, IlFllL IIDill, IIDtll, IIDtl1 IIF71.11 c
a 111vanants of (E F) d d' '
The sublattice they span in .c' (S/T
an
) I e
k
term111.ethe above reduction (42).
00 'S as FIg. 10.
In the sequel we will assume E - E d d'
quasi reduced pair From (41) 't' -I ,. Ian ISCUSSthe classification of a
. I IS Cear t 1at
dimF/F* = dim Fl./Fl.* = dimE/E*
and also
dimF/FnE*l.*l. =dimE/E*hl.
Let C be a fixed supplement of F n E*l.*l.' F Th' .sition 111 . en there IS a decompo-
Before going any further, we first achieve .
Consider Do := (F* + H) n E*ol O' one more reductIOn step:. bVlOusly D is a' .' f
congruence class of (F H) in EL" a n 1l1vaItant 0 the
in F n Dol. there .' . et Fs C C be a supplement of F n Dol
tl aI' IS a supplement Ds of Do in D such that D EEl F .
or lOgon a sum of metabolic planes. Puttin . E '_ s s ~s an
decomposition of the kind g s.- Ds EEl Fs, one obtams a
E = Es e (Do EEl Co) EJ B e H
such that F = Fs + F n Et
and E* = DB + Do + H
E*ol = DB + Do + B .
F = F5 + F n E~, E* = Ffl. + E;~ .
Put E
5
:= F~ + F~. One can check that the isometry class of (E5, F5) is
determined by E5 and the indexed hermitean lattice of Fig. 9(e).
6. W.l.o.g. E = E~. Consider D6 := Fl. n E*l.*. Then there is a F-
decomposition
(E, F) = (E6, F6) e (E~, F~)
where F6 := (0) and E6 is of the shape E6 = D6 EEl D~ for a supplement D~
of Fl. n Dt in Fl.. The isometry class of (E6, F6) is determined by E6 and
the indexed hermitean lattice of Fig. 9(f).
7. W.l.o.g. E = E~. Consider F7 := Fl. n E*l.. Put E7 := F7. (E7, F7)
is determined by E7 and the indexed hermite an lattice of Fig. 9(g). Put
(Er, Fr) := (E~, F~). For the original (E, F) we have now a decomposition
7
(E, F) = E9(Ei, Fi) EJ (E,., Fr)
i=1
such that
4. W.l.o.g. we assume E = E~. Consider D4 := (F n Fl.)ll n E*l.. By
the classification of the pair (F. F n Fl.) (see [Gr079,ch.VIII]) one can find
a subspace F4 C F n Fl. such that Ffl. = F4 + D4. Using [Mor88, Satz,
p.119] one obtains a decomposition
(E, F) = (E4, F4) EJ (E~, F~)
where E4 = F4ll EEl F~' for some supplement F~' of D;} in E and E~ :=
Ei, F~ := F n E~. The isometry class of (E4, F4) in determined by E4 and
the indexed hermitean lattice of Fig. 9(d).
5. W.l.o.g. E = E~. Consider D5 := Fl. n Fll n E*l.. Using the clas-
sificationof the pair (E, F*) (see [Mor86, p.284]) one can find a subspace
F
5
C F* such that F~ = F5 + D5. Moreover, there is a F* -decomposition
E = (Ffl. EEl F~) e E~.
Of course, F = F
5
+ (D5 + E~) n F. Let B be a supplement of E~ n F in
E~ n (D5 + F). Surely B* = (0), so E~ = B e E~. It is now an easy matter
to modify F~ and B in order to obtain an F-decomposition of E. In other
words, one finds a decomposition
E = (F5ll EEl F~/) EJ E~
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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u = ul.l and 6(w/u) < No.
5. Classification of subspaces in non trace-valued spaces
(47)
We define
5.3 The classification in case I
For our purposes the most convenient lattice theoretic axiomatic context
is that of indexed Galois Fano lattices. We recall that the Fano axiom is
motivated by the fact that our lattices are represented over fields of charac-
teristic 2. Hence we may formulate the following problem in this class of
lattices:
Compute the free object VI generated by a 3-chain u :::;v :::;W under the
relations
THEOREM 49. There are 21 subdirectly irreducible factors of VI. The
diagrams and generators thereof are given in Figure 14 and Table 3. The
index functions on factor no. i are in 1-1-correspondence to the index ,i
(i = 0, ... ,20) of a prime quotient in the minimal congruence: This may
be infinite only for i E {18, 19}. The factors no. 0-19 are implemented by
hermitean spaces.
Remarks. 1. The closed elements of the Galois lattice Vi are represented in
the diagram by large disks. The operation 1. is then uniquely determined
by the given pairs x, xl.. One of the prime quotients generating the minimal
congruence is marked by a f. The corresponding index is later on referred
to as ,j, j the number from Table 3 of the model under consideration. We
also indicate the prime quotients pip. with index No under the smallest
index function 60. Actually, 60(x/y) = 1 for every prime quotient x/V not
transposed to one of those - and any such x/V is in the minimal congruence.
2. In order to understand the diagrams V7 and Vg we specify that the
interval [m, 1] is the lattice JlI'(IF~).
3. The factors 19 and 18 are redundant in an image of V of VI if 6(u/0) =
No and 6(wl. /0) = No, respectively. They are homomorphic images of all
factors no. 7-17 - and no other epimorphisms Occur.
4. V is distributive iff PPfP:f = uul. + wwl.. V is of finite type iU(l) < No
(equivalently 6(u) +6(wl.) < No) for every 6 with 6(w/u) < No. This occurs
IV. Classification of Subspaces
V := (F + D) n H,
for some matrix (Pij) E G Lm (k ) .
If we assume
) . totally isotropic supplement of U m W(46) k(Wl, ... ,Wm Isa
. . . 'esentative of the congruence class
then any such m~trix wIlli fm:l1lsh. a :.:~Ionly few exceptions escape to the
of F in E. We wIll see t lat m prac I
"rule" (46).. .' the classification of the quadruplet
It is clear that an Import an: tasl, :I
s
d we associate the sublattice V =
(H W V U) Using the lattIce me 10 , 1.) ted by H W V' ,', . .' (L(H) n + genera "
V(H, W, V, U) of the quadratic latt.lce I' it' is 'possible to compute it in
and U. Although V is not known m ge~lera, do _ (0) . E01. C E'). In
& II (' F - Fl.l respectively E - or I
the cases I I.e. - .' V d. this hypothesis in a more generathe next sections we determme un er ,
lattice theoretic frame.
m
Ii ==LPijWj + Zi (mod U)
j=1
(44) U := F n H,
. 'I ve introduced are bestThe relations (45) among all c:uclal subspace/:; we la
d .'bed by the diagram of FIg. 12.
eSCIl . . t d bspaces
(E F C) is another triple, wIth assocla e s~ - V
- _SupposeI:lO(; F G') ~ (E,F,C), then clearly (H, W, V,U) ~ (H, ~'. '
H, U, V, W. , '-1. - "ely that the latter condItIOn- 1. C) ,.....,(H C) Suppose conver::; I .
U) and (H, = ,. d f. tile given subspaces? 'vVe exp amF be recovere rom d
holds. How can ._ d'm E'1. and let WI, ... ,Wm an. E fixed Put m.- I, F E
this by supposm~ . diU and E'1., respectively. Each C
Zl,.", Zm be basIs of W mo. u 0., I modulo U such that
wi th (45) will then have a UnIque basIs h, ... , m
) is completelv determined by Fs and the in-
The isometr.y class of. (Es, F~. 11. So \;e may assume, without loss of
dexed hermltean lattlc1.e of
d
Flg'
ll
I a tr'iple (E F C) reduced.
. I t E - E an ca suc 1 , ,generahty, t la - s'
Now, we put
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W+ ul. = pl. + W = pl. + ul. = 1
pl. = (u + wl.)li, pt = vl. + pl., p~ = v + pl., ql. = P + pl.
and is a union of intervals and so is its set of closed elements
uul. = wwl. = O' p < pl. . p~ < p;-' vvl. < q,1_1' , _
5. Of course, the existence of a free object is part of our claim, so for the
moment we consider VI as presentation, rather.
6. Notice the symmetry UH wl., v H vl., WH ul. - recall that the u, v, W
are closed in view of Lemma 19 in 2.7!
LEMMA 50. Let.e be any model of VI with no subdirect factor no. 0-
6,17,20. Then .e satisfies the relations
.e = [O,p] U [u, w] U [wl., ul.] U [u + wi., 1J
.eli = [0, p].c U [u, w].c U [wl., ul. J.c U [pl., 1].c
PROOF. Observe that x = xli for every x E [u, wJ or x E [wl., ul.J: this fol-
lows from the given relations and Lemma 19. Clearly,.e splits into intervals,
as indicated, since the union of these intervals is a subalgebra containing
the generators. Now, we apply the Splitting Method of 2.4.
No. 0: aa = uwJ., a1 = 1,11"0= 0, .,ra = (uwl.)l.. Since uwl. is closed, we
have hypothesis (7) of 2.4 for l/a and z = a. The remaining hypotheses are
satisfied, trivially. It follows uwl. = O.
No. 17: aa = u, aaJ. = wl., a1 = 1, 1I"a= w, 1I"al.= ul., 1I"(a+al.) = w+ul..
Ad (5): trivial since (a + al.)l. = O. Ad (6): The critical quotient is
l/(a+al.): here (a1n1l"(a+al.))1. = wl.v. = 0 as already known. (7) holds,
trivially. It follows w + ul. = 1.
NO.1: aa = uvl., a1 = w, 11"0= w~, 1I"a= (uvl.)l.. Ad (7): For the
quotient l/a we have z = a and (a1 n1l"a)1. = (w(uvl.)l.)l. ~o uvl. +wl. =
aa+ 11"0- since the latter is in [wl.,ul.]. Also, 6(1/(uvl.)1.) ~ 6(uvl./0) =
6(uvJ./uwl.) ~ 6(vl./wl.) < No. Consequently, w+ (uvl.)l. ~o (wl.twl.)l.
for the quotient a/O and z = 1. It follows w ~ (uvl.) 1..
NO.2: aa = uul., a1 = v, 11"0= vl., 1I"a= (uul.)l.. Ad (7): Use that
uul. + vl. E [w1.,ul.J and v + (uul.)l. are closed. The latter follows from
IT(U +R)
d(U +R)
IT(U + R)
IT(U + P), IT(U + PI),
IT(U + P2), IT(U + R),
IT(W n P/-)
IT(U + P), U(U + Pd,
IT(W n pl.)
IT(U + P), IT(U + P2),
IT(W n pl.)
IT(U + P), IT(W n pl.)
Arithmetic invariants
E,G'
E,G'
Metric i.
E = if
E
E,C:
E,C
E
P;,C
E
E,G'
E,G'
E
E,C
E,G',?
IV. Classification of Subspaces
E,G,?
E,G
E
E=H
E=H
E=H
12 Vs, u = a, v = b, w = C
No. Geometric invariants
o V2, tL = V = W = a
1 V2, tL = V = a, W = 1
2 V2,tL=a,v=w=1
3 V2, u = 0, v = w = a
4 V2, tL = V = 0, w = a
5 VI, u = 0, v = w = 1
6 Vl,u=v=O,w=l
7 V5, u = a, v = b, w = c
8 V5, U = a, v = w = c
9 V5, U = V = a, w = C
10 V6
11 V7
14 Vg
15 V4, u = a, v = w = b
16 V4, u = V = a, W = b
17 V3, u = V = W = a
18 VI, u = V = W = 1
19 VI, u = V = W = 0
20 V2, U = 0, v = a, W = 1
'ly l'n cases no 1-6 possibly in no. 0,18,19 (or subdirect products,necessan .,
thereof), and is impossible otherwise.
Table 3: Factors of VI and classification
of a reduced triple (E, F, C) in case I
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1. 1.1. 1. 1.-0vp = tl, V P = tV , VV -
1. 1. 1. 1._ 1.+. + 1.-1p + v = w, p + v = u , w + v = v + u - P v v - .
1415. Classification of subspaces in non trace-valued spaces
PROOF. (Theorem 49) Let :F be the free object with presentation VI and
the relations of Lemma 50 and 51 and M the 0-1-sublattice of:F generated
by tV, v, ul., vl., pl.. Then M is a Fano lattice generated by a poset 1+ 2+ 2
IV. Classification of Su bspaces
b 1. bl. 1.. 1. - 1. 1. b - wPROOF. No. 15: aa = tt, a = vp , a = W ,oa - up, 7r ~ '
7ral. = ul., 7r(b+ bl.) = W + vl., 7r(a + al.) = ~I + ul.. Ad ~5a): a(~ ) :::;
pl. = (7r0)1.. The remaining instances are ObVIOUS.In partIcular, x = 0
and a(xl.) = 0 for x > a + bl.. Ad (57r): 7r(ail) = w(u + ul.) ~ U+ P ~o
(ul.pl.)l. = (a(al.))l.:- 7r(bl.) = ul.(w + vl.) ~ p+ vl. ~o (vpl.)l. = (ab)l..
Ad (6): the critical elements are b >- a and al. >- bl.. Here, (ab)l. =
(vpl.)l. ~o vl.+p ~ ul.(w+vl.) = 7r(bl.) and (aal.)l. = (ul.pl.)l. ~o u+p ~
w(u+ul.) = 7r(ail). Ad (7): We have z = (11.resp. z = band aZ+7r(bl.) =
ul.pl. + 111.(W+ vl.) ~ 111.(pl. + P + vl.) ~o ul.(pfl.v)l. 2: ul.\Vpl.w(u +
ul.))l. = 7rz(ab7ra)l. (since p < p + 11 ~ w(u + u )). RespectIvely az +
7r(ail) = vpl. + w(u + ul.) ;; vpl. + U + P = (vpl. + u + p)il 2: (p +
pl.v)il ~ (pl.(p + vl.))l. ~ (ul.pl.(tV + vl.))l. 2: 7rz(aal.7rbl.)l.. The ~plit
Lemma yields vpl. :::;U+ ul.. No. 16 is symmetric to no. 15 and YIelds
vl.pl. :::;w + wl..
LEMMA 51. Let I:- be as in Lemma 50 and, moreover, with no subdirect
factor no. 15, 16, 7, 8, 9. Then I:- satisfies the relations.
8(1/(uul.)1.) < 8(I/u + ul.) = 8(w + ttl. /u + ul.) < No. Thus 1Wl. + vl. ~o
((uul.)l.v)l. ~1d v+ (lWl.)l. ~o (uul.vl.)l.. The Split Lemma yields v:::;. 1. 1. I .. 1.< 1.< 1.(uul.)l.. Since uul. is closed It follows uu :::;v w lence tttt _ ltV _ w
using no. 1. Therefore, uul. :::;uwl. = 0 by no. O. By symmetry wwl. = O.
Now, 8(I/pl.) :::;8(0/p) = 8(wul. /uul.l :::;8(wl~l) < No whence by Lemma
19 from 2.7 the intervals [0, p] and [p ,1] consIst of closed elements, too.
Observe pl. = (tt + wl.) il. It follows vl. + pl. ~o (vp) 1. = pt and 1'1. ~o
pl. + p and pl. + tV ~o (pwl.)l. = (wul.wl.)l. = 01. = 1.
NO.5: al = PI, 7r0 = (PI)l.. Ad (7): We have that pl. :::;PI + pt ~o
(PIPt)l.. We may conclude PI:::; pt.
No. 20: aa = vvl., al = p, 7r0 = pl., 7ra = (vvl.)l.. Ad (7): vvl. + p~ ~o
(( vvl.) 1.p) 1. and pl. :::;P + (vvl.) 1. ~o (vvl.) 1.pl.)l.. The Split Lemma YIelds
vvl. :::;pl. .
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I
.d' g to Lemma 4 and 5 of 2.2 a subdirect product of latticesw lence, accor III
'D M3 and Fano planes !F'(JF~)- see Fig. 13.
2, .L _ 0 Then ttl. = 1 from pol + u.L = 1 and v :S vol
In a factor 'D2 assume P - .' .L _ .L - 0
f <.L < ).L+]?.L By symmetry w = 1 and v :S v. Thus v - v -rom P1 _ P1 - 1 '". • 1. TI' r. .L - 1 If
f. .L - 0 This contradicts pol + v + v = 1. lerelore, P - .rom vv - . . . I 'f .L - 1 tl.L 0 f .L .L - 11U.L - 0 Slmllar y I V - lenv = 1 then u = rom vp u. - .. - . '.L _ .L _
_ 0 F' lly if v = vol = 0 then w = 111. = 1 from w + v - v + II - 1.
w - . Ina , . . f .L _ .L+ V = 1 we have
Thus there are 3 factors 'D2. In vIew 0 w + v - u
6 ou~ of the 9 factors )vh generated by the poset 1 + 2 +~. These are
exactly the subdirect irreducible factors of the (mere) O-I-Iattlces no. 10-14
with the given generators - recall that no. 18 and 19 are factors of each o)f
. . . .L ), (] ])1. q.L Recall that J(Mthose. Observe that M contallls tt,ttI ,P,]" , ". .
consists of the smallest preimages ax, x E J(S), ~ a homomorplnsm of,~
onto a subdirectly irreducible lattice S anel the a s may be co.m~ute~ ~::;flll
2 4 According to Remark 2 in 2.4 we are done after computlllg (ax) or. . Tl be read offx E J (S) with S running through these factors,. le ax can. -
. I' d I'll 2 4 For each lattIce we deal WIth the 'D2-the generators as exp allle . . -' d
factors, first, listing the values of the generators in the above order, aI, an
Y = (a1).L, For the M3-factors we list the generators mapped J1> the atoms
a 10. 10. the Xi = ao.i and Yi = xf. Sometimes we use Zi = Xi c.alcul~ted
~ 23~ I d 't'on of .ell Recall the symmetry winch YIeldsvIa the mterva ecompOSI I .
no. 13 and 19, in particular.
1. .LI 1. (.L + .L) pol
No. 10: 10101, q, Y = P + pl.. Secondly, v, wlv , It P ; v P v, ,
v1.(p.L + v); Y1 =0 v1. + P1, Y2 =0 V + P2, Y3 = p.
) ~ 1.+ .Lp1. Y ~oNo. 11: vlv.Ljp1.; P1(q+P2), P2(q +pr), Q(P1 +P2 ; Y1 =0 P1 q. 2 '.L~-
1. .L.L ~ q.L +p1.pl. Secondly we have the Fano plane WIth p - d.P2 +q P1' Y3 -0 1 2" )(.L .L) _ 1.
Define av = v, av1. = vol, ap = p, ad = p1., aQ. = (v + P P + v :-- W~l ,
ab = (vol +p)(p.L +v) = u.Lp}, ac = (v+v.L )(p+pl.). Then the coll~.nearrt~
ab ac follows from the Fano axiom, the others from modulanty ~n
~~~ joi'n relations of Lemmas 50 and 51. Thus, Corollary 8 of 2.4 apphes.
Finally, (ao.).L ::::::! wl. + P1, (ab)1. ::::::! 'It 4- P2, and u + w.L :S ac whence
(ac)ll = pol + ac:= pol + P and (ac)l. = q.
N 12' v wjV.Llp.L.P1(p.L+V.L),v1.(p.L+PI),p.L(V1.+Pr);Y1 =Opt+P1,o. . " .LI.L (.L ) (.L + v). ~ v + pp.L Y3 =0 P + vPf. Secondly, v, 'It P ; v P + p , P P ,
Y2 -0 1 , 1.. ~ 1. 1.
pl.(V+p);Y1=Ov1.+q,m=op +P2,!J3=OP+P v.
No 14: Define av = vq1.pf whence (av)l. =0 v1. + q + P1- Defin.Lellao.::
. 1. )1.)ll( (( 1.+ .L)).Lv) -0P1.(PPf+V) whence (ao.).L = (P+(PP1 +V p+ P P v -
THEOREM 52 (CLASSIFICATION). Table 3 gives a complete list of invari-
ants for the isometry class of a reduced triple (E, F, C) in case 1. By adding
the invariants of the summands defined in the reduction steps (with the
exception of 4 and 5) one obtains a complete classification of a pair (E, F)
in case 1.
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(p + (pol + pIlv.L).Ll. := (u.L(w + (pol + P1)V.L).Ll. = u.L(w + (pol + pr)v.L)
since pol 2: w.L. Define ap = PPf p} whence (ap).L ::::::!opol + P1 + P2.
Define ac = (p.Lw + p.Lu.L)(v + vol). (ac).L 2: p. Assuming (ac).L 2: u
leads to ac :S u.L and a contradiction in no. 14. Similarly for (ac).L 2: w.L
and (ac).L 2: pl.. Since (ac).L is closed we have (ac).L :S p by Lemma
50. Define ad = (v + p.Lu.L)(v.L + p.Lw) 2: u + w.L, whence (ad).Ll. 2: pl.,
(ad).Ll. = p.L+O'd:= (v+p.Lw)(v.L+p1.u.L)+p.L := p(v+p.L)(v.L+u.L)+p.L :=
PfP}q.L. It follows (O'd).L ::::::!oP1 + P2 + q. Symmetrically, av.L = v.Lq.Lp}
and O'b = pol (pp} + vol). That a is join preserving is most easily verified
working through the factors of M (no. 10-12 suffice). Thus, Corollary S
applies.
No. IS: 11001, vp.L, Y::::::!ovol + p.
COROLLARY 53. If the dimension of E is finite, then a pair (E, F) is
classified by
(a) The invariants associated to the summands 1, 2: 3, 6, 7, 8 of the
reduction steps and
(b) The invariants labelled by the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 18, 19,
20 in Table 3.
Remarks. 1. In Table 3 read U = u, V = v, W = w, P = p, Pi = Pi, R = q.
The summand no. 20 does not occur in the classification of a reduced triple,
since it does not satisfy E°.L n F.L = (0).
2. The presentation of the problem answered by the above corollary is
already contained in [GLSS5] and [rvIorS6]. A complete solution was given in
[GWS9] through the computation of the quadratic lattice V(E, F, EO). The
corollary gives a slightly different version and shows incidentally that there
is not a I-I-correspondence between the subdirectly irreducible factors of the
lattices V(H, W, V, U) and V(E, F, EO) (more precisely, the correspondence
fails for the factors 2, 3 and 5).
IV. Classification of Subspaces
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0': J -+ .c(Ed) defined by O'(x):= E*.L n (X + F).
Because of the rigidity of E*.L in E, every element of O'(J) is an invariant
of the congruence class of F in E.
Using the total isotropy of E*.L* and the anisotropy of any supplement of
Ed* in E*.L, it is possible to find an orthogonal decomposition of E*.L +C
into 22 summands.
How is it possible to recover Fi in a summand i E {O, ... , 21}? If i rt
{5,6, 18, 19} then there is no difficulty because (46) holds. If i = 5, then
one requires P;. In ca.<;ei = 6, E is needed together with some ma~rix
in the factor set GLy6(k)/O(H), whereas in the other two cases only E is
needed.
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8(w/u) < No.
P = wilu.L, Po = wu.L, .1 d .1q = PP , an qo = PPo .
5. Classification of subspaces in non trace-valued spaces
(48)
We define
5.4 The classification in case II
Let VII be the .free (modular) Galois lattice generated by a 2-chain u < w
under the relatIOn -
.c =[0, Po] U [u, w] U [uHw.L, p] U [u + uilw.L, wil] U [w.L, u.L]
U [u + w.L, (uilw.L).L] U [p~, 1]
.c il =[0, Po].c U [tl il w.L,p].c U [uil , wil].c U [w.L , u.Llc U [p.L, (tl. il w.L).1lc
U [p~, 1].c.
T.HEOREM 54. There are 22 subdirectly irreducible factors of VII. The
?Iagrams a~d generators thereof are given in Figure 15 and Table 4. The
md~x functlOns on factor no. i are in 1-1-correspondence with the index
~i .(z= 0, ... ,21) of a pri~e quotient in the minimal congruence. Ci is finite
If z ::; 19. A11factors are Implemented by hermitean spaces.
~ema~ks. 1. We use the same conventions as in 5.3 except that the critical
mdex is denoted by c. In Table 4 read R = q and Ro = qo.
2. The epimorphism are no. 0,1 onto no. 2, no. 4,6-10,12,15 and 16 onto
no. 20,.no. 17 onto no. 21, and no. 11,14,18 and 19 onto both no. 20,21.
In particular, the factors no. 20,21 are redundant in an image V of VII if
8(a/0) = No and 8(b.L /0) = No, respectively.
3. ~ is distrib~ive iff C8+ Cia + C11+ C12+ C14+ C15= 0, iff qo = POtlil +
ww and pou = uu.L + uilww.L and pw.L = b.L (p + uil) d 1._
.1 ill. 1. .. a an PPo -
PaPa + u tl :- POU:. V IS of fil1lte type iff 8(a) + 8(b.L) < No. This
occurs, necessanl~, .1f only. no. 3,5 are involved, possibly if also no. 2,20,21
are allowed, and IS impossible, otherwise.
LEMMA 55 .. Let £ be any model of VII having no subdirect factor no. 0-2.
Then £ satIsfies the relations wil - w + uil and uw.L - 0 d' .. - - an IS a UnIon
of mtervals and so is its set of closed elements
IV. Classification of Subspaces
3. The factors of V(H, W, V, U) with W = U may equally be replaced by the
corresponding quadratic lattice V(E = E*. F): they classify an orthogonally
closed subspace of a trace-valued space.
4. The classification of the quadruple (H, W, V, U) is given by the indexed
quadratic lattice V( H, W, V, U) (which is a homomorphic image of VI above)
and the isometry type of P = W nUl.. A particular discussion is required
for the factors No. 11 and 14 of Table 3, because they are the only ones which
are not acyclic. In both lattices the crucial interval is that isomorphic to
IF(IF~). We know already that linear representations are unique because all
admissible fields have characteristic 2 (cf Lemma 5 of 2.2). In order to
induce metric isomorphisms it suffices to use (37) and P (observe that the
crucial interval is governed by V/U + Pi and P/ Pi + P2 whereas PI + P2 is
totally isotropic). The remaining factors are acyclic (yet, condition 6. may
fail). Since H is an alternate space, one can adapt the methods of section 3
and the proof of the Congruence Theorem 47 to obtain a mapping Theorem
for homomorphic images of VI. A Decomposition Theorem is then derived
as in 4.5 using the elementary examples. .
5. In order to classify a reduced triple (E, F, C) we proceed as'follows: Con-
sider first the interval J := W/V as a sublattice of V(H, W, V, V). Through
the embedding V(H, W, V, V) C V(E, H, F. E*) there is a lattice monomor-
phism
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No. Geometric invariants Metric invariants Arithmetic
invariants
v=W V=U
o Vll, U = a, W = 0.1. E,C: E
1 Vll, U = W = a E,G E
2 V2, It=W=o. E =H
3 V2, 'U = a, W = 1 E,C' E
4 V12, U = a,w = all. E,G E
5 V2, u = 0, W = a E,C' E
6V12, u=w=a E,G E
7 V12, U = a, W = 1 E,G E (J(Ull.)
8 VI7 E,G E (J(U + Ro)
9 VI3 E,C' E
10 VIS E,C' E
11 Vs, E,G E (J(U + R)U = a,w = c
12 VI6 E,C' E
13 VI, u = 0, W = 1 F*,C E It E GL<13(k)/O(H)
if V = U
14 VIS E,G E (J(W n Rl.)
15 VI4 Ec'0 E0, , ,
16 VIa, u=a,w=1 E,G E
17 VIa, u=w=a E =H
18 V4, u = a, W = b E,G E
19 V3, It = W = a E =H
20 VI, U = W = 1 E =H
21 VI, u = W = 0 E =H
Table 4: Factors of VII
and classification of a reduced triple (E, F, C) in case II
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LEMMA 56. Let'c be as in Lemma 55 with no subdirect factor no. 3-
7,9,13,16,17,19. Then every element in [pl., 1] is closed and ,c satisfies the
relations
PROOF. We use the Splitting Method. NO.3: aa = uuJ., a1 = 1, 11"0= 0,
11"0.= (uuJ.)J.. Ad (7): For 1/0. we have:: = a and az = uul. = (uuJ.)ll. =
(11"0.)1.= (a1 n 11"0.)1..It follows 1WJ. = O.
NO.5: aa = wwJ., al = uJ., 11"0= ull., 11"C!= (wwJ.)l.. Ad (7): For 0./0 we
have z = 1 and al + 11"(0.1.)= uJ. + (wwJ.)l. ~o (ull.wwJ.)J. = (aa n 11"0)1..
For 1/0. we have z = a and aa + 11"0= wwl. + ull. ~o (ul.(wwJ.)l.)l. =
(a1 n 11"0.)1..It follows wwJ. ::; ull..
No. 13: a 1 = Po, 11"0= p~. Ad (7): Po + p~ ~o (pop~)J.. It follows Po ::; p~.
Lemma.
No. 0: aa = uwl., a(al.) = w(uwl.)ll., a1 = 1,11"0 = 0,11"0. = U,
11"(0.1.)= (uwl.)l.. Ad (6): (a(al.))l. 2: (uwl.)ll.l. = (a(al.)11"a)l.. It follows
w(uwl.)ll. ::; U.
NO.1: aa = uwl., a(al.) = (uwl.)ll., al = 1, 11"0= 0, 11"0.= W, 11"(0.1.)=
(uwl.)l.. It follows (uwl.)ll.::; wand, with no. 0, that uwl. is closed.
NO.2: a = uwl., a1 = 1,11"0= 0,11"0.= (u+wl.)l.. Ad (7): For 1/0. we have
z = a and az = uwl. = (uwl.)ll. = (11"0.)1.= (al n 11"0.)1.by the preceeding.
It follows uwl. = O.
Clearly, ,c splits into intervals, as indicated, since the union of these inter-
vals is a subalgebra containing the generators. The quotients ul. /wl. and
wll. /ull. have finite index by Lemma 18 of2.7. The quotient PolO is compo-
sed from wuJ. 2: uuJ. 2: uwl. = 0 hence it has finite index, too, and so does
l/p~. Simliarily, for P = wll.uJ. 2: wll.wJ. 2: ull.wJ. and (ull.wJ.)l./p. By
Lemma 19 of 2.7 all these intervals consist of closed elements. Finally, ob-
serve that (u+ull.wJ.)ll. = ull. and (u+wJ.)ll. = pi., so we conclude that
all closed elements are contained in those intervals. It follows wll. = w+uJ..
IV. Classification of Su bspaces
PROOF. Observe that 8(w + uH /uH) ::; 8(w/u) < ~o whence W + ull. is
closed in view of Lemma 19 in 2.7 and so wll. = W + ull.. Also, (uwl.) 1. 2:
ul. +wll. whence'c = {O,I}U[ltWl.,(uwl.)l.]. Again, we use the Split
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PROOF. (Theorem 54.) Let:F be the free object with presentation VII and
the relations of Lemma 55 and 56 and M the 0-1-sublattice of:F generated
by w, uil, u, uol, wol, p~, pol. Observe that p, Po, wil EM. Then M 1s a
modular lattice generated by a poset w 2: u :S uil :S pol :S p~, w <
uil, w.L :S u.L whence, according to Lemma 3 of 2.2, a subdirect product
of lattices 1J2 and A1s. The relations admit all 8 Ms-models generated by
the poset and 9 out of the 27 1J2-models. These are exactly the subdirectly
No. 16: aa = u, a1 = wuil, iTO= (wuil)ol, iTa = u + wol. Ad (7):
(wuil)ol > wol = wol + mtol ::: (u + wol)uol = (u + wol)(u + wwol)ol :::
- il ol(u + wol)(wuil(u + wol))ol using no. 3 and 5. It follows wu :S u + w .
No. 17: aa = u, a1 = uil, iTO= uol, iTa = w + ttol. Ad (7): uol 2:
(uil(w + uol))ol since u:s 'uil(w + uol). It follows uil :S w + uol.
No. 19: aa = u, aaol = wol, a1 = pol, iTa = wil, iTaol = t/,ol, iT(a + aol) =
wil + uol. Observe iTO= p. Ad (6): The critical quotient is l/(a + aol):
here (a1)ol = p = iT(lol). (7) holds trivially. It follows pol :S wil +ttol.
NO.4: aa = u, aaol = wwoltl,il, a1 = 1, iTa = u, iTaol = uol, iT(ail) =
(wwoluil)ol > uil. Observe that iTO= uuol = a by no. 3. Ad (7): For
l/ail we use-that a(aol) = wwoluil = (wwoluol)il = (a1 n iTail)ol. It
follows wwol u il = O.
NO.6: aa = u, aaol = woluil, 0: 1 = p~, iTa = w, iTaol = uol, iT(ail) =
(woluil)ol' > uil since wol :S uol. Observe that iTO= po. Ad (7): For aol /0- ilolilwe use p~ + (woluil)ol ~o (woluilpO)ol. For l/a we have w u + Po ~o
(p~(woluil)ol)ol. It follows woluil :S Po.
NO.7: aa = tt, o:aol = Pouil, cd = w, iTa = u + wol, iTaol = uol, 1T(ail) =
(pouil)ol > uil. Observe that 1T0 = (11 + wol)uol ::: wol + uuol = wol by
no. 3. Ad (7): For aol/O we use w+ (pouil)ol ~o (pouilwol)ol. For l/ail
we have to show x := pouil + wol 2: Y := (w(pouil)ol)ol. Since x and Y
are closed, this amounts to xol:s yol. Now, indeed, xol = (pouil)olwil =
(pouil)ol(w + uil)::: w(pouil)ol + !til = (w(pouil)ol)il = yol. It follows
Pouil :S wol.
We derive wwol = wwoluil = 0 with no. 5 and 4; woluil :S wwol = a
with no. 6; Pouil = woluil = 0 with no. 7; (woluil)ol = 1 and x = xil
for all x 2: pol; also pol :S uol + wil ~o (uil wol)ol = Ool = 1 with no.
19' and w + ttol = w + uil + uol = wil + uol = 1 with no. 17. Now,
, ol
w + p~ ~o (wolpo)ol = 1 and uol + p~ ~o (uilpo)ol = 1. Also, p + w ~o
(pwol)ol = (wilwol)ol and pol +uol ~o (puil)ol = (uiltt)ol.
THEOREM 57 (CLASSIFICATION). Table 4 gives a complete list of invari-
ants for the isometry class of a reduced triple (E, F, C) in case II. By adding
the invariants of the summands defined in the reduction steps one obtains
a complete classification of a pair (E, F) in CRBeII.
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irreducible factors of the lattices no. 8-12,14,15,18,20,21. We proceed as
in 5.3 Observe that u 1: uol, uilw.L 1: w, and wol 1: wil in view of the
examples no. 8 and 11. Thus, there is no overlap between the intervals - if
we don't count [p~, 1]. Recall that wil = w + uil.
No. 8: wlp~lu.L; w, p~,u.L, YI = w.L, Y2 = Po, Ys = p. Secondly, wluillw.L;
w(uilu.L + w.L), uil(poP.L + w.L), wol(popol + uil); Xl ::: Po(uil + w.L) :::
po(u.L.L + w.L.Lwol) whence YI :=!op~ + u.L(pol + w), p 2: X2 ::: pu.L.Lp.L(po +
w.L) = pu.L.L (Po+wol) whence Y2 :=!op.L +uol +p~ wil, P 2: Xs ::: pw.Lp.L (Po +
u.L.L) = pw.L (Po + u.L.L) whence Ys :=!opol + w.L.L + p~ + u.L.
No.9: 0101011, u.Lu.L.L, Y = p.L +u. Secondly, 1000010, wp~, Y ~o w.L +Po.
No. 10: 0001010, u.Lp~, Y ~o u.L.L + Po. Secondly, wlu.L.Llu.L, wol; w( u.L.L +
u.L), u.L.L(w+w.L), w.L(w+u.L.L) = w.Lw.L.L; Zl = Xl +uil ::: (w+u.L.L)(w.L +
u.L.L) ::: w.L.Lw.L + u.L.L whence YI = u.L(p.L + w), Z2 = uil, Ys ~o p.L + w.
No. 11: 1001011, popol, Y ~o p~ + p. Secondly, wjp.L,p~lttol; w(uol + p.L),
u.L(w + p.L), p.L; Zl = Xl + uil::: wil(u.L + pol) whence YI :=!ow.L + u.L.Lp,
Z2 = X2 + w.L ::: u.L (w.L + w + pol) whence Y2 :=!ou.L.L + w.L.Lw.Lp, Ys = p.
No. 12: 1001010, pop~. Y ~o pol + 0 + Po. u.L.L, pol, p~ Iwlu.L; u.L.L, w( uil +
u.L), u.L(uil + w) = p; YI = u.L, Z2 = X2 + u.L.L ::: (w + u.L.L)(u.L.L + u.L) :::
uil + p whence Y2 = u.Lpol, Ys = pol.
No. 14. wlu.L.Llu.L; w(u.L.L+u.Lp.L), tt.L.L(wp.L+u.Lpol), u.L(wp.L+u.L.L); Zl =
XI+U.L.L::: wil((u.L.L+u.Lp.L)::: uilp.Lpwhence YI ~o (p+p.L)u.L, Z2 = u.L.L,
Xs ::: u.Lp.L (w + uil) = pp.L whence Ys = qol. Secondly, wjp.L luol; w(p.L +
u.Lp~), p.L (wp~ + u.Lp~), u.L (p.L + wp~); Zl = Xl + tt.L.L::: wilp~ (p.L + u.L)
whence YI ~o wol + Po + u.Lu.L.L , Z2 = p.L, Zs = Xs + wol ::: uolp~(pJ.. + w)
whence Ys ~o u.L.L + Po + w.Lw.L.L.
No. 15: wlp.L, u.L.Llu.L;w(tt.L.L + uolp~), uil(wp~ + ttolp~), uol(u.L.L + wp~);
Zl = Xl + u.L.L::: w.L.L(u.L.L + u.Lp~)::: p~p+ u.L.L whence YI = (Po + p.L)u.L,
Z2 = u.L.L, Xs ::: u.Lp~w.L.L = pp~ whence Ys = Po + p.L.
No. 18: 1000011, wp.L, Y ~o wol +p. Secondly, 0001011, u.Lp.L, Y ~o u.L.L+p.
No. 20: 1110011, u, y = u.L. No. 21: 000111.1, wol, y = wil.
IV. Classification of Subspaces148
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COROLLARY 58. If the division ring (I,;,E,-) is perfect in the sense that
dimS/T ~ 1, then a pair (E, F) in case II is classified by
(a) The invariants associated to the summands 1, ... ,8 of the reduction
steps and
(b) The invariants labelled by the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10,
12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.
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CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 59. The geometric and arithmetic invariants
determine the orbit of (E, F). Each pair is a sum of a trace-valued pair and
7/J : M(E, F) --7 M(E', F')
5. Classification of subspaces in non trace-valued spaces
such that 1) induces an ortho-isomorphism of the lattices £(E, F) and
£(E', F') which maps F onto F' and an isomorphism .
which maps F.L n Fil onto F'.L n F'il, i onto i' and for which i C E* is
equivalent to i' C E'* (i = 2,5,6,7).
Provided there exist such 1) and 7/J we say that (E, F) and (E', F') have the
same geometric invariants Nand M. There are also thirteen arithmetic
invariants Ii = li(E, F), i = 1, ... ,13, which prove to be important for
the classification. Each Ii is linked with a one-dimensional quotient space
Hi := Ai/ Bi and is defined through a representative hi E A; \ Bi as follows:
HI := F/F*, H2:= F.L/F.L*, H3:= F.Ld/Fil, H4:= F*.L/F*.L*,
H5 :=FilnF*.L/F.LnFil, H6:= (F+F.L)*.L/F.LnFil,
H7 := F.L*.L n F*.L / F.L n Fil, Hs:= F.Ld / F.L*, H9:= F n Fd / F n
FoL,
HlO := F.L*h / Fil*.
._ < h2,h3 >2 < h1,h4 >2
/1.- IIh21111h311 ,/2:= IIh11111h411 '
< hI, h6 >2
14:= IIh11111h611 '
15:= < h7, hs >2 IIh11111h211 16:= < h7, hs >2 IIh111 ,
< hI, hs >2< h2, h7 >2 ' < hI, hs >2 IIh711
17:= < h9, hlO >2 IIh11111h211 IS.- < h2, hID >2 IIh911
< h2,hlO >2< h1,h9 >2 .- < h9,h10 >2I1h211'
19:= < h5, hID >2 IIh11111h211 ~/10:= < hID, hs >2 IIh11111h211
< h1,h5 >2< h2,hlO >2' < h2,h10 >2< h1,hs >2'
._ < h2, h7 >2 IIh111 < h2, h7 >2 < hI, h7 >2
III .- < hI, h7 >2 IIh211 ' 112:= IIh21111h711 ' 113:= IIh11111h711
It is worth noticing that the set f(E, F) C I,;of the arithmetic invariants
has always a cardinality less or equal two. We can now state the
IV. Classification of Subspaces
1): N(E, F) --7 N(E', F')
N(E, F) := £(E, F) U {A*.LIA E £(E, F)} U {E*}
dimllEl1 ~ [I,;: 1,;2]= 1 implies IN(E,F)I ~ 19.
We set 1 := F*.L, 2:= (F + F.L)d, 3 := (F n F.L)h.L and 4 := Fh.L.
Then N(E, F) looks as follows as in Fig. 16(a).
M(E, F) := {F.L n Fil, 2, 5, 6, 7}, where 5 := Fil n Fd, 6 := F.L n F.Ld
and 7 := F*.L n F.L*.L. M(E, F) looks as follows as in Fig. 16(b).
If (E, F) and (E', F') are isometric, then there exists an index preser-
ving isomorphism
5.5 The classification in Case III
Let k be a perfect field and assume that the symmetric bilinear space (E, <I»
over k possesses an orthonormal basis. Then we have in particular E*il =
E. The classification of a pair (E, F) is in this case very complicated and
requires many invariants. It was studied in [Wid89] and also presented in
[GW89]. Here we just state the final result.
Consider the following sets of subspaces of E, ordered by inclusion:
Remarks. 1. The above corollary is a slightly different version of the results
contained in [Gr087, ex. 2, p.239-252]. We remember that only the factors
13 and 15 when V = Ware not implemented over If2. In order to implement
factor 15, 18,21 it is required a division ring with dimS/T 2: 2.
2. Only the summands associated to the fac,tors J3, 20, 21 do not satisfy
(46). In no. 17 and 19 the isometry type of E = H is uniquely determined
in view of (37).
3. It is evident that for a reduced triple (E, F, C) E* n E*.L = (0) ~ U =
V and E*.L C E* ~ V = W. Thus, the geometric invariant to be dealt
with is V(H, W, U).
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a subdirectly indecomposable pair of case 111. The number of the latter ones
is finite if and only if k is finite. It is 33 + 51kl if F or Flo is trace-valued,
and::; 55 + 151kl + 21kl2 otherwise.
The pairs of ordered sets (N, M) split into 119 isomorphism classes. In 95
of these classes the arithmetic invariants do not play any role. For 58 classes
the information delivered by M is redundant.
Remark. All instances of subdirectly irreducible pairs (E, F) are realizable
over IF2(f(E, F)).
6. Classification of subspaces of quadratic spaces
6.1 Mapping Theorems
In all of this section let k be a commutative field such that [k : k2] is finite
and (E, Q) non-degenerate diagonal quadratic space over k of dimension N""
0' < w, with associated O'-arfian lattice £(E). Write Q(X) = {Q(x) I x E
X}. Call a finite subalgebra V of £(E) well behaved if
(a) the lattice V belongs to the variety generated by Ms
(b) V contains a largest totally isotropic member R,
(c) X C R for all non-prime join irreducibles X with dim X/ X. < No
(d) Xc R or Xc Rl. for all X E V with dim X/rX < No.
Let Xo denote the sum of all X E V with dim X/l'X < No. '
THEOREM 60. Let (E, Q) and (E', Q') diagonal quadratic spaces of di-
mension N"" 0' < W and V, V' well behaved subalgebras of £(E) and £(E'),
respectively. For an index preserving isomorphism TJ: V -+ V' to be induced
by an isometry it is necessary and sufficient that
(a) Q(X) = Q'(TJX) for all X in a generating set of the lattice [1\:R,R]
(b) X ~ TJX for all irreducible X C Rl. with 0 < dim X/l'X < No
(c) If Xo et- Rl. then X ~ TJX for some X E [Xl. n Xo, Xo].
CoROLLARY 61. For (E, Q) as above and F, F' C E assume that the
O'-arfian lattice VE(F) is finite, its interval [O,l'F.ll] in the lattice variety
generated by Ms, and [0, K] and [(l'F.ll)l., E] distributive (where f{ =
K:(rF.ll)). Then F and F' are congruent if and only if there is an index
preserving isomorphism TJbetween the O'-arfian lattices VE(F) and VE(F')
with TJF= F' and
(a) Q(X) = Q(TJX) for all X in a suitable system of lattice generators of
[X, rF.ll]
(b) IfdimF/rF < 00 then F ~ F' and if dim Fl./rFl. < 00 then Flo ~
F'l.
(c) IfdimF/rF < 00 and dim Fl./l'Fl. < 00 then Xl. ~ (TJX)l..
These are Thms.14.1,2 in [WaI88]. The proof refines the methods of Section
3 to cope with the additional structure, see section 15-17 of [WaI88].
6.2 The relevant lattices
Denote by V",(a, R) the free O'-arfian lattice with generator a and relations
R - within any variety V of modular lattices containing Ms. Recall that
the sub directly irreducible factors are obtained from those of the associated
side lattice S(V",(a, R)) (cf Thm. 24) and the Rj, R",j (Cor. 29) and that
rj = rCTja= al.CTja and C = 1\:1'0.
THEoREM 62. As a lattice in V, S(Vda)) is freely generated by the poset
P in Fig. 17 under the relations
CCTo(CCTor!l = CCT1(cCTor!l,CCT1(cCTor2)CT1(cr!l= cCTdcrlCTor2)'
Moreover, the set Cj of CTj-closed elements is the join subsemilattice gene-
rated by the rj and elements of the form CTjXE P, j::; i.
CoRoLLARY 63. As a lattice in V, S(V1 (a, l'a = a)) is freely generated by
the poset
C, r2, CTo(cCTor2)::;CTl(CCT01'2)::; CTdcCT11'2)
under the relations
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Its subdirectly irreducible factors are A-12, A02, and B-1012 with arbitrary
choice of c and those in Fig. 19.
COROLLARY 64. As a lattice in V, S(Vda, 1'a= 0)) is freely generated by
the poset of Fig. 18 under the relations
Its subdirectly irreducible factors are A-10, A01, and A12 with arbitrary
choice of c and those in Fig. 20.
Remarks. 1. In Fig. 17-20 we represented 0"0-and O"l-closed elements large
disks and squares, respectively.
2. The sub directly irreducible factors of Vda, ra = a) are n1-n3, nu, and
the S arising according to Case 2 from a side lattice.
3. The sub directly irreducible factors of V1(a, ra = 0) are n1 ,n4, n5, and
the S arising according to Case la from a side lattice.
4. The poset P in Thm. 62 is of tame representation type containing the
4-element anti-chain
The relations are satisfied in any representation p where PCpr1 = 0, px = 1
if x > y for some yEA, and px = 0 if x < y for some yEA. Therefore, even
in the variety V 2 associated with vector spaces over fields of characteristic 2,
V1(a) is infinite. This extends to V2(a, ra = 0) and V2(a, ra = a). The first
has homomorphic image Vda) with 0"2= id. For the second, a generating
poset with relations has been given in [WaI88, p.56] containing the anti-
chain c, 1'2, 0"1(cO"lr2),0"2(cO"or2)and one may use representations of defect
-1.
5. To prove the Corollaries one just has to derive from the side lattice
relations O"jrj = rj, i < j, resp. 1'2 = 1'3 the additional lattice relations
between the elements of P. Then Lemma 3 assures that there are only
factors 7)2 and M3 and it suffices to verify that those which are models of
relations are exactly the ones occurring as subdirect lattice factors of the
given side lattices.
6. The proof of the Theorem relies on the obvious Lemma belo . IK th'd I . w. C lOO-
se j as e 1 ea lattice of the poset Pj C P consisting of c th '.
;nd the elements denoted in the form O"jt, j :5 i, with a side-lattice ;e:~
. For such, let ajt = t. Put a.t = ct and ~'r' - Th d fi""{ 'u, J - crj. en e ne
ajX = L.J. aiY I x ~ y E J(Kj)}. Conversely, in the modular lattice ~ith the
p:ese~tatlOn, c~ns1der~d, the subsemilattices Cj are indeed sublattices and
glve nse to a slde-IattIce structure For a < 2 there l'S an I I
[w 188 I . . - ana ogous resu ta. ,T Im.86]: the pomt is that for the congruence generated by l' / c th
qu~tlent V",(a)/B is distributive and that the projection map has s~alles~
pre1mages.
~EMMA 65. Let S .be an .a-side lattice with generator set E. For each
z :5 a let Kj be a finIte lattIce and aj a join homomorphism from K. into
S such that 1rjX = O"jajX is meet preserving and E U {I' '} C
U [ ] S
0, ... ,1'",+1
xEK.; ajX, 1rjX. uppose that l'j ~ 1rj (Kd C 1rj (Kj) for all j :5 i. Then,
~.e ~et ~j. of O"j-c1osed elements IS th.e join. subsemilattice generated by
, - {O",a,x I x E J(Kd} and, as a lattIce, S IS generated by E the 1" and
U.x. ' ", ,.
6.3 Classification of subspaces
~orollaries 61,63, and 64 yield the following characterization of congruence
~n the case a = l.and rF = F or rF = O. These are Thm.lg.l and 20.1
m [WaI88] .. We wnte [{ = ,..(Fil), G = F n [{, H = rO"Fn [{ G' [{' H'
correspondmgly, and 0"= 0"1. ' , ,
!HEOR~M 66. For (E, Q) as above let dimE = N1 and F, F' totally
IsotroPIC subspaces of E. Then F and F' are congruent if and only if
(aJ ~~:){'), Q(F'), Q(Gil) = Q(G'il), Q(O"G) = Q(O"G'), Q(O"[{) =
Q(Gil n F) = Q(G'il n F'), Q(O"G h F) = Q(O"G' n F)
(b) IfdimF.l../Fil < 00 then F.l.. ~ F'.l.. and [{.l.. ~ J('.l..
(c) dim(F) = dim(F'), dim(O"F/F) = c1im(O"F'/F') dim(Fil/O"F)
dim( F' il /0" F'), '
c1im(F.l../ Fil) = dim(F'.l.. / F'il).
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THEOREM 67. For (E, Q) as above let dim(E) = ~1 and F, F' non-
degenerate subspaces of E. Then F and F' are congruent if and only if
(a) Q(rFil) = Q(rF'il), Q(rO"F) = Q(l'O"F'), Q(I<il) = Q(J{'il),
Q(O"J{) = Q(O"J{'), Q(Hil) = Q(H'il), Q(O"(Hil n J{))) =
Q(O"(H'il n IC)), Q(O"H) = Q(O"H'), Q(Hil n l'O"F) = Q(H'il n
rO"F'),
(b) Ifdim(F) < 00 then F == F'; jfdim(Fl./l'Fl.) < 00 then Fl. == F'l.,
(c) dim(F) = dim(F'), dim(O"F/l'O"F + F) = dim(O"F'/l'O"F' + F'),
dim(Fil/rFl. + O"F) = dim(Flil/l'F'l. + O"F'), dim(Fl./rFl.) =
dim(F'l./rF'l.), dim((rFil)l./Fil + Fl.) = dim((rFlil)l./F'il +
F'l.), dim(rO"F) = dim(l'O"F'), dim((l'O"F)il /rO"F) =
dim((rO"F')il/rO"F'), dim(l'Fil/(l'O"F)il) = dim(l'F
lil/(rO"F')il).
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Figure 2: The basic irreducible quadral ic lattices
Figure 1:
[ [
The free indexed Galois lattice
generated by a = ail ~ b with ()(a/b) < ~n
(l :.:...: (l.1
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Figure 5: The lattice, Vd a) and V2( f/)
r~
Figure 4: The extension S
.4
J.
ro
Figure 3: The intervals of a quadratic lattice
A
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3
Figure 7: The irreducible 3-sid('-lalliccs
E
p
Figure 6: The posct I of join irrcduciblcs
56
64
59
IP = 1',,_1
f
p.:::: rm-l 0'58 r rna rn_1n p = 7°m 7-k+1
57 l'n rn
A 13 C
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E
os=dimD/DII
<$>
£3
Fs E8 E8L F'l
Os
o
Figure 11: SummaJld El
Figure 13: The Fil.JlO plaJle
II N 11=11FII
II FL II nil F 11=11E, II
Figure 10: Lattice of values
E
Figure 12: i{ec!uction [0 it chain
II FL II
=11Flil
Ii
E'4
(d) O. = dim D./ F,
(g)
I.E3 = l-':,03
0= Ej
(e) 03 = dim F.1/ P'I!El = F2E; = E;L<5,a
(b) 0, = dim F'-lI/PI
a6'(rP)
~
E5
E'
F
s
S f.~L= E,L
~o Os
a
(e) Os = dim D,,/ D.
Figure 9: Summands 1-7 in non trace-valued cases I and"
Figure 8: Case 4 of the Congruence Theorem
EI
P - pL !I'"~_ E'oL1 - I -'1 - ..•.1
01
a
(a) 01 = dim PI
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w
Figure 14 cont'd: Indexed Galois lat.lircs gcnerated by a closed 3-chain
v,.
c
Figure 14: Indexed Gitlois lat.ticcs gencrated by a closcd :3-chain
'I +'VI
V2
VJ
V4
V vL
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Figure 15 cont'd: Indexed Galois lattices gener~ted by a 2-chain
tv
w
Figure 15: Indexed Galois lattices g(,llerated by a 2-chain
£:
a b = bl. al. ail
No E:
al. a (I (ll.
No
VIO
VII V12
wll
IV
tv
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c
c
c
c
1'0
c
c
1'0
c
c
Figure 19: Subdirectly irreducible side lattice.' in case l'a = a
7. Figures
c
6
(ill
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;)
(a)
Figure 16: The posets ,\'( I,', nand _'vi (E, F)
Figures 17 and 18: Generating posets of S(Vt(a)) and S(V1(a; ra = 0)
168
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V. Orthomodular Spaces
HANS ARWED KELLER, DRS-MARTIN KUNZI,
MARIA PIA SOLER
(1)
1. Introduction
1.1 The projection theorem
If E is a finite dimensional anisotropic hermitean space, then every subspace
X of E is an orthogonal summand, i.e.
If E is infinite dimensional then (1) is never true for all subspaces X C E.
Indeed, for every infinite dimensional nondegenerate hermitean space E,
there exists a subspace X S; E with Xl. = {O} ((Gr079], Lemma 3, p 20).
A necessary condition for a subspace X to be an orthogonal summand is
that X is ortho-closed, i.e. X = X.ll. It is a central property of the classical
Hilbert space
£2 := {(>'i)iEN I Ai E lIt, L A[ < oo}
(2)
that this condition is also sufficient: if E = 1!2, then every ortho-closed
. subspace X of E is an orthogonal summand. In formulae,
c
c
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~~
VVI I', I
• 1'2 • 1'2
c
Figure 20: Subdirectly irreducible side lattices in casp 1'lt = 0
170
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